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Speaker Characterization using Adult and Children’s Speech
Abstract
Speech signals contain important information about a speaker, such as age, gender, language,
accent, and emotional/psychological state. Automatic recognition of these types of charac-
teristics has a wide range of commercial, medical and forensic applications such as interactive
voice response systems, service customization, natural human-machine interaction, recogniz-
ing the type of pathology of speakers, and directing the forensic investigation process. Many
such applications depend on reliable systems using short speech segments without regard to
the spoken text (text-independent). All these applications are also applicable using children’s
speech.
This research aims to develop accurate methods and tools to identify diﬀerent characteris-
tics of the speakers. Our experiments cover speaker recognition, gender recognition, age-group
classification, and accent identification. However, similar approaches and techniques canbe ap-
plied to identify other characteristics such as emotional/psychological state. Themain focus of
this research is on detecting these characteristics from children’s speech, which is previously re-
ported as a more challenging subject compared to adult. Furthermore, the impact of diﬀerent
frequency bands on the performances of several recognition systems is studied, and the per-
formance obtained using children’s speech is compared with the corresponding results from
experiments using adults’ speech.
Speaker characterization is performed by fitting a probability density function to acoustic
features extracted fromthe speech signals. Since thedistributionof acoustic features is complex,
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are applied. Due to lack of data, parametric model adapta-
tion methods have been applied to adapt the universal background model (UBM) to the char-
iii
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acteristics of utterances. An eﬀective approach involves adapting the UBM to speech signals
using the Maximum-A-Posteriori (MAP) scheme. Then, the Gaussian means of the adapted
GMM are concatenated to form a Gaussian mean super-vector for a given utterance. Finally,
a classification or regression algorithm is used to identify the speaker characteristics. While
eﬀective, Gaussian mean super-vectors are of a high dimensionality resulting in high computa-
tional cost and diﬃculty in obtaining a robust model in the context of limited data. In the field
of speaker recognition, recent advances using the i-vector framework have increased the classi-
fication accuracy. This framework, which provides a compact representation of an utterance in
the form of a low dimensional feature vector, applies a simple factor analysis on GMMmeans.
Motivated by this success, the i-vector framework is applied to the age-group, gender and ac-
cent recognition problems and the performances are compared with the corresponding results
form diﬀerent acoustic frameworks. In these approaches, each utterance is modeled by its cor-
responding i-vector. Then Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is used for minimizing within
class variability while maximizing between class variability. Finally, a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier or simple dot product is applied to estimate the characteristic of speakers.
A new analysis for investigating the importance of diﬀerent parts of the speech spectrum
for speaker, accent, gender, and age-group identification are proposed. For speaker identifica-
tion, the practically important problems of identifying a child in a simulated class and school of
children are studied. The results of gender identification using children’s speech demonstrate
the eﬀects of age and puberty on the performance of gender identification systems. For having
a baseline to compare the performance of automatic speaker characterization systems, when
using children’s speech, human experiments are conducted for gender and age-group identifi-
cation tasks.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Speech Technologies for Children
Some of themost compelling applications of spoken language technology in education involve
children, but computer recognition of children’s speech is particularly diﬃcult. This is due to
the fact that children have large diﬀerences in both the acoustic and the linguistic aspects of
speech compared to adults [9–11]. Diﬀerences in the pitch, the formant frequencies, the aver-
age phone duration, the speaking rate, the glottal flow parameters, pronunciation and grammar
are the various acoustic and linguistic diﬀerences [12, 13]. As reported, children have diﬀerent
values of mean and variance of the acoustic features of speech than those of adults [10, 14, 15].
For example, the area of the F1-F2 formant ellipses is larger for children than for adults formost
vowel phonemes and children speech contains more dis-fluencies and extraneous speech [16].
As all children undergo rapid development and with varying rates, it is diﬃcult to model
their constantly changing speech characteristics. Also as children grow, their speechproduction
organs change and so their anatomy and physiology keep changing quite significantly. Thus,
comparing with those of adults speech, children’s speech has higher inter- and intra-speaker
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acoustic variabilities [11, 17].
The acoustic and linguistic characteristics are two types of properties of a speech signal. The
physiology of the speaker governs the acoustic properties of a speech signal. The physical di-
mensions of vocal tracts and vocal folds have direct influence on the acoustics of speech signal.
What makes children’s speech diﬀerent from adults’ speech has been examined by several re-
searchers. Age-dependent changes in the formant frequencies and the fundamental frequency
measurements of children speakers aged three to thirteen were reported by Eguchi and Hirsh
[18], and later summarized byKent [19]. Compare to adults, children have formants located at
higher parts of the spectrum [10, 12, 17, 20]. Also, they have high pitch frequency values which
cause large spacing between the pitch harmonics [10, 12, 17, 21]. These high formant frequen-
cies and pitch frequency values are attributed to their inherent shorter vocal tract and vocal
folds lengths, respectively. Researchers have also observed that the phoneme durations and the
average sentence durations are longer than those for adults, which consequently reduces their
speaking rate [10, 12, 17, 22]. On studying consonant-vowel transitions in the case of adults’
and children’s speech [23], it is reported that the children’s speech has shorter transition dura-
tion and larger spectral diﬀerence between consonant and vowel in the consonant-vowel pair
than those of adults’ speech.
On the other hand, due to physiological diﬀerences between the speakers, the diﬀerences in
the voice source parameters aﬀect the source spectrum [24]. Contributing to all this is their
increased intra-speaker spectral and temporal variabilities [9, 17, 23]. Increases in the intra-
speaker spectral and temporal variabilities cause greater overlapping of the phonemic classes
making the pattern classification problem even more diﬃcult.
The usual legal definition for child is anyone under 18, but in this study the focus is on the
5 years to 16 years old children. In general 5-year old children are able to say all speech sounds
in words, although they may make mistake on sounds that are harder to say. At this stage they
can talk (including names, letters and numbers) without repeating sounds or wordsmost of the
time [25].
In a report, it has been stated that the automatic systems when using speech signals from
5-year old children have about 60% of vowel classification accuracy against that of about 90%
when using the adult speech signals [10]. Two vowel classification methods are studied and
bothmethods involve the computation of a variance-normalized distancemeasure between the
feature vector for a given token and the centre (or centroid) of each of the training categories
(they used 10 vowel categories). Overall classification accuracy is determined by calculating
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the percentage of tokens that were assigned by the classifier to the category that was intended
by the talker.
Mentioned earlier in this chapter, in addition to acoustic diﬀerences, children have large dif-
ferences in linguistic correlates of speech. Children display less precise control of the articula-
tors especially at the age of 5-6 years (the special interest on 5 and 6 years old children is due to
the fact that they usually are the youngest participants in speech related experiments). Conse-
quently, children’s speech havemany problems such as dis-fluencies, false-starts and extraneous
speech [9, 26, 27]. As children have smaller vocabulary than adults, they use fewer words per
utterance to convey the same message. And occasionally their sentences have some spurious
words which are not found in adults’ case. To convey the intended message, older children use
simpler linguistic constructs. So, the ability of children to use language eﬃciently to convey the
message depends on their age.
1.2 Speaker Characterization Technologies for Children
While speech recognition is dealing with extracting the underlying linguistic message in an ut-
terance, speaker characterization is preoccupied with extracting characteristics of the speaker
who is speaking the utterance. In addition to its linguistic content, speech signals also carry im-
portant paralinguistic information about a speaker such as identity, age, gender, language, ac-
cent and emotional/psychological state. Although automatic recognition of children’s speech,
and variability of acoustic parameters of speech as a function of age has been the subject of
considerable research eﬀort, there is little published work on issues and algorithms related to
automatic recognition of a child’s paralinguistic characteristics from his or her speech. For ex-
ample, how increases in inter- and intra-speaker variability for children’s speech [28] will aﬀect
the performance of the automatic speaker characterization system is unknown.
As it is mentioned earlier, acoustic and linguistic characteristics of children’s speech are dif-
ferent from those for adult, therefore for children’s speech, the influence of bandwidth reduc-
tion on speech recognition accuracy is greater than for adults [29, 30]. Although the relevant
studies for adult speaker recognition have been reported [31], the significance of diﬀerent fre-
quency bands for automatic recognition of children’s characteristics is unknown.
In several application areas, including, security, child protection, and education, the employ-
ment of speaker characterization technology for children could be helpful. For instance it could
be useful for teenagers and young adults aged from8 to 17who are using internet andwanted to
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set up their own profile on a social networking site. A valuable safeguard for a child engaged in
social networking are speaker, age and gender recognition systems that identifies a child’s iden-
tity, gender and age-group based on his or her voice, and confirms the identity of the individual
with whom the child is communicating. Another example is an interactive educational tutor
which will able the child to login by his/her voice, with no need to go through a formal login
process, the tutor could automatically identify a child in a class to continue a previous lesson,
adjust its content to suit the child’s age-group and gender, and process the child’s responses to
provide relevant feedback.
The main focus of this research is to study automatic speaker characterization technologies
for child speech. To obtain a base line system, we initially designed a system to address the
problem of speaker and accent recognition, in both clean and noisy environments, for adults’
speech. Then themodified speaker recognition system (based on adult speech) is used to study
automatic characterization of children’s speech. Among all speaker characteristics, we study
identification of speaker’s identity, gender, and age-group, from children’s speech (and in some
cases also with adult speech to be able to compare the performance).
1.3 Review of SpeechDetection Technologies for Adults
Thegeneral area of speaker recognition is divided into verification and identification. The focus
of this research are both verification and identification, in which the goal is to determine from a
voice sample if a person is who he or she claims (verification) and is to determine an unknown
speaker’s identity (identification).
Automatic recognition of speaker characteristics has a wide range of commercial, medical
and forensic applications in real-world scenarios. For example, in a multilingual call-centre
[32], a call should be directed to an agent whose language matches the customer. To find the
best agent for a call, an automatic dialect/accent recognition system can be considered to avoid
typicalmisunderstandings in the agent-customer conversation [33]. In this case, automatic age
estimation can also be applied as elderly customers usually prefer an agent with a slow speech
rate [34]. Targeted advertising through the Internet, where user-computer and user-company
vocal interaction has increased significantly during the last decades, is another scenario of ap-
plication. In this case, information about the user’s language/accent, age and gender can help
to oﬀer appropriate products and services. In video games, knowledge about a user’s character-
istics can help the game to adapt itself. For example, the preference for the game music might
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diﬀer significantly between a male teenager compared to an adult female. Speaker characteri-
zation is also applied to diagnosis, analysis and monitoring of diﬀerent diseases such as autism
and Parkinson’s disease.
In addition, automatic identification of speaker characteristics can improve the performance
of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. A fundamental challenge of using ASR sys-
tems in real world markets such as telephone networks and personal computers is their sig-
nificant performance drop for some speakers. As speech interaction with computers becomes
more pervasive, and its applications (such as telephone financial transactions and information
retrieval from speech databases) become more private and sensitive, there is a growth in the
value of automatic recognition of a speaker based on vocal characteristics.
This research aims to develop accuratemethods and tools to identify diﬀerent characteristics
of the speakers, using both adult and child speech. Automatic recognition systems should be
robust enough for facing possible environmental variability, such as transmission over a com-
munication channel, and background noise. Moreover, they must be capable of achieving high
accuracy for short input speech samples. From the practical point of view there is usually no
control over the duration of speech. It is important to be able to identify a speaker using a short
speech segment with acceptable accuracy level. From a theoretical point of view, it is interest-
ing for text-independent operation to determine if the system can characterize a speaker’s voice
well enough using the short segment of speech.
1.4 Importance ofDifferent Parts of the Spectrum for SpeechTech-
nologies
Currently the most commonly used parameterization is to represent a spoken utterance as a
sequence of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcient (MFCC) vectors, which are calculated using
the entire frequency bandwidth. However, we know that diﬀerent frequency regions contain
diﬀerent types of information. For instance a study for speaker identification [31], showed
that the frequency regions below 600 Hz and above 3000 Hz provided better speaker identifi-
cation accuracy than themiddle-frequency regions, when usingmonoGaussianmodelling and
the TIMIT corpus. However, no similar study has been reported for other types of automatic
speaker characterization using adult speech.
Russell et al. [35] show that the bandwidth aﬀects recognition of children’s speech by hu-
mans and machines. The eﬀect of bandwidth reduction from 8 to 4 kHz was reported, which
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shows that this eﬀect is over 100% greater for children’s speech than for adults. However, no
similar studies have been reported on the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency sub-bands on the perfor-
mance of automatic speaker characterization systems using children’s speech.
1.5 Scope of the Thesis
Figure 1.5.1 shows the overall overview of this thesis. The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a background review of techniques for the area of automatic identification
of speaker characteristics. Thechapter begins by reviewing someof the early experimentswhich
examined how humans recognize a speaker’s identity. This is followed by an outline for some of
the major feature sets used for identification of speaker characteristics, such as speaker’s iden-
tity, age and gender. Finally, an outline of some of themajor techniques, formodelling, normal-
ization and scoring, used for identification of speaker characteristics are presented and notation
and nomenclature used throughout the thesis are introduced.
Chapter 3 contains the description of corpora, for both adult and child speech, which are used
for experiments of following chapters.
Chapter 4 presents the relevant experiments for obtaining the baseline systems for both tele-
phony and microphone recorded speech signals. These experiments are related to the eﬀect of
usingdiﬀerent feature sets and classification techniques. Basedon the result of experiments pre-
sented in this chapter automatic speaker characterization systems are designed and presented
on each of the following chapters.
Chapter 5 introduces the contrastive eﬀects of diﬀerent frequency bands on the performance
of speaker and and accent identification, using clean recorded speech from adult speakers. In
addition for both speaker and accent identification, the best obtained performances are pre-
sented in this chapter.
Chapter 6 studies the speaker recognition tasks for children’s speech. However in order to
have a baseline to compare the performance of automatic recognition system using children’s
speech, some experiments with the comparable experimental configuration are also conducted
using adult speech recordings. In addition, the regions of the spectrum carrying more speaker
relevant informationare identifiedand studied, for both child andadult speech, using twometh-
ods.
Chapter 7 discuses several approaches to automatic identification of gender and age-group
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Figure 1.5.1: Overview of whole thesis.
from children’s speech. The eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency bands on the performance of auto-
matic gender and age-group identification systems are studied in this chapter. In addition, the
identification rate from human experiments are presented for both gender and age-group iden-
tification tasks.
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Finally,Chapter 8 summarizes the major results and conclusions of the thesis and suggests fu-
ture directions for research.
1.6 Major Contributions
The research described in this thesis provides original contributions to the field of automatic
recognition of speaker’s identity, gender, and age-group, using children’s speech. The major
contributions can be summarised as follows:
1. A new analysis of the importance of diﬀerent parts of the speech spectrum for speaker
and accent identification, using adult’s speech. (Published as an IEEE signal processing
letter in 2012, [36]. Presented at ICASSP 2012 and UK Speech 2012.)
2. The first evaluation of the utility of current speaker recognition techniques for children’s
speech. These experiments show how speaker recognition performance depends on age
and compares the regions of the spectrum that are most important for speaker recogni-
tion for children and adults. (Published in Interspeech 2012 andWOCCI2014, [37, 38].
Presented at Interspeech 2012 andWOCCI 2014.)
3. The application of speaker identification to the practically important problems of iden-
tifying a child in a simulated class and school of children. Demonstration of the eﬀects
of age on performance. (Published in Interspeech 2012, [37]. Presented at Interspeech
2012 and BirminghamCity University (BCU) in 2013.)
4. The first evaluation of identification of gender from children’s speech, by humans and
machines. The results demonstrate the eﬀects of age and puberty on the performance of
gender identification systems. In addition, the utilities of diﬀerent parts of the spectrum
are studied. (Published in Interspeech 2013, [39]. Presented at Interspeech 2013 and
UK Speech 2013.)
5. Initial evaluation of age-group identification, by humans and machines, from children’s
speech. The eﬀect of gender on the performance of age-group identification task is stud-
ied, and useful bands for this task are identified. (Published in Interspeech 2014, [40].
Presented at Interspeech 2014 and UK Speech 2014.)
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2
Background and Review of Techniques
This chapter provides a background review of techniques for the area of automatic identifica-
tion of speaker characteristics. It begins by reviewing some of the early experiments which ex-
amined how humans recognize a speaker’s identity. This is followed by outline of some of the
major techniques, for modelling, normalization and scoring, used for identification of speaker
characteristics.
2.1 Speech Production
Figure 2.1.1 shows a general model for human speech production. The production of spoken
language involves three major levels of processing: conceptualisation, formulation, and artic-
ulation. In the first process, conceptualisation or conceptual preparation, the intent to speak
gives rise to an association between a desired notion and a specific word to be conveyed. The
second process of formulation involves the creation of the linguistic form needed to convey
the chosen message. This process is supported by three mechanisms, namely, grammatical,
morpho-phonological, and phonetic encoding. The mechanism of grammatical encoding en-
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tails the selection of the most suitable syntactic word or lemma. In the third process, articula-
tion, speech is produced through the specific and interlinked functions of the vocal apparatus
components, namely, lungs, glottis, larynx, tongue, lips, and jaw [41].
Figure 2.1.1: A simpliﬁed human speech production model.
Speech production involves development and control of skilled movement patterns. Many
studies have investigated the diﬀerences between speech production of adults and children
[42–44]. Some studies have confirmed that control of themotor systemdevelops progressively
in childhood and deteriorates with ageing. Researchers found that when children (aged from
8 to 17) and older adults (aged from 45 to 84) executed limb or speech movement patterns,
they tended to demonstrate reduced velocity of movement and greater variability, and their
performance was less accurate than that of young adults (aged from 17 to 45) [44–47].
In a study conducted by Sharkey et al. [47], the development of speech motor skills was
investigated in adults and in children aged 4, 7, and 10 years. It was observed that variation
between children and adults diminished, with respect to age, in terms of the length of actions
such as lip-opening and jaw opening movements and lip-open and jaw-open postures, as well
as in terms of the duration between the start of lower lip opening and jaw opening. However,
within a groupof children, these actions didnot vary considerably. Furthermore, in comparison
to children of other ages, there was a substantial decline in lower lip displacement variation
between children aged 4 and aged 7.
Later, in [44], control of the lower lip, jaw, and larynx (i.e., fundamental frequency) was
studied using a non-speech visuomotor tracking (VMT) task. In this research, accuracy and
within- and between-subject variability in tracking performance were measured. The results
confirmed that the performance of the younger adults was better than that of the children and
older adults. Accuracy ofmovement amplitude tended to increase during development and de-
cline with ageing, whereas age did not appear to influence the accuracy of temporal parameters
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in lip and jaw tracking. In contrast, age tended to influence individual variability in temporal
but not amplitude parameters [44].
In a research by MacDonald et al. [43], human-specific vocalizations were characterized as
having two main categories: those that appeared during the maturation stage (independent of
experience), and those that depended on early daily interaction. Human language falls into this
latter class of vocal learning [43].
2.2 Front-end Analysis of Speech Signals
In order to detect a speaker characteristic, understanding the perceptual mechanisms used by
human listeners could be useful in designing automatic speaker characterization systems. There
are two approaches to feature extraction, knowledge driven anddata driven. Most of the knowl-
edge driven based approaches are only based on the structure of human ear and there still is no
complete understanding about human auditory system, e.g. brain functions during communi-
cation. So for better understanding the combination of knowledge and data driven approaches
is useful.
2.2.1 Perceptual cues used for speaker characterization
There have been several approaches aimed at identifying the perceptual cues used by listeners
for associating an utterance with a characteristic of a speaker [48–52].
Humans use several levels of perceptual cues for paralinguistic processing of speech signals.
Shown in the Table 2.2.1, the hierarchy of perceptual cues was defined by Reynolds and Heck
[8] for recognition of speaker’s identity. In this research, they have tried to show that although
high-level information is hard to extract from the speech samples, it will lead to more robust
automatic speaker recognition system, if it could be extracted.
2.2.2 Feature attributes
In research by Wolf [53], the attributes of ideal features for speaker recognition are discussed,
these attributes are also desirable for other speaker characterization tasks. Ideally, the selected
features should occur naturally and frequently in speech, be easily measurable, not change over
time or be aﬀected by the speaker’s health, not be aﬀected by reasonable background noise,
not depend on specific transmission characteristics, and not be susceptible to mimicry [53].
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Table 2.2.1: Hierarchy of perceptual cues [8]. The anatomical structure of vocal appara-
tus is usually easy to extract automatically, but there are some exceptions; for example it
is true of general vocal tract structure but automatic estimation of tongue position during
speech is not an easy task.
Perceptual cues
High-level Semantics, diction, Socio-economic status, Diﬃcult to
(learned pronunciations, education, place automatically
traits) idiosyncrasies of birth extract
# Prosodics, speed intonation, Personality type, #
# rhythm, volume modulation parental influence #
Low-level Acoustic aspect Anatomical structure Easy to
(physical of speech, nasal, of vocal automatically
traits) deep, breathy, rough apparatus  extract
In practice, it is highly improbable to find any set of features which concurrently have all these
attributes. Depending on the application, partial or total relaxation of some of these standards
will be necessary.
2.2.3 Features for automatic speaker characterization
Based on the results of the studies of acoustic correlates to perceptual cues, the primary focus
in the search for features for automatic speaker characterization systems has been on acoustic
parameters, such as measures of the spectrum, and some prosodic features such as pitch con-
tours, formant trajectories and speech event timings (e.g., voice onset). In the linear acoustic
model of speech production, the composite speech spectrum consists of excitation signal fil-
tered by a time-varying linear filter representing the vocal tract shape. Linear predictive coeﬃ-
cients (LPC) and their various transformations [54], and filter-bank energies and their cepstral
representation [55] are the common spectrum representations. The disadvantage of the LPC
representation is that it is based on an all pole filter model which may ignore significant speech
spectral characteristics for speech corrupted with noise [56]. The filter-bank energies are di-
rect measurements of the energy in diﬀerent frequency bands and are not dependent on any
model constraints [55]. TheMel-scale filter-bank energies and the related cepstral representa-
tion owns most of the characteristics of ideal features for automatic speaker characterization.
Cepstral analysis technique took the lead for feature extraction in thefieldsofASRandconse-
quently for automatic speaker characterization. This is mainly because this technique provides
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Table 2.2.2: High-level feature in SR. EER stands for Equal Error Rate.
Feature Type Feature description Selected reference(s)
Prosodic features Pitch and energy [59] Using log-pitch+log energy+
distributions their derivative, achieved EER of 16.3%
Pitch and energy [59] Using slop+duration
track dynamics achieved EER of 14.1%
Prosodic [60] Using 19 statistics, duration & pitched
statistics related features, achieved EER of 8.1%
Phone features Phone [61] Using 5PPRLM phone
N-grams streams achieved EER of 4.8%
Phone binary [62] Using 3 token history
trees (4-grams), achieved EER of 3.3%
Cross-stream phone [63] By fusing cross-stream&
modeling temporal system achieved EER of 3.6%
Pronunciation [64] By comparing word-level phone streams
modeling with open-loop streams, achieved EER of 2.3%
Lexical features Word [65, 66] Using n-gram idiolect
N-grams system achieved EER of 9.0%
Conversational Turn taking pattern & [60] Using conditional word usage
features conversational style results in EER of 26%
a methodology for separating the excitation from the vocal tract shape [57]. The outcome of a
cosine transform of the real logarithm associated with the short-term spectrum of energy mea-
sured on a Mel-frequency scale is a series of Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coeﬃcients (MFCC)
which oﬀer a compact representation. There are several factors that may adversely influence
the eﬃciency of the MFCC, including filter number, filter shape, the distribution of filters, as
well as the distortion of the power spectrum. The 0th coeﬃcient is not included in the standard
MFCC calculation. According to Zheng et al., this calculation is useful as it can be considered
the equivalent of the generalised Frequency Band Energy (FBE), giving rise to the FBE-MFCC
[52, 58].
For speaker characterization,measurements (fromspectrum)ofnasals andvowelswere found
to be particularly good [67, 68], this is confirmedby investigating frequency regionswhich con-
tains more speaker specific information by [31]. Based on the theory of speech production
[69], voiced speech is the output of a stream of air puﬀs from the glottis producing resonances
in the vocal tract and nasal cavities. Although the pitch reflects the excitation from the glottis, it
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is strongly aﬀected by factors other than anatomical structure, like emotional state and speech
eﬀort. However the speech spectrum reflects the anatomical structure of a person’s vocal tract
and nasal cavities and therefore has information about distinctive physical attributes. That is
why vowels, which are produced by a fairly fixed vocal tract shape, and nasals mainly produced
by resonances of the nasal cavities, were shown to be eﬀective for speaker discrimination [31].
The more recent investigations prove that inserting higher-level cues as features, by either
combining or fusing, has the ability to improve accurateness and add robustness. Table 2.2.2
shows the eﬀectiveness of high-level features in the speaker recognition area.
2.2.4 MFCC extraction
As it is shown in Figure 2.2.1, the extraction of MFCC features includes the following steps.
1. A pre-emphasis filter, which is a high pass filter, is applied on the signal x[n] in time do-
main by using: y[n] = x[n]   α  x[n   1], where α is set to 0.95, to remove the part of
the samples that did not change in relation to its adjacent samples,
2. To produce a short time speech segment for analysis, the speech signal is periodically
multiplied by a Hamming window with a fixed length,
3. The discrete Fourier spectrum is obtained through a fast Fourier transform (FFT) from
which the magnitude squared spectrum is calculated,
4. The result is put through a bank of triangular filters [55]. Critical band filtering with a
set of triangular band pass filters, which operate directly on the magnitude spectrum is
simulated by the filter-bank,
5. Take the logarithm of all filter-bank energies,
6. The last step is to take the discrete cosine transform (DCT)of the log filter-bank energies
to decorrelate the filter-bank energies.
The critical band warping is done following an approximation to the mel-frequency scale
which is linear up to 1 kHz and logarithmic above 1 kHz, as it is shown in Figure 2.2.2. The
centre frequencies of the triangular filter follow a uniform 100Mel-scale spacing and the band-
widths are set so the lower and upper passband frequencies of a filter lie on the centre fre-
quencies of the adjacent filters, giving equal bandwidths on theMel-scale but increasing band-
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widths on the linear frequency scale. The number of filters, NF, is selected to cover the signal
bandwidth[0; fs=2]Hz, where fs is the sampling frequency.
Figure 2.2.1: Feature extraction system.
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Figure 2.2.2: Mel-scale triangle ﬁlter-bank used for feature extraction. In this example
the fs was equal to 16kHz.
2.2.4.1 Delta coefficient
The performance of a automatic speaker characterization system can be greatly enhanced by
adding time derivatives to the basic static parameters.
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The delta coeﬃcients are computed using the following regression formula:
dt =
PΘ
θ=1 θ(ct+θ   ct θ)
2
PΘ
θ=1 θ
2 (2.1)
wheredt is a delta coeﬃcient at time t computed in termsof the corresponding static coeﬃcients
ct Θ to ct+Θ.
2.2.4.2 Shifted-delta cepstral
Shifted-delta cepstral (SDC) coeﬃcients are obtained by linking the delta cepstra computed
across multiple frames of speech, as shown in Figure 2.2.3.
Figure 2.2.3: Block diagram of the process of computing the SDC coeﬃcients [1].
the SDC coeﬃcients for a cepstral frame i at time t, are computed as follow:
SDCcn(t; i) = cn(t+ iP+ d)  cn(t+ iP  d) (2.2)
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where n = 0; :::;N   1, and i = 0; :::; k   1. n is the nth cepstral coeﬃcient and i is the block
number. N is the number of cepstral coeﬃcients computed at each frame, d represents the time
advance and delay for the delta computation, k is the number of blocks whose delta coeﬃcients
are concatenated to form the final feature vector, and P is the time shift between consecutive
blocks [70].
2.2.5 Feature normalization techniques
The noise and channel eﬀects have great impact on most of the speech related technologies. In
telephony speaker recognition applications, one of the main decreasing factors for recognition
performance, is the channel variability. To standardize distribution parameters of cepstral co-
eﬃcients over a specified time interval, the feature warping andMean andVarianceNormaliza-
tion (MVN) [2] algorithmswere proposed. CepstralMean Subtraction (CMS) [71] andRasta
filtration [72] are other common techniques which could be mentioned. The subsequent two
subsections give a brief summary of the methods which were used during this research.
2.2.5.1 Cepstral mean subtraction
CMSwas one of the earlier andmost eﬀectivemethods used for compensating cepstral features
for linear channel induced eﬀects in speech. In this method feature vectors are computed from
the N cepstral vectors !c y;i , i = 1; :::;N (i denotes for frame time index) from a speech utter-
ance y(n) by subtracting the cepstral mean, or average of all N cepstral vectors, from each of the
original cepstral vectors !c y;i:
 !c cms;i =  !c y;i   !c y;avg ; i = 1; :::;N (2.3)
where !c y;avg = 1N
PN
i=1
 !c y;i. The principle behind this approach is based upon the behaviour
of the cepstrum under convolutional distortions [73]. If we assume that most channel distor-
tions are stationary (for example that caused by diﬀerentmicrophones, telephone handsets and
audio channels), or at least slowly time-varying, then the eﬀect of the channel appears as con-
volutive noise in the time domain and hence becomes an additive constant in the log cepstral
domain. Hence, subtracting the mean of each cepstral coeﬃcient over the whole utterance re-
moves the channel induced oﬀset and any other stationary speech components.
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2.2.5.2 Mean and variance normalization
Cepstral MVN [74] is the same as CMS, but in addition each feature coeﬃcient is normalized
by the estimated variance of that feature over the whole utterance. By subtracting themean and
dividing by the variance, the distribution of the features will have zero mean and unit variance.
This is to remove diﬀerent cepstral coeﬃcient distributions due to variable channel distortions
[1].
2.2.5.3 Feature warping
Feature warping is known as histogram equalization in the image processing literature, and in
the speech processing literature as cumulative distribution mapping. The main aim of feature
warping is to construct a more robust representation of the each cepstral feature distribution.
Feature warping has been shown in [75] and [2] to significantly improve language and speaker
recognition accuracy, respectively. This technique maps the distribution of feature vectors to
a standardized distribution over a specified time interval. Using this method, speaker verifi-
cation task demonstrated superior performance to those using other methods including CMS
andMVN [76]. According to [75] feature warping is best applied to theMFCC. Although fea-
ture warping is applicable for any standard probability distribution, the best result is attained
by using normal distribution as the target distribution [76].
Figure 2.2.4 shows the distribution of features before and after applying feature warping.
In this example the target distribution which we want to warp the current distribution to, is a
normal distribution. With the newwarped value calculated for the cepstral feature in the centre
of the window, a sliding rectangular window of size N is applied, the typical window size (N) is
3-seconds. The sliding window is advanced frame by frame and a new entry is calculated.
The warping is a non-linear transformation from the original feature, q, to a warped feature,
m. This method is applied separately for each cepstral coeﬃcient and it assumes that the fea-
tures are independent. This approach uses cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching
to make the features more robust to diﬀerent channel and noise eﬀects. CDF matching is per-
formed over a sliding window. Only the central frame of the window is warped based on CDF
matching. The features in a given window of the utterance are sorted in descending order. Sup-
pose the central frame has a rank R (between 1 andN). Its correspondingCDF value is approx-
imated as:
Φ =
N+ 12   R
N
(2.4)
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Thewarped value m should satisfy:
Φ =
Z m
z= 1
h(z)dz (2.5)
where h(z) is the probability density function of standard normal distribution. The value of m
can be quickly found by lookup in a standard normal CDF table.Z q
y= 1
f(y) dy =
Z m
z= 1
h(z) dz (2.6)
Equation 2.6 shows a direct mapping of a source cepstral feature q (with measured distribu-
tion f(y)) to the warped component m (with distribution of h(z)).
Figure 2.2.4: Feature warping transformation (taken from [2]).
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2.3 Modeling
2.3.1 Generative and Discriminative Classifiers
Generative classifiers acquire a model of the joint probability, p(x; y), of the inputs x and the
label y, and by using Bayes rules make their predictions to calculate p(yjx) and then picking the
most likely label y. But in discriminative classification the posterior p(yjx) is directly modeled,
or learned a direct map from inputs x to the class labels [77]. At this section two classifier types
are compared.
In the area of automatic speaker characterisation, there are examples of employing genera-
tive, discriminative, and hybrid classifiers [78]. The classification stage is usually divided into
twoparts: modelling andmatching. Based on the features extracted froma speaker’s speech sam-
ple, a model is created of the speaker’s voice, which is then entered into the identification sys-
tem. Matching measures the similarity of the features extracted from an unknown speech sam-
plewith thoseof the speakermodels [79]. Therelated speechdata, knownas training/enrolment
data, areused to forma speaker-specificmodel. During the verificationphase, the trainedmodel
is used to authenticate a sequence of feature vectors extracted from the utterances of unknown
speakers.
Given a sequence of feature vectors from an unknown class (speaker, gender, age-group, or
emotional state), the next task of the automatic speaker characterization is to classify that se-
quence as having come from one of the classes in the known population. Classification tech-
niques can be divided into generative and discriminative (which are the two categories of the
statistical approaches for constructing the models).
2.3.2 Statistical modelling (GMMs) and signal representation
Usually, in modelling-based approaches, the variable-duration speech signals are converted to
the fixed-dimensional vectors, these vectors are then used by training/classification algorithms.
To convert variable-duration speech signals into fixed-dimensional vectors, a probability den-
sity function (PDF) is fitted to acoustic features extracted from the speech signals such that
the parameters of the fitted PDF characterise the speaker’s identity, gender, age-group, and etc.,
then the fixed dimensional vector is formed by concatenating the mean vectors of the Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM). A GMM is used to model the complex distribution of acoustic
features. Figure 2.3.1 shows the underlying idea of fitting a GMM to the acoustic features ex-
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tracted from an utterance.
Figure 2.3.1: Graphical representation of feature extraction from speech signal and ﬁtting
a GMM to them (taken from [3]).
Theamount of training data plays an important role in accurate estimation of the parameters
of statistical models. For example, if the acoustic data include only the properties of a single
utterance, fitting aGMM-basedmodel to that utterance couldnotbeperformedaccurately. This
issue is more obvious in the case of using GMMs with a high number of mixture components.
Therefore, methods used to adapt UBMs to characteristics of utterances typically draw upon
the data in large training and testing databases.
2.3.3 Parameter estimation
The main proposed methods for parameter estimation are Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) andMaximum A Posteriori (MAP).
2.3.3.1 Maximum likelihood estimation
In this method [80], given the class-dependent enrolment data, Gaussian means are estimated
by maximising the likelihood of Equation 2.7.
p(xtjλ) =
CX
c=1
wcp(xtjμc; Σc)
λ = fwc; μc; Σcg; c = 1; :::;C:
(2.7)
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where xt is the acoustic vector at time t, wc is the weight for the cth mixture component, and
p(xtjμc; Σc) is a Gaussian probability density function with μc and Σc as its mean and covari-
ance matrix, respectively. C is the total number of mixture components. This optimisation
problem is challenging, as there is no information about the contribution of each sample to
themean of eachGaussianmixture component. Therefore, rather than directly maximising the
log-likelihoodof Equation 2.7, the auxiliary function of Equation 2.8, namely the complete data
log-likelihood, is introduced and an iterative EM algorithm is applied [81]. During the E-steps
of this technique, given the previous estimate of the model parameters , the auxiliary function
inEquation 2.8 is formedby estimating the occupation counts γc;t for eachmixture component.
In theM-step, model parameters are updated bymaximising the auxiliary function from the
E-step. In [81], Bilmes showed that the maximisation of the auxiliary function over the model
parameters increases the data likelihood of Equation 2.7. The newmodel is then considered as
the initial model in the next iteration, and this iterative process is continued until convergence.
The newmodel in each step is obtained by maximising the auxiliary function of Equation 2.8.
Φ(λ;mc) =
TX
t=1
CX
c=1
γc;tlog[wcP(xtjmc; Σc)]; (2.8)
where λ is the current model andmc, Σc, andwc are it’s parameters. γc;t is the occupation count
for the cth mixture component and the tth segment. C and T are the total number of mixture
components and time segments, respectively. Occupation counts are calculated as follows:
γc;t =
wcp(xtjμc; Σc)PC
c=1 wcp(xtjμc; Σc)
(2.9)
At the end, the means are calculated as follows:
mc =
PT
t=1 xtγc;tPT
t=1 γc;t
(2.10)
FromEquation 2.10, aGaussianmeanwill changewith respect to its occupation count, which is
related to the phonetic context that covered in the training utterance. Consequently, the MLE
approach is not appropriate for modeling short utterances.
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2.3.3.2 MAP adaptation
MAP is an approach to Gaussian mean adaptation [82]. This method involves a two-step esti-
mation process similar to that of the MLEmethod. The first step of MAP andMLE are identi-
cal. In the second step of theMAP algorithm, the obtained suﬃcient statistics estimated in the
first step are combined with the statistics of the prior mixture components parameters using
the mixing coeﬃcient ημ, thus controlling the balance between the prior and the new informa-
tion. In other words, this mixing coeﬃcient controls the eﬀect of new information on themean
parameter of the previously trained UBM.
A UBM could be defined by the following likelihood function:
p(xtjλ) =
CX
c=1
wcp(xtjμc; Σc)
λ = fwc; μc; Σcg; c = 1; :::;C:
(2.11)
where xt is the acoustic vector at time t, wc is the weight for the cth mixture component, and
p(xtjμc; Σc) is aGaussian probability density functionwith μc andΣc as itsmean and covariance
matrix, respectively. C is the total number of mixture components. The UBM parameters are
estimated using a large amount of training data. The parameters of the adapted GMMs (wc, μc,
and Σc) are used for characterizing the utterances.
In MAP, the adapted means after the first iteration are estimated as follows:
mc =
γcmc + ημμc
γc + ημ
(2.12)
where ημ is the mixing coeﬃcient andmc is calculated as follow:
mc =
PT
t=1 xtγc;tPT
t=1 γc;t
(2.13)
γc =
TX
t=1
γc;t (2.14)
where γc;t is the occupation count and could be found using Equation 2.9.
From Equation 2.12, it is obvious that mixture components c with high posterior probabil-
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ities mainly rely on the new adaptation data, but components with low posterior probabilities
rely more on the information from the prior distribution.
2.4 Vector Space Representation
ThehighperformanceofSupportVectorMachines (SVM)s in a rangeof technologies for speech
detection, such as speaker detection, has been demonstrated beyond a doubt [83]. A nonlinear
mapping between an input space and an SVM-expansion space (S-space), which is likely to be
of high dimensionality, is carried out by SVMs. The kernel is the primary design element in an
SVM. Internal products and distance metrics have a mutual eﬀect on each other and therefore
the identification of a suitable metric in the SVM feature space that can address the issue of
classification is an important objective in SVM kernel design.
In recent times, the application of latent factor analysis to make up for speaker and chan-
nel variation has been an important research focus in GMM speaker recognition [84]. This
approach involves the modelling of MAP-adapted means of a GMMwith the use of latent fac-
tors for variability description. Moreover, the approach relies heavily on the use of a GMM
super-vector made up of the stacked means related to the mixture elements. GMM channel
compensation can be conducted by using this GMM supervector in conjunction with latent
factor analysis.
In following subsections, these recent techniques will be discussed.
2.4.1 Support vector machines
SVMs are a group of related supervised learning techniques used for classification and regres-
sion. Given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one of two categories, an
SVMtraining algorithmmakes amodel that predicts the category intowhich anewexamplewill
fall. Naturally, an SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped
so that a clear gap, that is as wide as possible, divides the examples of the separate categories.
Based on which side of the gap they fall, new examples are then mapped into that same space
and predicted to belong to a category.
The hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training data points of any class
(the so-called functional margin) achieves a good separation, since in general the larger the
margin, the lower the generalisation error of the classifier.
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2.4.1.1 Theory of linearly separable binary classification
Suppose we have L training points, where each input Xi hasD dimensions and is in one of two
predefined classes yi = +1(or)  1, so our training data is of the form:
fXi; yig where i = 1; :::; L and yi 2 f 1; 1g; X 2 <D
By assuming that the data are linearly separable, a line can be drawn on a graph of X1Vs:X2, to
separate the two classes whenD = 2 and the hyperplane on graphs ofX1;X2; :::;XD forD > 2.
In the general form, the hyperplane can be described by w:X+ b = 0, where w is normal to
the hyperplane and bjwj is the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the origin. Support
vectors are the data points that are closest to the separating hyperplane. The aim of the SVM
is to orientate this hyperplane in such a way as to be as far as possible from the closest support
vectors of both classes.
As shown in the Figure 2.4.1, implementing an SVM boils down to selecting the variables w
and b, so that our training data can be described by:
Xi:w+ b  +1 for yi = +1
Xi:w+ b   1 for yi =  1
(2.15)
And these two conditions can be combined together and be written as:
yi(Xi:w+ b)  1  0 8i (2.16)
The support vectors are shown as circles in Figure 2.4.1. By considering these points (support
vectors), the two planes on which these points lie can be described by:
Xi:w+ b = +1 for H1
Xi:w+ b =  1 for H2
(2.17)
In order to orientate the hyperplane to be as far from the support vectors as possible, themargin
needs to be maximized. Since the margin is proportional to 1jjwjj , maximizing the margin is
same as minimizing jjwjj such that yi(Xi:w + b)   1  0 8i . For simplicity when we
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Figure 2.4.1: Hyperplane through two classes, which are assumed to be linearly separable.
apply quadratic programming (QP) optimization later we will try to minimize 12 jjwjj2 which is
equivalent to minimizing jjwjj.
Now, Lagrangian formulation of the problem needs to be presented. There are two reasons
for doing this. The first is that the constraints (??) will be replaced by constraints on the La-
grange multipliers themselves, which will be much easier to handle. The second is that in this
reformulation of the problem, the training data will only appear (in the actual training and test
algorithms) in the form of dot products between vectors [85]. A Lagrangemultiplier α is intro-
duced, where αi  0. This gives Lagrangian:
LP  12 jjwjj
2  
LX
i=1
αiyi(Xi:w+ b) +
LX
i=1
αi (2.18)
This equation is generally distinguished as the prime form of the SVM.
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Nowwemost minimize Lp with respect tow, b, and at the same time require that the deriva-
tives of Lp with respect to all the αi vanish, all subject to the constraints αi  0. Requiring that
the gradient of Lp with respect to w and b vanish give the conditions:
w =
LX
i=1
αiyiXi (2.19)
LX
i=1
αiyi = 0 (2.20)
Equatin 2.19 points out that the vectorw is a linear combination of the support vectors. Since
these are equality constraints in thedual formulation,we can substitute them intoEquation2.18
to give
LD =
LX
i=1
αi   12
X
i;j
αiαjyiyjXi:Xj (2.21)
As we see in the dual form, Lagrangemultipliers and the new constraint for the optimumbias b
should be kept. Only the dot product of each input vectorXi, which is another important notice
in the dual form above (LD), needs to be calculated. Theonly variable available in the dual form
is the Lagrange multipliers α, so the aim now is to find these variables that maximise the dual
form LD, and keep the two constraints. Using the quadratic programming solver is the best way
to solve this quadratic optimisation. w can be obtained by using the equation 2.19 once we get
α, and then b by substituting w in: ys(Xs:w + b) = 1, where xs are the support vectors. All the
parameters required to assign the maximal margin separating the hyperplane are w and b.
Generally, life is not simple, as described earlier. In particular, data are not linearly separable
in speech applications, and so the linear SVM cannot be employed as described above. There
are two methods to handle the non-linear separable data:
1. Introducing a slack factor that relaxes the constraints of the SVM slightly, by allowing for
misclassified points, and then trading-oﬀ between the slack variable and the size of the
margin.
2. Projecting the data into a high-dimensional space in which the data becomes linearly
separable, and therefore a linear SVM can be applied.
The second method is more generally used in speech-related areas.
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2.4.1.2 SVM-based speaker verification system
SVMs are supervised binary classifiers. When a kernel function is used, the optimal separator
is given by sums of a kernel function K(:; :),
f(x) =
LX
i=1
αitiK(x; xi) + d (2.22)
where the ti are the ideal outputs,
PL
i=1 αiti = 0. The vectors xi are support vectors that are
obtained from the training set, L is the total number of training points, and d is the constant
value. The ideal output is either 1 or -1. The vectors defining the hyperplanes can be chosen
to be linear combinations with parameters αi of images of feature vectors that occur in the data
base. For classification, a class decision is based uponwhether the value, f(x), is above or below
a threshold.
The kernel K(:; :) is constrained to have certain properties (the Mercer condition [86]), so
that K(:; :) can be expressed as,
K(X; y) = b(X)tb(y) (2.23)
where b(X) is amapping from the input space (whereX lives) to a possibly infinite-dimensional
S space.
If we assume that the data set is separable, SVM chooses a hyperplane in the S-space with
a maximum margin to separate the classes. The SVM training process models the boundary
between classes. But in the real life they are not usually linearly separable, and even if they are,
we might prefer a solution that better separates the bulk of the data while ignoring a few weird
noise related behaviours. Please refer to Appendix B.1 for description of a distance measure
algorithm and definition for a kernel function.
2.4.2 Factor analysis
Having data x(i) 2 Rn, which come form amixture of several Gaussians, the EM algorithm can
be applied to fit a mixture model.
In this setting, we usually imagine problems where we have suﬃcient data to be able to dis-
cern themultiple-Gaussian structure in the data. For example, this is truewhen the training size
m (number of training-set vectors available) is significantly larger than the dimension n of the
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data. The dimensionality of training set vectors is equal to the multiplication of feature dimen-
sion with the total number of mixture components, so their dimension could be huge when a
lot of components are used.
However, in a diﬀerent scenario, where n is larger thanm, datamodelling ismore challenging
to achieve, regardless of whether single or multiple Gaussians are used. To be more exact, due
to the fact that only a low-dimensional subspace of Rn is spanned by the m data points, mod-
elling the data asGaussian and applying standardmaximum likelihood estimators to determine
the mean and covariance would produce a singular covariance matrix. So if the the number of
samplesm is less than dimension of the data n, then the samples will be constrained in a proper
subspace and the covariance matrix will be singular.
In the following sections, the factor analysis model is presented. Please refer to Section D.1
for description of several attributes of Gaussians employed later on, namely, the identification
of marginal and conditional distributions of Gaussians.
2.4.2.1 The factor analysis model
Factor analysis is a statistical method used to describe variability among observed, correlated
variables in terms of a potentially lower number of unobserved variables. For example, it is
possible that variations in four observed variables mainly reflect the variations in two unob-
served variables. Factor analysis searches for such joint variations in response to unobserved
latent variables. The observed variables are modelled as linear combinations of the potential
factors, plus ”error” terms. The information gained about the interdependencies between ob-
servedvariables canbeused later to reduce the set of variables in adataset. Computationally this
technique is equivalent to low rank approximation of the matrix of observed variables. Factor
analysis originated in psychometrics, and is used in behavioural sciences, social sciences, mar-
keting, product management, operations research, and other applied sciences that deal with
large quantities of data (this techniques is also applied for speaker recognition task [84]).
Factor analysis is related to principal component analysis (PCA), but the two are not iden-
tical. Latent variable models, including factor analysis, use regression modelling techniques to
test hypotheses producing error terms, while PCA is a descriptive statistical technique. There
has been significant controversy in the field over the equivalence or otherwise of the two tech-
niques (please see Appendix F for more details).
For the factor analysis model, it is assumed that a joint distribution exists on (x;w), where
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w 2 Ry represents a latent random variable:
w  N (0; I)
xjw  N (μ + Tw;Ψ)
(2.24)
here we have a super-vector space (S-space) with dimensions, Rs and a subspace (Y-space) of
dimensions y < s, Ry, where the latent factor (w) lives. T : Ry  > Rs is an s ymatrix.
The vector μ 2 Rs, the matrix T 2 Rsy, and the diagonal matrix Ψ 2 Rss are established
as the model parameters. In general, s is given and y is chosen to be smaller than s. Figure
2.4.2, shows the graphical example for factor analysis approach, using s = 2 and y = 1. Figure
Figure 2.4.2: Graphical example of factor analysis based approach.
2.4.2 shows the typical samples of w(i) in a one-dimensional sub-space. Then these data-points
are mapped to the two dimensional s space, by μ + Tw. This model envisioning that X’s inside
eachmonoGaussian circles are considered as original data points x(i). Theworking assumption
is that the sampling of a y dimension mono Gaussian w(i) produces every data point x(i). The
subsequent calculation μ+Tw(i) enables themapping of x(i) to a y-dimensional aﬃne subspace.
Afterwards, the addition of covarianceΨ noise to μ+Tw(i) generates x(i). Along the same lines,
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the factor analysis model can be defined based on
w  N (0; I)
ε  N (0;Ψ)
x = μ + Tw+ ε
; (2.25)
where ε and w are independent [87].
To determine the precise distribution outlined by the model, it is important to note that the
random variables w and x possess a joint Gaussian distribution"
w
x
#
 N (μwx; Σ): (2.26)
Now μwx and Σ needs to be found.
As w  N (0; I), E[w] = 0. Also
E[x] = E[μ + Tw+ ε]
= μ + TE[w] + E[ε]
= μ + T0+ 0
= μ:
(2.27)
Putting these together,
μwx =
"
0
μ
#
(2.28)
Next, to find Σ, we need to calculate Σww = E[(w E[w])(w E[w])T] (the upper-left block
of Σ), Σwx = E[(w E[w])(x E[x])T] (upper-right block), andΣxx = E[(x E[x])(x E[x])T]
(lower-right block). Now, since w  N (0; I), we easily find that Σww = Cov(w) = I. Also,
E[(w  E[w])(x  E[x])T] = E[w(μ + Tw+ ε   μ)T]
= E[wwT]TT + E[wεT]
= TT:
(2.29)
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In the last step, we used the fact that E[wwT] = Cov(w) (since w has zero mean), and
E[wεT] = E[w]E[εT] = 0 (since w and ε are independent, and hence the expectation of their
product is the product of their expectations). Similarly, Σxx could be found as follows:
E[(x  E[x])(x  E[x])T] = E[(μ + Tw+ ε   μ)(μ + Tw+ ε   μ)T]
= E[TwwTTT + εwTTT + TwεT + εεT]
= TE[wwT]TT + E[εεT]
= TTT + Ψ:
(2.30)
By putting everything in its place we have:"
w
x
#
 N
 "
0
μ
#
;
"
I TT
T TTT + Ψ
#!
: (2.31)
Hence, we also see that the marginal distribution (please refer to Section D) of x is given by
x  N (μ;TTT + Ψ). Thus, given a training set x(i); i = 1; :::;m, we can write down the log
likelihood of the parameters [87]:
L(μ;T;Ψ) = log
mY
i=1
1
(2π)n=2jTTT + Ψj1=2 exp

  12(x(i)   μ)T(TTT + Ψ) 1(x(i)   μ)

(2.32)
To perform maximum likelihood estimation, we would like to maximize this quantity with re-
spect to the parameters. But maximizing this formula explicitly is hard, and we are aware of
no algorithm that does so in closed-form. So, we will instead use to the EM algorithm. More
details is included in Section 2.4.2.2.
2.4.2.2 I-vector
An initial attempt of applying factor analysis based approaches to speaker recognition problem
made on 2005 by Kenny [84] (a brief description of this system is included in Appendix C).
More recently, the approach suggested by Dehak et al. [88] is based on defining only one
space, as opposed to the multiple spaces defined in JFA approach. The new single space, which
is called the total variability space, contains information about both speaker and channel vari-
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abilities. In thismethodmapping is performedusing an symatrix, calledT-matrix, froma low
dimensional total variability space(Y-space) into the super-vector space (S-space): T : Ry  >
Rs.
Given an utterance, the new speaker- and channel-dependent GMM super-vector is com-
puted, as illustrated graphically inFigure 2.4.3. GMMmean super-vectors are obtainedbyMAP
adaptation of UBM using a class dependent enrolment data and then the adapted means are
concatenated to form a speaker/session dependent mean super-vector.
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Figure 2.4.3: Graphical example of how to get the speaker/session dependent super-
vector for a given speaker.
As it said earlier this new approach is based on defining only one space, as opposed to the
multiple spaces defined in JFA approach. So in this method the obtained super-vector defined
by rewriting Equation (C.1) as
x = μ + Tw (2.33)
where μ is themean super-vector (concatenatedmeans of UBM), T-matrix is the low-rank rect-
angular matrix, and w is the low-dimensional total variability vector, which is assumed to have
a standard normal distributionN(0; I). The training of the T-matrix is exactly the same as that
for the eigenvoice Vmatrix in [89], except that during T-matrix training, all conversation sides
of training speakers are treated as if they belong to diﬀerent speakers.
In this framework,T andw are estimatedusing theEMalgorithm. In theE-step,T is assumed
to be known, and we update w. Similarly in the M-step, w is assumed to be known and we try
to update T. The vector w is treated as a latent variable with the standard normal prior, and the
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i-vector is itsMAPpoint estimate, which is obtained bymaximisation of the following auxiliary
function over w:
Ω(λ;w) =
TX
t=1
CX
c=1
γc;tlogwcp(xtj[μc + Tcw]; Σc)N (w) (2.34)
whereN (w) is thedistribution (normal)ofw, andTc is the rowof theTmatrix that corresponds
to the mean of cth Gaussian mixture.
In the E-step, the posterior distribution of w is Gaussian, with the following mean μw and
covariance matrices σw [90]:
σw = [I+
X
c
γcT
0
cΣ
 1
c Tc] 1 (2.35)
μw = σw
X
c
[T0Σ 1c
X
t
γc;t(xt   mc)]; (2.36)
inwhich I is the identitymatrix of appropriate rank, andmc andΣc are the adaptedmean and co-
variance of the cthGaussianmixture. This set of parameters is updated during eachEM iteration
(for starting the algorithm, the UBM parameters are used).
In theM-step, theTmatrix is estimated via maximisation of the following auxiliary function
over T,
eΩ(λ;T) = SX
s=1
TX
t=1
CX
c=1
γc;t;slogwc;sp(xt;sj[μs + Tcws]; Σc;s): (2.37)
Implementation steps towards obtaining i-vectors are described in Appendix E.
In Figure 2.4.4 a simplified block diagram of i-vector extraction and scoring is showed.
The front-end process is performed as described in Section 2.2.4 and feature warping ap-
plied on feature vectors using 3 seconds time window. This sequence of feature vectors is then
represented by their distribution relative to a UBM, which is a GMM characterizing speaker-
independent speech feature distributions. The parameters of this distribution are then trans-
formed into an i-vector of R dimensions using a total variability matrix, T. As explained earlier
T is a low dimensional subspace which contains factors of all variabilities (e.g. for speaker iden-
tification it contains factors of both speaker and channel variabilities).
After extracting the i-vectors, models are estimated using a discriminating projection. Ob-
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Figure 2.4.4: Simpliﬁed block diagram of i-vector extraction and scoring.
tained i-vectors represent all the variation in the speech in an utterance, but LDA is used to “pick
out” which aspect of the speech we are attempting to discriminate e.g. speaker’s identity, age,
gender etc. Finally, a score between a model and test i-vector is computed. The simplest scor-
ing function is the cosine distance between the i-vector representing the speaker’s characteristic
model (average of i-vectors from the training segments) and the i-vector representing the test
segment. There are other methods for scoring which is explained in the following subsection.
2.4.2.3 Classification and scoring algorithms
Carrying out channel compensation in a low-dimensional total factor space, rather than in the
GMM super-vector space, opens a new opportunity for assessing a variety of newly formulated
channel compensation and scoring algorithms.
Thechoice of classifier greatly depends on the application. This selection couldbe influenced
by the level of user cooperation, the expected channel, the amount of enrolment/test data, and
the available computational/memory resources.
• SVM classifier
In 2009, a study by Dehak et al.[91] investigated the performance of an SVM as a classifier in
the i-vector space (Y-space). In this study, i-vectors were used as a parameter input to SVM.
The speaker factor coeﬃcients correspond to speaker coordinates in the speaker space defined
by the eigenvoice matrix. These vectors were tested with three classical kernels [91]: linear,
k(w1;w2) = hw1;w2i (2.38)
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Gaussian,
k(w1;w2) = exp(  12σ2 jjw1   w2jj
2) (2.39)
and cosine,
k(w1;w2) =
hw1;w2i
jjw1jj jjw2jj (2.40)
kernels. Based on the Dehak et al. findings, the use of the cosine kernel function provides the
best classification results [87], Equation 2.40. Where in this Equation, w1 and w2 are two ex-
tracted i-vectors from diﬀerent utterances. Application of this cosine kernel function consists
of normalising the linear kernel by the norm of both i-vectors. By removing the eﬀect of magni-
tude, the focus is on the angle between the two i-vectors. ‘It is believed that non-speaker infor-
mation (such as session and channel) aﬀects the i-vector magnitudes so removing magnitude
greatly improves the robustness of the i-vector system’ [87],
Cos(θ) = hw1;w2ijjw1jj jjw2jj (2.41)
where ”θis the angle between w1 and w2.
• CosineDistance Scoring
Another scoring algorithmwhich is proposedbyDehak et al. [87], was basedonusing the value
of the cosine of the angle between the target speaker i-vector and the test i-vector as a decision
score,
score(wtarget;wtest) =
hwtarget;wtesti
jjwtargetjj jjwtestjj (2.42)
The value of this kernel is compared to the threshold for making a final decision.
Themain advantages of this scoring over the SVM scoring are:
1. There is no need for enrolling the target speakers, as all of the speaker i-vectors are con-
sidered as a target speaker i-vector and at the end the one with the highest similarity will
be picked as a true speaker.
2. Accepting the output of the cosine kernel as a decision score makes the process faster
and less complex, compared to other scoring methods.
• ScoringMethod fromLanguage Recognition Field
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All previously described methods were proved to be eﬀective for speaker-recognition tasks.
In 2012, Singer et al. [92] proposed a simple and eﬀective scoring algorithm for language-
identification tasks.
In this approach, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [93] is used to find a new basis for the
total variability space such that for any d, the subspace (D-space) spanned by the first d LDA
basis vectorsmaximises thebetween-class variabilitywhileminimising thewithin-class variabil-
ity. LDA is applied to the i-vectors for all training data from all classes and defines a projection
matrix AT of size d  y from the total variability space onto the D-space spanned by the first d
LDA basis vectors. d is usually set toQ  1, whereQ is the number of classes.
The scoring is based on the dot product of the class model mean i-vector (ml) and test i-
vector, after LDA and unit normalisation (~wtest).
scorel = ~wTtest:ml (2.43)
This scoring is very similar to cosine scoring, but in this method, class mean, ml, is estimated
using unit-normalised i-vectors.
ml =
PNl
j=1 ~wj
jjPNlj=1 ~wjjj (2.44)
whereNl is thenumberof utterances for eachclass l and ~w are theunit-normalisedLDA i-vectors
and defined as,
~w = A
Tw
jjATwjj (2.45)
Theoverall blockdiagramof a i-vectorbased identification system, using this scoringmethod,
is illustrated in Figure 2.4.5. Blue and green parts of the diagramcorresponds to the training and
testing phase of the process, respectively. Xn represents feature sample from utterances and Yn
is a class label for utterances.
The use of i-vectors for automatic characterization systems has several distinct advantages
over theGMM-SVMapproach, description of this system is included in Section 2.4.1.2. For ex-
ample, although oﬀ-line computation, for example training theT-matrix, of i-vector approach is
complex and time consuming but the relatively low dimensionality of extracted i-vectors signif-
icantly reduces the on-line computational costs, for example channel compensation and scor-
ing techniques, compared to a GMM super-vector system. Thus, the method lends itself to
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Figure 2.4.5: The block diagram of the automatic recognition system (which is designed
for Age-ID) based on the i-vector approach, depicting both training (blue parts) and test-
ing (green parts) phase. Xn and Yn represent samples and class labels, respectively.
real-time implementation, which is important for applications.
The i-vectors are the low-dimensional total variability vectors, which are assumed to have
normal distributions, and they are assumed to robustly represent an audio recording. I-vectors
can be used as a new set of low-dimensional features for diﬀerent classification purposes.
2.4.3 Inter Session Variability (ISV) modeling
One of the main factors that aﬀect the performance of speaker characterization systems is vari-
ability, which is caused by changes in channel, speakers, and noise. There are many techniques
in speech technology that are used to compensate for variability between channel conditions,
such as feature normalization techniques and JFA, described in section 2.2.5 and 2.4.2, respec-
tively. Another approach is inter-session variability (ISV) modelling, which is proposed as a
session variability modelling approach that has been applied successfully to automatic speaker-
characterization tasks [88, 94].
Session variability modelling aims to estimate and exclude the eﬀects of within-class varia-
tion, in order to create more reliable class dependent models. The basic idea behind this tech-
nique is that the distortions due to ISV in the high-dimensional super-vector space can be sum-
marized by a small number of parameters in a lower-dimensional subspace, which are called the
channel factors [95]. The usage of this technique is examined on both the feature domain and
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the model domain.
Oneexampleof amodelling approach is in theGaussianmixturemodel-universal background
model (GMM-UBM) technique, where compensation is done by shifting the means of the
world model and all of the class-dependent GMMs towards the ISV direction estimated from
the test utterance, as shown in Equation 2.46.
~M = μ + Uxc; (2.46)
~M and μ are the compensated andoriginalmeans of theUBMand all class-dependentGMMs in
the super-vector domain. xc is a D-dimensional vector representing channel factors for the test
utterance. U (eigen-channel subspace matrix [88]) is a low-rank projection matrix for project-
ing the channel factors from low-dimensional ISV space to the high-dimensional super-vector
space (S-space). Theestimationof the eigen-channel subspacematrix (U-matrix) and the chan-
nel factors (xc) is the same as the T-matrix and i-vector estimation, which has been explained
in a Section 2.4.2.
In the i-vector approach we have a total variability space (Y-space), which summarises all
variabilities. Then a classifier will focus on the relevant variability. But in ISV compensation we
explicitly set up a space to describe the ”nuisance” variabilities.
2.5 Assessment ofDetection Task Performance
Test trials for the automatic speaker characterization task can be categorized as either target
trials or impostor trials. Each trial requires twooutputs from the systemunder test. These are an
actual decision, which declares whether or not the test segment contains the specified speaker’s
characteristic, and a likelihood score, which represents the system’s degree of confidence in its
actual decision. This can result in two types of actual decision errors, missed detections and
false alarms. The miss rate (PMissjTarget) is the percentage of target trials decided incorrectly.
The false alarm rate (PFAjImpostor) is the percentage of impostor trials decided incorrectly.
Test trials for the automatic speaker characteristics identification task can be categorized as
either target trials or impostor trials. Each trial requires one output from the system under test,
which is the actual decision. Speaker’s characteristic model which obtains highest likelihood
will be the out put of the identification system.
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2.5.1 Evaluation measures for verification task
This speaker verification task NIST proposed the set of tools for assessing the performances of
automatic recognition systems. Equal error rate (EER) is one of the intuitive measure and it is
the miss (and false alarm) rate at the operating point where the two error rates are equal [96].
In addition to the single numbermeasure of EER,more information can be shown in a graph
plotting all theoperatingpoints of a system. An individual operatingpoint corresponds to a like-
lihood threshold for separating actual decisions of true or false. By sweeping over all possible
threshold values all possible system operating points are generated. This graph named Detec-
tion Error Trade-oﬀ (DET) curve by Martin et al. [97] as a assessment tool for detection task
performance and it is became part of the 1996 NIST evaluation [98] for the representation of
detection task performance.
For all verification experiments presented in this research, the obtained performances are
represented by EER or/and DET curve.
2.6 ScoreNormalization Techniques
An important issue in the statistical approaches to speaker verification is score normalisation,
which scales the log-likelihood score’s distribution. Scaling the score distributions of diﬀer-
ent speakers is used to find a global speaker-independent threshold for the decision-making
process. There are several commonly used score normalisation techniques, such as zero nor-
malisation (Z-norm) and test normalisation (T-norm), which have been successfully applied
to speaker-verification tasks [99–101].
The score normalisation techniques are mainly applicable during verification processes in
which setting a threshold is strongly dependent on the distribution of impostor and true class
scores. But in identification tasks, there is no need for normalising scores, as during identi-
fication the biggest score is chosen as a true class and the decision is not made based on the
diﬀerence between true and impostor class scores.
2.6.1 Z-norm
In theZ-norm technique, themean and standard deviation of the impostor scores are estimated
oﬀ-line, and then the estimated mean is subtracted from each score, which is then divided by
the estimated standard deviation, which allow us to use a global class-independent decision
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threshold:
~Ss =
Ss   μi
σ i
(2.47)
where, μi and σ i are the estimated impostor parameters (mean and variance, respectively) for
class model s. Ss is the log-likelihood score, and ~Ss is the Z-normalized score.
2.6.2 T-norm
The T-norm also depends on mean and variance estimation for distribution scaling. During
testing, a set of impostor models is used to estimate the impostor log-likelihood scores for a
test utterance, and the mean and variance parameters are estimated from these scores.
Same as Z-norm, Equation 2.47 is also used for implementation of T-norm, but they are
diﬀerent inmany ways. Themain diﬀerences between the T-norm and Z-norm techniques are:
• The Z-norm technique tries to compensate for inter-speaker score variation, as against
the T-norm technique, which compensates for inter-session score variations.
• The computed statistics are computed on-line in the T-norm technique, but these statis-
tics are computed oﬀ-line in the Z-norm technique.
T-normattempts to reduce theoverlapbetween imposter and true scoredistributions of each
class. Figure 2.6.1 shows the eﬀect of T-norm score normalisation on distributions of impostor
.
T 0 I 0 T I
Figure 2.6.1: Eﬀect of T-Norm on the distributions of true and impostor scores.
and true class scores (the eﬀect on the mean only and not the variance). The dashed black
and red arrows show the direction of the shift from themean of the true (μT) and imposter (μI)
score distributions before the application ofT-norm, to themeanof the true (μT0) and imposter
(μI0) score distributions after the application of T-norm. As Figure 2.6.1 shows, after applying
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the t-norm on the scores, the means of the imposter class scores distribution will shift to the
origin (zero) and the mean of the the true class scores distribution will move away from that.
2.6.3 Max-norm
Another method, which diﬀers from the previously explained methods, is ‘max-log-likelihood’
score normalization. This method has been applied successfully to language ID systems [102].
In this normalization, the log-likelihood score of each target class is normalized with the score
of the most competitive class model.
~Ss = Ss   maxi6=sSi (2.48)
In this method the mean of the true class score distribution will nearly move to zero and
the imposter scores will move away from the origin, depend on their value (the smaller the
scores, will results in a bigger shifts). This method, similar to most of the score normalization
techniques, tries to separate out the true scores from the imposter scores.
2.7 The Performance of the Speaker Characterization Systems
This section outlines some of the applications, challenges and successful approaches for auto-
matic speaker characterisation.
2.7.1 RelatedWorks
During the last decades diﬀerent approaches have been examined for automatic speaker char-
acterization. First attempts to tackle this problemdate back to the 1970s [103, 104]. Automatic
identification of speaker characteristics approaches can be divided into phonotactic and acous-
tic approaches [105]. A phone recognizer followed by language models (PRLM) and paral-
lel PRLM (PPRLM) techniques which have been developed initially for language recognition
task, are successful phonotactic methods focusing on phone sequences as important informa-
tion of diﬀerent speaker characteristics such as language, accent/dialect, belonging to a partic-
ular social/regional group and even to an age category [106]. Phonotactic features and acous-
tic (spectral and/or prosodic) features provide complementary cues. State-of-the-art methods
usually apply a combination of both through a fusion of their output scores [105].
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Acoustic approaches are the main focus of this thesis. This approach does not need any
specialized language knowledge [105]. Acoustic based approaches can be applied to identify
paralinguistic speaker characteristics. They have been widely used in diﬀerent speaker char-
acterization problems [105, 107–111]. In [112–114], diﬀerent types of acoustic features have
been usedwith support vectormachines (SVM) for speaker age-group identification. In [115],
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) mean super-vectors and SVM were applied. In the field of
speaker recognition, recent advances using i-vectors have increased the recognition accuracy
considerably [87]. The same idea was also eﬀectively applied to spoken language recognition
[116]. Annual paralinguistic challenges held at INTERSPEECH provide a forum for state-of-
the-art methods in speaker characterization such as emotional state and age recognition [111,
117]. In these challenges (year 2010 and specifically for age/gender and emotional state recog-
nition),GMMmeansuper-vectors [118],GMMweight supervectors [119],Maximum-Mutual-
Information (MMI) training [111], Joint Factor Analysis ( JFA) [111] and fuzzy SVM mod-
elling [120] have been suggested to enhance acoustic modelling quality.
In the automatic recognition of speaker characteristics, there usually exists a training data
set, Dtr = f(x1; y1); :::; (xn; yn)g, where xn is the nth utterance of the Dtr, and yn is the class
label of the utterance. This label corresponds to the speaker’s characteristics. The goal is to find
a function f, such that for an unobserved test utterance xtst, output label ytst = f(xtst) is match
the correct label. This problem could be approached using stochasticmodels or template-based
models, both of which are classic approaches to automatic speaker characterization. The main
focus of this research is on stochastic modelling approaches.
In stochastic models, speaker’s characteristic features are modelled as a probabilistic source
with an unknown but fixed probability density function. Over the training data, the param-
eters of the probability density function are estimated. The probability of the test utterance
given speaker models are used for pattern matching. For text-independent and text-dependent
speaker characterization, the most popular stochastic models are the Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) [121, 122] and the hidden Markov model (HMM) [123, 124], respectively. In mod-
elling approaches likeGMM, themodel parameters are obtained as the results of the estimation.
Models like artificial neural networks (ANNs) [125] and SVM [126] model the boundary be-
tween speakers.
GMM is made up of multivariate Gaussian components [127]. A speaker’s voice is char-
acterized by a GMM super-vector of GMM parameters, such as the mean vectors, covariance
matrices, and mixture weights. Using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, the pa-
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rameters of the model are typically estimated by maximum likelihood estimation [121, 122].
Because of its superior performance, probabilistic framework, and trainingmethods scalable to
large data sets, GMM is typically used in state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems [126].
Due to lack of class dependent training data for modeling the classes, Reynolds [100] in-
troduced the GMM-UBM approach. In this approach, the UBM is trained from speech data
collected from a large number of speakers, and acts as a speaker-independent model. Speaker
models are obtained from the adaptation of a UBM through themaximum a posteriori (MAP)
criterion [100]. The UBM is usually trained by means of an EM algorithm from a background
data set that contains data on awide rangeof speakers, languages, communication channels, and
recording devices. Because of its reliable performance, theGMM-UBMhas become a standard
technique for identification of speaker characteristics.
TheGMM-based approach also has disadvantages, one of which is that itmodels the features
as a bag of frames, thus it ignores information about the sequence of for example, phones. Other
modelling techniques such as HMMs have been explored by researchers to model sequential
information of speech signals [128].
Later, the versatile classifiers knownas SVMshave gained considerable reputation in the field
of speech detection technologies [83]. An SVM is a discriminative classifier that models the
boundary between a true and impostor classes. This technique finds a line or a hyperplane
separating the two classes in the predefined kernel space.
Another approach has been to model blocks of features. It uses a mixed approach that com-
bines the robustness of the statistical modelling provided by the GMM-UBM paradigm with
the discriminating power of SVMs. A super-vector is extracted from the corresponding GMM
(obtained from UBM by the MAP procedure), composed by concatenation of the mean co-
eﬃcients of all the GMM components. The super-vectors are then used as inputs of the SVM
classifier [129].
In recent years, joint factor analysis ( JFA) [88] has emerged as a system that provided state-
of-the-art performance for text-independent, speaker-recognition tasks in the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Speaker Recognition Evaluations (SREs) [90, 91].
It suggests a strong algorithm to specifically model inter-speaker variability and at the same
time remove the channel or/and session variability. However, this method of modelling sep-
arate subspaces for capturing diﬀerent speaker, channel, and session variabilities proved [130]
to suﬀer from modelling of some speaker-specific information during channel factor training.
Based on this fact, a study by Dehak et al. [131] proposed a new speaker-verification system
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based on factor analysis as a feature extractor. In this new approach, the concept of factor anal-
ysis is used to characterize a new low-dimensional space called the total variability space. In
this space, a given speech utterance is represented by a low-dimensional vector named total-
factor/i-vector. Themain diﬀerences between the JFA and the i-vector approach are:
1. The new approach proposes defining only one space, compared to two spaces in JFA
[88, 90].
2. Training the total variability matrix is the same as training the eigen voice [88] matrix,
but all conversation sides of all training speakers are treated as belonging to diﬀerent
speakers.
3. The channel compensation in this new approach is carried out in the total variability
space, compared to the high-dimensionalGMMsuper-vector space in classical JFA [90].
2.7.2 Challenges in automatic speaker characterization
For identification of speaker characteristics, the recorded speech signal is the only available in-
formation, and there is no information about the articulatory system inputs, the physical states
of the articulatory system, or the channel characteristics. Other technical restrictions that af-
fect recognition performance are the amount and duration of speech recordings, the recording
environment, the recording device, and the channel condition.
2.7.3 Automatic recognition of speaker’s identity
While speech recognition aims to extract the underlying linguistic message in an utterance,
speaker recognition aims to extract the identity of the person speaking the utterance. Since
speech interaction with computers is becoming more pervasive, and its applications (such as
telephone financial transactions and information retrieval from speech databases) are becom-
ing more private and sensitive, there is a growth in the value of automatic recognition of a
speaker based on vocal characteristics.
Thesuccessful usageofdiﬀerent typesof classifiers and feature sets in the speaker-recognition
task during past years is shown in Table 2.7.1.
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Table 2.7.1: A Multidimensional Classiﬁcation of Features in Speaker Recognition. EER stands for equal error rate, SRE for
speaker recognition evaluation, LR for linear regression, GMM for Gaussian Mixture Modeling, and SVM for support vector ma-
chine.
Feature Type Feature description Model Corpus Performance Ref.
Acoustic Feature Short-term GMM Switchboard-II EER = 3:3%; 0:7% for 1 & [100]
(Base-Line) cepstral-based 8-conversation training, respectively
Prosodic features Pitch and energy GMM Switchboard-I Using log-pitch+log energy+ [59]
distributions their derivative; EER of 16:3%
Pitch and energy Template Switchboard-I Using slop+duration [59]
track dynamics achieved EER of 14:1%
Prosodic LR NIST’s 2001 Using 19 statistics, duration & pitched [60]
statistics related features; EER of 8:1%
Phone features Phone LR, SVM Switchboard-I Using ”bag-of-n-grams” [61]
N-grams classifier achieved EER of 4:8%
Phone binary LR, NIST SRE Using 3 token history [62]
trees binary tree 2001 (4-grams); EER of 3:3%
Cross-stream phone LR, GMM NIST SRE By fusing cross-stream& [63]
modeling 2001 temporal system achieved EER of 3:6%
Pronunciation LR Switchboard-I By comparing word-level phone streams [64]
modeling NIST’s 2001 with open-loop streams; EER of 2:3%
Lexical features Word LR, SVM NIST SRE Using n-gram idiolect [65, 66]
N-grams 2004 system; EER of 9:0%
Lexical-prosodic Duration-conditioned SVM NIST’s 2006 Using duration-conditioned lexical [132]
features wordN-grams Switchboard-II models; EER of 9:95%
Conversational Turn taking pattern & GMM NIST SRE Using conditional word usage [60]
features conversational style 2001 results in; EER of 26%
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2.7.4 Automatic identification of speaker’s age and gender
Indaily life, our voices are used to conveymessages bywords; however, our voices containmore
thanonly thewordsweare saying. For example, due to itswide rangeof commercial/educational
applications, such as interactive voice response systems, targeted advertising, and service cus-
tomisation, speaker age estimation has been the subject of recent studies. However, automated
speech-based age estimation is challenging for several reasons. First, there usually exists a dif-
ference between the perceived age of speakers and their actual age (or chronological age). Sec-
ond, developing a robust age estimationmethod requires a database of speech fromage-labelled
speakers with a wide, yet balanced, range of ages. Third, speech contains significant intra-
speaker variability that is not related to, or closely correlated with, age [133] including speaker
weight, height, and emotional condition.
The Age-ID task attempts to predict the age of a speaker from a sample of his or her speech.
This can be carried out in a classification scenario [134] using age groups or by using regres-
sion [135] (i.e., predicting the age in years). The use of GMM mean supervectors to model
speech recordings prior to their implementation in support vector regression (SVR) is an eﬃ-
cient way to approximate age from speech [134]. A range of other problems of speech analy-
sis, including speaker recognition, have been eﬀectively addressed using similar SVMmethods
[87]. However, despite their eﬃciency, GMMmean super-vectors also present a major limita-
tion in that due to their high dimensionality, they are not cost-eﬃcient from a computational
perspective, and moreover they make it diﬃcult to develop a comprehensive model since data
are restricted. To enhance the eﬃciency of GMMmean super-vectors in estimating age, PCA-
based techniques have been employed to achieve dimension reduction [109, 136].
Perceived as a sub-element of speaker identification, gender identification may also be of
significance when speaker identity is not of concern. For instance, numerous studies tend to
address gender and age in association because perceptions of these traits have a direct eﬀect on
each other [115, 137]. By using a GMMmean super-vector and an SVM, Bocklet et al. created
a number of seven age-gender groups to categorise speakers [115]. In addition, the recogniser
used by these researchers encompassed MFFCs as features. Despite having some advantages,
this technique requires the use of sizeable dimensions if there is a high number of Gaussians in
GMM. In a more recent study [138], the use of an i-vector base system for age identification
was studied. The advantage of this system compared to the system proposed by Bocklet, is that
it does not require workingwith large dimensions, and it performs better than the oldmethods.
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One of the main issues in identification of gender, specifically for teenage speakers, is the
eﬀect of rapid ageing due to their pubertal development. Rogol et al. [139] confirmed the
presence of wide variation among individuals in the timing of the pubertal growth spurt and
that a wide range of physiologic variations in normal growth was observed. The timing and
tempo of puberty vary widely, even among healthy children, but there are several studies that
estimate the distribution for age of pubertal growth for girls and boys, separately. For example,
11 years and 13 years were reported as average ages for the onset of puberty for girls and boys,
respectively [139]. The same study claims that the growthduring childhood is a relatively stable
process [139].
Pubertal growth was defined as ‘a dynamic period of development marked by rapid changes
in body size, shape, and composition, all of which are sexually dimorphic’ by [139]. Recently,
the eﬀects of puberty on the performance of gender identification were studied, and the au-
thors confirmed that detecting the gender of a speaker during his/her pubertal growth is more
diﬃcult for both humans and machines [39].
The successful usage of diﬀerent approaches in automatic speaker age and gender identifica-
tion tasks during past years is shown in Table 2.7.2.
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Table 2.7.2: Review of proposed automatic AGender recognition systems. In this table WSNMF stands for Weighted Super-
vised Non-Negative Matrix Factorization.
Task Corpus Methods Number of classes Performance Ref.
AGender German SpeechDat II GMM-SVM 7 AGender Precision=77% [115]
Rec. Voice Class (eval.) classes Recall=74%
AGender German SpeechDat II parallel phone 7 AGender Precision=54% [137]
Rec. Voice Class (eval.) recognizer classes Recall=55%
dynamic Bayesian 7 AGender Precision=40%
networks classes Recall=52%
linear prediction 7 AGender Precision=27%
analysis classes Recall=50%
GMM-UBM 7 AGender Precision=42%
classes Recall=46%
Age 1:aGender GMM-SVM 4 Age 1:Recall=59% [119]
Rec. 2:in-house(hebrew) (weight supervectors) groups 2:Recall=54%
AGender aGender GMM-UBM 7 AGender ID rate [140]
Rec. classes 46%
GMM-SVM 7 AGender ID rate
classes 43%
GMM-MLLR- 7 AGender ID rate
SVM classes 40%
Fused(acoustic 7 AGender ID rate
and prosodic features) classes 51%
Gender N-best WSNMF 2 Gender ID rate [133]
Rec. evaluation classes 96%
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2.8 Summary
This chapter has presented a background review of the area of automatic speaker characteriza-
tion form adult speech. Initially focused on the human production system, then some studies
which attempted to correlate the perceptual cues that distinguish a person’s voice to physical
measurements of the speech waveform were discussed. A discussion of the features for auto-
matic speaker characterization systemswas presented. The attributes of ideal features were out-
lined along with the results of several feature selection studies indicating the use of spectral
based features.
This was followed by an overview of the major modelling and classification techniques and
their attributes used in speaker characterization systems. GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM, and two
factor analysis based approaches ( JFA and i-vector) are studied in this chapter. It is followed
by a discussion on some of the successful classification algorithms, for i-vector approach, after
which ISV compensation technique is explained.
Next three normalization techniques are studied and compared, z-norm, t-norm, and max-
norm. At the endof this section someof the proposedmethods for automatic speaker’s identity,
age, and gender identification tasks are presented.
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Ali Shariati
3
SpeechCorpora
3.1 Introduction
Four diﬀerent classification tasks are conducted in this thesis: speaker, accent, gender, and age
recognition. The speech data used in training and evaluating the recognition systems are de-
scribed in this chapter.
3.2 Kids SpeechCorpora
3.2.1 OGI kids corpus
The OGI Kids’ Speech corpus [141] is used to investigate performance of automatic speaker,
gender and age-group identification systems. This corpus contains recordings of spontaneous
and read speech, recorded at the Northwest Regional School District near Portland, Oregon.
The corpus comprises of recordings of words and sentences from approximately 1100 children.
A gender-balanced group of approximately 100 children per grade from kindergarten (5−6 year
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olds) through to grade 10 (15–16 year olds) participated in the collection. For each utterance,
the text of the prompt was displayed on a screen, and a human recording of the prompt was
played, in synchrony with facial animation using the animated 3D character ‘Baldi’. The subject
then repeated the prompt, which was recorded via a head-mounted microphone and digitized
at 16 bits precision and 16 kHz sampling rate.
Table 3.2.1: Number of kids recorded for each grade.
Grade Age # of speakers
(years) Male Female
K 5-6 39 50
1 6-7 58 31
2 7-8 53 61
3 8-9 63 54
4 9-10 47 45
5 10-11 49 49
6 11-12 57 55
7 12-13 46 51
8 13-14 49 50
9 14-15 70 40
10 15-16 76 30
During this study, several experimental sets from the OGI data were used. Table 3.2.1 and
Figure 3.2.1 show the number of children recorded per grade and the distribution of children’s
ages, respectively. In the first column of Table 3.2.1 the blue, red, and black grades correspond
to the age group (AG), labelled as AG1, AG2, and AG3. Choosing a AG banding was a big
challenge. It was a trade-oﬀ between amount of data available for train and test, and level of
variability in each AG. We decided to give the first priority to the amount of available data for
training and testing, as it will lead to more statistically reliable result. These age groups were
used to investigate the problem of age and gender identification when using children’s speech.
The divisions of these data by gender, age group, and speaker is illustrated in Figure 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.2.1: Distribution of ages of children recorded in the CSLU children’s speech cor-
pus.
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Figure 3.2.2: Partitioning data for age-group, gender, and speaker ID. *N is the total
number of ﬁles per speaker, which varies from 30 to 69 for this corpus.
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Figure 3.2.3: Distribution of ages of children recorded in the PF-STAR children’s speech
corpus [4].
3.2.2 PF-STAR corpus
The PF-STAR children’s speech corpus [4] is used for the first evaluation of the utility of cur-
rent speaker recognition techniques for children’s speech. It comprises 14 hours of recordings
from 158 British children (52% male), from Birmingham and Malvern, aged between 4−14
years, but with 92% of the children aged 6−11. The majority of the children (excluding some
of the younger children) recorded 20 ‘SCRIBE’ sentences, a list of 40 isolated words, a list of
10 ‘phonetically rich’ sentences, 20 ‘generic phrases’, an ‘accent diagnostic’ passage (the ‘sailor
passage’) and a list of 20 digit triples. The recordings are divided into a training set (86 speak-
ers, 703 recorded speech files, 7 hrs 29 mins 49 secs including non-speech), a evaluation set
(12 speakers, 97 recorded speech files, 53mins 58 secs including non-speech) and a test set (60
speakers randomly chosen, aged from 6-11 years old, 510 recorded speech files, 5 hrs 49 mins
47 secs including non-speech) [4] . The distribution of the children’s ages is shown in Figure
3.2.3.
Thespeechwas recorded at a 22.05kHz sample rate using close talking anddeskmicrophones
in a relatively quiet environment (typically a room or space oﬀ the school library), and record-
ings were made at three locations: a primary school in Malvern, Worcestershire (central Eng-
land), a primary school in Birmingham, and an Industrial Assessment Centre (IAC) sound-
proofed booth in the department of Electronic, Electrical and Computer Engineering at the
University of Birmingham. The texts were presented to the children on a laptop using in-house
prompting and recording software.
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3.3 Adult SpeechCorpora
3.3.1 NIST 2003 data set
The NIST2003 corpus [142] is used to assess the performance of our baseline speaker recog-
nition system (using telephony recorded speech signals) and compare our system with that
proposed by Auckenthaler et al. [6, 101]. NIST2003 includes cellular data extracted from the
Switchboard Cellular part 2. This corpus consists of 149 male and 207 female speakers with
2 minutes of training speech from a single cellular phone call. It contains just over 120 hours
of English conversational telephone speech. A detailed description of the evaluation corpus is
available on the NIST website [142] (In case of reading an electronic version of this thesis you
may access this evaluation plan via: NIST-2003-SRE-Plan).
Details of the recorded data can be viewed in Table 3.3.1.
Table 3.3.1: details of recorded speech ﬁles, from NIST 2003 corpus.
Project Sample Applications Data Language
ID Type Rate source
NIST SRE 8 bit 8000 Speech and Telephone English
2003 u-law speaker recognition conversation
3.3.1.1 Task Conditions
The NIST 2003 Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) plan contained three diﬀerent task
conditions for the speaker detection task: one-speaker, detection-limited data; two-speaker,
detection-limited data; and one-speaker; detection-extended data.
The focusof this researchwason thefirst task condition: one-speaker, detection-limiteddata.
This task condition is one of the most popular speaker detection tasks, and the conditions are:
• Only twominutesof trainingdata fromsingle conversation is available for a target speaker.
• Each test segment is a recording of the speech from the single speaker, and it should be
only a minute from a single conversation.
• Non of the test materials should be used during the training process.
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In the NIST plan, the verification task was defined as one against 10, indicating that at the
scoring stage, each test utterance was scored against a true speaker model and the other 10 im-
posters. Finally, standardNIST software (DET-ware) was used tomeasure the verification per-
formance [143].
3.3.2 TIMIT data set
TheTIMIT corpus [144] is used to assess the performance of our baseline speaker recognition
system (using microphone recorded speech signals).
TIMIT contains a total of 6,300 sentences,10 sentences spoken by each of 630 speakers from
8 major dialect regions of the United States. A speaker’s dialect region is the geographical area
of the U.S. where he or she lived during his or her childhood years.
Table 3.3.2: details of recorded speech ﬁles, from TIMIT corpus. PCM stands for Pulse
Code Modulation.
Project Sample Applications Data Language
ID Type Rate source
TIMIT 1-channel 16000 Speech and Microphone English
1993 PCM speaker recognition speech
The text material in the TIMIT prompts consists of 2 dialect ‘shibboleth’ sentences designed
at SRI, 450 phonetically-compact sentences designed atMassachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), and 1,890 phonetically-diverse sentences selected at TI.The dialect sentences (the SA
sentences) were meant to expose the dialectal variants of the speakers and were read by all 630
speakers. The phonetically-compact sentences were designed to provide a good coverage of
pairs of phones, with extra occurrences of phonetic contexts thought to be either diﬃcult or of
particular interest. Each speaker read 5 of these sentences (the SX sentences), and each text was
spoken by 7 diﬀerent speakers. Details of the recorded data can be viewed in Table 3.3.2.
This database was used for the speaker-identification task. The divisions of the data are il-
lustrated in Figure 3.3.1. TIMIT contains speech recordings from 192 female (30%) and 438
male (70%) speakers, fromwhich 530 speakers were used for training of the backgroundmodel
and the remaining 100 (30 female and 70male) speakers were used for tests. Unfortunately the
database contains no information related to the age of speakers.
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Figure 3.3.1: Partitioning data for speaker Identiﬁcation.
3.3.3 The ”Accents of the British Isles” (ABI) corpus
The ABI speech corpora were collected to support research into the implications of regional
accents for speech and language technology. During this research ABI is used for investigation
of the importanceof diﬀerentparts of the speech spectrum for speaker andaccent identification.
The two ABI corpora comprise recordings of speech representing 26 regional accents of
British English plus Standard Southern English (SSE). With the exception of SSE, all of the
recordings were made on location in towns or cities that were judged to be representative of
particular accents. The objective in each location was to record 20 subjects (10 men and 10
women) who were born in the location and had lived there for all of their lives. The SSE speak-
ers were selected by a phonetician. Each subject recorded approximately 15 minutes of read
speech. The prompt texts were chosen for their relevance to applications or their phonetic con-
tent. The microphones, recording and prompting software, and sample rate were the same as
those employed in the compilation of the PF-STAR corpus. The recordings were made in rela-
tively quiet rooms in libraries or community centres.
TheABI-1 [145]speech recordings represent 13 diﬀerent regional accents of the British Isles,
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plus SSE, and they were used in all of the regional accent recognition experiments reported in
Chapter 5. ABI-1 comprises recordings of 288 subjects: approximately/ideally twenty from
each of 13 locations representing distinct accents of British English plus 20 subjects who were
judged to speak SSE. ABI-1 consists of approximately 70 hours of recordings, with speakers’
ages ranging from 16 to 79 years.
For the accent recognitionexperiments reportedhere, thehead-mountedmicrophone record-
ingswere bandpass-filtered (0.23-3.4KHz) to simulate a telephone channel and down-sampled
to 8.0KHz. Table 3.3.4 shows the details about the recorded speech files. TheABI-1 recordings
are transcribed at the phrase level, but the transcriptions were not used in the present study.
Table 3.3.3 shows the 14 regional accents form ABI-1 and their abbreviations that will be used
throughout this thesis.
Accent Abbrev. Accent Abbrev.
Birmingham brm Liverpool lvp
Truro (Cornwall) crn Newcastle ncl
Lowestoft (East Anglia) ean Denbigh (NorthWales) nwa
Hull (East Yorkshire) eyk Dublin (Republic of Ireland) roi
Glasgow gla Elgin (Scottish Highlands) shl
Inner London ilo Standard Southern English sse
Burnley (Lancashire) lan Belfast (Ulster) uls
Table 3.3.3: Accents of the ABI corpus and corresponding abbreviations
Table 3.3.4: details of recorded speech ﬁles, from ABI corpus.
Project Sample Applications Data Language
ID Type Rate source
ABI 1-channel 22050 Speech and Microphone English
2006 PCM speaker recognition speech
ABI-2 was recorded using exactly the same methodology as ABI-1. It comprises approxi-
mately 70 hours of recordings of 286 speakers representing 13 regional accents of British En-
glish that were not covered in the original ABI-1 corpus. The material recorded is the same as
in ABI-1, except that each subject recorded an additional set of 22 SCRIBE sentences. Aligned
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phrase-level transcriptions are not yet available for ABI-2, but were not required for the present
study.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced the speech corpora, for adult and children, that are used in the
experiments described in this thesis.
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”Raise your words, not voice. It is rain that grows flowers,
not thunder.”
Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Rūmī
4
SyﬆemValidation Experiments onClean and
Conversational Telephone Speech
4.1 Introduction
By using statistical modeling technique like GMM, classic speaker verification systems work
to characterise the distribution of acoustic feature vectors that are observed while an individ-
ual talks. It is expected that this distribution contains information about the individual diﬀer-
ences that are suﬃcient for identification of speakers. The distribution depends primarily on
the physiology of the speaker’s vocal tract, which governs the ‘physics’ of speech production,
and the talker’s ’idiolect’, which is the particular sounds and sequences of sounds that the talker
chooses to use.
The first intention of this chapter is to assess the performance of our baseline speaker recog-
nition system and compare our systemwith that proposed by Auckenthaler et al. [6, 101]. The
proposed systembyAuckenthaler et.al uses aGMM-UBMspeaker recognition systemand they
also investigate the usage of diﬀerent score normalization techniques for speaker verification.
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Theobtained performances using diﬀerentmodel sizes are presented in Figure 4.3.3. These per-
formanceswill be then comparedwith ourGMM-basedbaseline system for speaker verification
task. The configuration of this base line system is included in Section 4.3.5.
In addition the performance of our i-vector based speaker identification system, which is
obtained using microphone recorded speech signals, is presented in Section 4.4.
The aim of this chapter is not to compare the performance of diﬀerent classification systems,
but it is about parameter estimation and baseline validation of systems using both telephony
and microphone recorded speech signals.
4.2 Data description
For testing the baseline systems, the TIMIT and NIST 2003 speech corpora were used. Full
descriptions of these well-known corpora can be found in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.1, re-
spectively. During this research we needed to have two baseline systems, one for telephony
recorded speech signals and one for microphone recorded speech signals (clean data).
The NIST 2003 corpus contains telephony recordings from adult speakers. Because pub-
lished state of-the art results are available for this corpus, we initially used it to examine the per-
formance of our classic GMM-UBM and GMM-SVM systems. In addition to the mentioned
corpora, NIST 2002was also used for training theUBMand calculation of score normalisation
statistics. But none of the speakers from the NIST 2002 corpus appear in the test or evaluation
sets of the experiments for this research.
TheTIMITcorpuswas used to evaluate theperformanceof the i-vector-based speaker recog-
nition system. TIMIT is used as we wanted to use our i-vector based identification system for
investigating diﬀerent classification tasks using clean speech.
4.3 Speaker Verification System Based onGMM
Compared to other systems, the GMM speaker verification system has been proven to give
good performance. Figure 4.3.1 shows the block diagram of the system design. All of our sys-
tems (GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM, and i-vector systems), from front-end to evaluation, are im-
plemented usingMATLAB.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the EM algorithm [146] is one of the most popular algo-
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Figure 4.3.1: Block Diagram for the Speaker Veriﬁcation System based on Gaussian Mix-
ture Modeling
rithms for estimating the parameters of the Gaussian mixture PDFs. As described in Section
2.3.3, MAP adaptation was used to build the speaker dependent model, and 16 was used as rel-
evance factor (mixing coeﬃcient) in Equation 2.12 [100]. Only the means were adapted, as
suggested in [100]. Adapting only means is computationally cheaper compared to mean plus
weight and variance adaptation, but performances are at the same level and in some cases just
slightly better when adapting all parameters instead of only means. But as the performance
gain is small compared to the processing cost, we decided to update the means only and took
the other parameters as specified in the UBM.
4.3.1 Feature extraction
The acoustic characteristics for speech recognition and for most of the automatic speaker char-
acterization applications, can be captured by MFCC [147]. Please refer to Section 2.2.4 for
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more details. The first set of experiments are carried out with diﬀerent numbers of coeﬃcients
and with diﬀerent window size to determine the best configurations for feature extraction. The
performance of the GMM based speaker recognition system using diﬀerent configurations are
presented in Table 4.3.1.
Table 4.3.1: Summary of the Basic Evaluation Results for Feature and Window Size Se-
lection Experiments (for Speaker Veriﬁcation using GMM-UBM system with 128 mixture
components).
Experiment Window Number of coeﬃcients EER
ID Size(ms) Overlap(ms) Static(cepstral) Dynamic(delta) (%)
1 32 16 19 19 12
2 32 16 12 12 12.5
3 20 10 19 19 12.3
4 20 10 12 12 12.8
The diﬀerence between MFCC order 19 and 12 seems not statistically significance, but we
decided to use theMFCC order 19 for the rest of experiments.
4.3.2 Choosing dynamic features
As described in Section 2.2.3, for most speech classification tasks, the MFCCs are augmented
with their delta (velocity) Δ, and double-delta (acceleration) ΔΔ, parameters [148], which
provide local information about feature dynamics. For language ID, it was shown in [70] that
improved performance can be achieved by incorporating broader temporal information using
SDC coeﬃcients. The description of this method is included in Section 2.2.4.2.
To choose between the proposed methods by [148] and [70], two sets of experiments were
conducted, and the results are presented in Table 4.3.2.
Table 4.3.2: Comparison of dynamic feature sets for speaker ID using simple GMM-UBM
system with 128 mixture components.
Experiment Window Number of coeﬃcients EER
ID Size(ms) Overlap(ms) Static(cepstral) Dynamic (%)
1 32 16 19 19 (Delta) 12
2 32 16 19 49 (SDC) 25
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Choosing 32ms window with 16ms overlap is based on the finding of the previous Section
(please refer to Table 4.3.1). FromTable 4.3.2, it is obvious that there is no improvement in the
performance of the system that used SDC as a dynamic feature, compared to the delta coeﬃ-
cients.
4.3.3 Feature normalization techniques
As described in Section 2.2.5, many successful approaches have been proposed to normalize
the features which were calculated from speech utterances. To compare FW andMVN (details
included in Section 2.2.5.3 and 2.2.5.2, respectively), two experiments were conducted using
the same configuration except for the feature normalization approaches. Table 4.3.3 shows the
eﬀect of using diﬀerent feature normalization techniques on the performance of the speaker
verification systems. Both systems are based on the GMM-UBM approach with a UBM of size
128 mixture components.
Table 4.3.3: Comparison of FW and MVN techniques, using GMM-UBM with 128 mix-
ture components and 32ms windowing. Feature dimension is equal to 38*128=4864
Experiment Number of coeﬃcients Normalization EER
ID Static(cepstral) Dynamic(Delta) technique (%)
1 19 19 FeatureWarping 8.35
2 19 19 MVN 10.5
The performance of the system when using theMVN technique was close to that of the sys-
temwhen using the FW technique, since both normalize the distribution of the features to have
zero mean and unity variance. But the results confirmed that for the speaker verification task,
FW works better than MVN, since FW forces the distribution of the features to be standard
normal distributionwith zeromean and unity variance. Mapping the raw features to a predeter-
mined distribution, such as the standard normal distribution, appears to be a goodway tomake
the featuresmore robust to diﬀerent channel and noise eﬀects. MVN and FW are performed at
utterance level. In order to make the features more robust to noise and channel eﬀects, the FW
approach was used as one of the enhancement techniques for the rest of experiments described
in this chapter.
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4.3.4 Effect of number of mixture components
In all previous experiments, we used the classic GMM-UBM system with 128 mixture compo-
nents. This number was initially used to keep the computational cost low. However, we also
wanted to examine the eﬀect of the number of mixture components on the performance of
speaker verification systems. To this end, a new set of experiments was designed using the best
configurations as identified by previous experiments. Theonly parameter that was changedwas
the number of mixture components. Table 4.3.4 shows the results.
Table 4.3.4: Speaker veriﬁcation performance in terms of EER, when using the full band-
width and various numbers of mixture components. Feature dimension is the total number
of mixture components * feature dimension(19+19).
Number of Number of coeﬃcients Normalization EER
mixture components Static(cepstral) Dynamic(Delta) technique (%)
1024 19 19 FeatureWarping 6.15
2048 19 19 FeatureWarping 5.80
4096 19 19 FeatureWarping 5.90
The table shows that by increasing the number of mixture components, the performance of
the system improved up to the saturation point. This saturation point depends on diﬀerent
factors, but it mainly depends on the total amount of training data available for the classifica-
tion task. It can be seen that the best performance for adults is 5.80% EER with 2,048 mixture
components. But the diﬀerence between the achieved performance by using 1,024 and 2,048
mixture components is negligibly small, and the use of 2,048mixture components is expensive
in terms of computational costs. The claim about the negligibly small improvement is based on
the result of the McNemar’s test [149] on the scores from system with 1024 (named classifier
0) and 2048 (classifier 1) mixture components GMM. The inputs to the McNemar’s test are
the counts of occasions when classifier 0 was correct and classifier 1 was incorrect (= N01) and
vice versa ( = N10). The result of this test for probability testing on the null hypothesis was
p = 0:4076, which is not the evidence for a statistically significant performance improvement
in the system which used bigger model size.
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4.3.5 Base line system for telephony speech
The best performance was achieved by using the GMM-UBM speaker verification system with
2,048 mixture components, which has been used for the 2003 SRE conducted by NIST. For
obtaining performance comparable to that of the state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems,
our baseline system used the following settings:
• From the NIST-2003 speaker recognition evaluation plan, the one-speaker detection
(limited data) task was followed (full description of task condition is available from Sec-
tion 3.3.1.1).
• Speaker trainingdata: One sessionwasheld for each speaker, andeach session comprised
about 2 minutes of speech from a single conversation.
• Test utterances: The speech duration was between 15 and 45 seconds.
• Front-end process: A filter-bank front-end with a 38-dimension feature vector, which
comprises 19MFCC and 19 delta coeﬃcients, was used.
• Feature warping were applied as main feature normalisation method; it only applied on
the static features.
• Speaker adaptation: Meanparametersonly; variances andweightswere identical to those
used in the world model parameters.
• Scorenormalisation: Maximumnormalisationwasused; the full descriptionof this tech-
nique is accessible from Section 2.6.3.
• For building the UBM the NIST-2002 database was used.
Figure 4.3.2 andFigure 4.3.3 show the performance of our baseline systemand the performance
of the system proposed by Auckenthaler et al., respectively.
As mentioned earlier, the main goal initially was to build a state-of-the art speaker verifica-
tion system that would provide similar or even better performance than that provided by the
proposed system by Auckenthaler et al. [6]. Their work is described fully in [6], and the DET
curve obtained from their experiments is illustrated in Figure 4.3.3. The proposed system by
Auckenthaler et al. used the following settings for the verification process:
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Figure 4.3.2: DET curves related to the performance of the baseline veriﬁcation system.
• NIST 1998 evaluation database was used for experiments,
• Two sessions, each of aminute duration, were used for training speaker dependentmod-
els,
• Approximately ten seconds of speech was used for testing,
• Filter-bank front-endwith 39 dimensional feature vector was used for converting speech
into feature vectors,
• EM-algorithm was used for training of four hours of speech data for each gender, for
creating two gender dependent world models.
TheseDETcurves show that the best Auckenthaler et al.’s systemhad anEERof 7.00%, while
our systemhad anEERof 5.80%. This diﬀerence could be due the techniquewhichwas used for
feature normalization, in our system feature warping is used and in Auckenthaler et al.’s system
MVN technique is used.
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Figure 4.3.3: Performance of Auckenthaler et al.’s system (taken from [5, 6]).
4.4 Speaker Verification SystemUsing i-vector
In addition toour baseline classicGMM-UBMsystem,we also designed a baseline systemusing
themost recent configuration of state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems. Themain idea of
this recent method was proposed; namely i-vector, by Kenny et al. in [84, 89].
In this section, the results of evaluation experiments will be presented. The TIMIT speech
corpus is used for all the experiments presented in this section. Full details of this corpus are
given in Section 3.3.2. NIST database is not used for evaluation of our i-vector baseline system,
as the i-vector frame-work is used only formicrophone recorded data (clean speech), butNIST
database contains recordings from telephone conversions.
For all the experiments in this section, a relatively small-scale taskwas designed using speech
material from the TIMIT corpus, which contains recordings from 630 speakers. For back-
groundmodel training, we used all (there were 10 short sentences per speaker) sentences from
each of 530 speakers (5,300 sentences in total).
100 speakers are used for testing and for speaker-specific model training, 9 out of 10 sen-
tences per speaker were used, and the remaining 1 sentence was kept as a test. Verification trials
were conductedwith all possiblemodel−test combinations, making a total of 10,000 trials (100
target vs. 9,900 impostor trials).
The speaker recognition system was implemented using MATLAB. The Microsoft Conver-
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sational Systems Research Centre, specifically Seyed Omid Sajadi, provided the MSR toolbox
[150]. During this research, some functions from this toolbox were modified and used along
with other self-written code.
The block diagram of our baseline i-vector system is depicted in Figure 4.4.1. The theory of
all of the components of this diagram is presented in Section 2.4.2.
Development 
Features UBM Training
Computing 
Statistics
T-Matrix 
Training
Extracting
i-vectors
LDA
Scoring
Test 
i-vectors
Training 
i-vectors
Decision
Figure 4.4.1: Block diagram of the i-vector system.
In the i-vector approach, i-vectors are the low-dimensional representationsof anaudio record-
ing and they can be used for classification and estimation purposes.
Thescoring approachproposed in [151] for language identification is used in this experiment
(this approach is described in Section 2.4.2.3). In this approach the decisionwill bemade based
on the dot product of the unit-normalised LDA test i-vector with the class model mean, details
included in Section 2.4.2.3 (Equation 2.43 is used for scoring).
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4.4.1 Learning a total variability subspace from the observations
Prior to training the total variability subspace (T-matrix)we needed to have a trainedUBMand
calculated Baum-Welch statistic from development utterances, as explained in Section 2.4.2.
The EM algorithm was used for training the UBM with 256 mixture components. A 256-
mixture-componentUBMmodelwasusedbasedon theexperimental results presented inTable
4.4.1. Based on the experiments on the evaluation set, the best results were obtained by using
T-matrix with 400 dimensions, so this dimension is used for the rest of the experiments pre-
sented in this chapter. The results on the TIMIT data are an order of magnitude better than the
NIST results, the reason is that TIMIT is the collection of clean speech recordings, as against
with NIST which is the collection of telephony recorded speech.
Table 4.4.1: Speaker veriﬁcation performance in terms of equal error rate (EER), when
using the full bandwidth and various numbers of mixture components.
Number of Number of coeﬃcients Scoring EER
mixture components Static Dynamic technique (%)
32 19 19 Simple doc product 3.20
64 19 19 LDA and dot product 2.00
128 19 19 LDA and dot product 0.95
256 19 19 LDA and dot product 0.65
512 19 19 LDA and dot product 0.74
Figure 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 show the DET curve and 3D-confusion matrix, respectively. Both
these figures are related to the experiment which appears in boldface type in Table 4.4.1. Figure
4.4.2 is looks like steps as the test set is small. The usage of small test and training sets was due
to the lack of computational resources. Figure 4.4.3 shows the eﬀectiveness of i-vector method
in separating out true speaker score from the imposter scores for each test utterance, as the
diagonal (corresponds to true speaker scores) scores, in almost all cases, are much bigger than
imposter scores.
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Figure 4.4.2: Det-curve for speaker identiﬁcation using the i-vector system.
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Figure 4.4.3: 3D-confusion matrix for the i-vector system.
4.5 Summary
Thefirst step in this project was to develop a state-of-art speaker verification system. TheNIST
2003 database was used along with techniques that were studied to reduce the environment
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mismatch between the training and testing conversations. As it has been shown in this chapter,
based on the evaluative experiments, the baseline systemswere designed, and the best obtained
performancewas comparedwith the performance of a state-of-the-art (at the time) speaker ver-
ification system. This comparison confirmed that the performance of our baseline system was
at the same level and even better than the state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems (Aucken-
thaler et al.’s system). These experiments were first implemented using the classic GMM-UBM
system, but based on the more recent proposed approach, the i-vector framework, a set of eval-
uative experiments was conducted and the eﬀect of using diﬀerent parameter sets on the overall
accuracy of the systemwas also studied. The results show the performance of GMM-UBMand
i-vector systems for speaker verification tasks (using diﬀerent parameter sets), when using tele-
phone conversational and microphone recorded speech, respectively.
This baseline system could be used for other types of automatic speaker characterisations,
from both adult and child speech. Themain area of interest for this research is the study of de-
tection technologies from children’s speech, as there are many diﬀerences between adult and
children’s speech signals but relatively little research has been done on children’s speech com-
pared to that from adult.
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”Life is a balance of holding on and letting go.”
Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Balkhī
5
Contraﬆing the Eﬀects of Diﬀerent Frequency
Bands on Speaker and Accent Identification
5.1 Introduction
We all know that an acoustic speech signal has information beyond its linguistic content. This
paralinguistic information includes clues to speaker’s accent and identity which automatic Ac-
cent IDentification (AID) and Speaker IDentification (SID) systems exploit them. The re-
lationship between AID and SID is unequal, since accent information is related to SID but
speaker information is a distraction in the context of AID.
Currently, for both AID and SID, the most commonly used parametrization is to represent
a spoken utterance as a sequence of MFCC vectors derived from spectra, covering the entire
frequency bandwidth. However, we know that diﬀerent frequency regions contain diﬀerent
types of information. For instance, performed on the clean TIMIT corpus using mono Gaus-
sian modelling, the SID study in [31], showed that the frequency regions below 600 Hz and
above 3000 Hz provided better SID accuracy than the middle-frequency regions. However no
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similar study has been shown for AID.Using contemporaryGMM-based systems, the contrast-
ing importance of diﬀerent frequency bands for AID and SID are investigated in this chapter.
5.2 Relatedworks
In themost widely used approach to AID and SID, the distributions of feature vectors are char-
acterized using a GMM [80, 152], as described in Section2.3. MAP adaptation of a UBM
typically builds Individual accent or speaker GMMs. By using data from a variety of accents,
speakers and background conditions speaker independent GMM is constructed. For various
SID tasks [153], this approach has been very eﬀective and its performance remains compara-
ble to that obtained with more complex models. It has also been applied to AID, but with less
achievement [105]. Using a discrimination-based approach, such as a SVM, applied to GMM
super-vectors, which consist of the ‘stacked’ means of the mixture components of the accent
or speaker GMMs [83, 105] is an alternative, please refer to Section 2.4.1.2 for more details.
In [154], the GMM was used to calculate likelihood values and the SVM classifier was used
to separate the likelihood values for a target speaker and impostor. The use of phone durations
and average cepstra [155], phone and word-level HMMs [156–159], and stochastic trajec-
tory models [160] are incorporated by other acoustic based approaches. The most successful
systems use ISV Compensation, to remove irrelevant variability in speech classification tasks,
this is a subspace projection technique which has been shown to improve the performance of
speaker, language and accent identification and has become a standard component of these
systems (Please refer to Section 2.4.3 for more details) [95, 105]. ‘Phonotactic’ approaches
to AID exploit accent-dependent diﬀerences in the sequences in which speech sounds occur
[161]. For AID, these approaches perform better than the GMM-based acoustic methods de-
scribed above [105].
5.3 DataDescription
In all experiments in this chapter the ABI-1 corpus of regionally accented adult’s speech was
used. Thiswas collected to support research into the implications of regional accents for speech
and language technology. The full description of this corpus is available in Section 3.3.3.
Thespeakersweredivided into three subsets for bothSIDandAID; twowith93 andonewith
94 speakers. In each subset gender and accent were distributed equally. A “jack-knife” training
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procedure was used in which two subsets were used for training and the remaining subset for
testing. With diﬀerent training and test sets, this procedure was repeated three times so that
each ABI-1 speaker was used for testing, and no speaker appeared concurrently in the training
and test sets. Using 993 segments of length 3, 10, and 30 seconds from all test recordings the
SID systemswere evaluated. TheAID systemswere evaluated using 1504 30-seconds segments
from all test recordings. All the abovementioned segment lengths are after silence removal. For
example for AID if speaker s is appeared in jack set 1 for test, then it will not appear for training
theUBMand accent dependentmodels for experiment on jack 1, and it will appear for training
purposes during experiments on jack 2 and jack 3. And for SID, if we have speaker s in jack set
1 for testing, then it will not be used for training the UBM, but for speaker s we have multiple
files, one is used for test and the rest for estimating the parameters of speaker dependentmodel.
5.4 SystemDescription
5.4.1 Signal analysis
For both SID and AID, feature extraction was implemented as follows. Using an energy-based
SAD (application of pitch based SAD is also investigated for one experiment on AID), periods
of silence were discarded. The speech was then segmented into 20-ms frames (10-ms overlap)
and a Hamming window was applied. Obtained by applying the FFT, the short-time magni-
tude spectrum is passed to a bank of 31 Mel-spaced triangular band-pass filters, spanning the
frequency region from 0Hz to 11025Hz. Table 5.4.1 shows the center frequency for each filter
bandwidths, and Table 5.4.2 shows the frequency region which is covered by each sub-band.
Atfirst theSIDandAIDexperimentswereperformedusing the full bandwidth (0–11.025kHz)
and telephone bandwidth (0.23–3.4 kHz) speech. By passing the recordings through a band
pass filter, the latter was obtained. The calculation ofMFCCswas based on all 31 filters and the
first 23 filters for full and telephone bandwidth, respectively. In both cases, the first 19MFCCs
were used.
Using frequency band limited speech data comprising the outputs of groups of four adjacent
filters (please refer to Section 1.4 for more details), separate SID and AID experiments were
conducted to investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency regions. 28 overlapping sub-bands
were considered, where the Nth sub-band comprises the outputs of filters N to N + 3 (N =
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Table 5.4.1: The Center Frequencies for 31 Mel-spaced Band-Pass Filters
FILTER CENTER FILTER CENTER
NUMBER FREQUENCY (Hz) NUMBER FREQUENCY (Hz)
1 129 17 2239
2 258 18 2497
3 344 19 2799
4 473 20 3100
5 559 21 3445
6 645 22 3832
7 775 23 4263
8 861 24 4737
9 990 25 5254
10 1076 26 5857
11 1205 27 6503
12 1335 28 7235
13 1464 29 8053
14 1636 30 8957
15 1808 31 9948
16 2024
Table 5.4.2: Map from sub-bands to the frequencies.
SUB-BAND FREQUENCY SUB-BAND FREQUENCY
NUMBER REGION (Hz) NUMBER REGION (Hz)
1 0-559 15 1636-2799
2 129-645 16 1808-3100
3 258-775 17 2024-3445
4 344-861 18 2239-3832
5 473-990 19 2497-4263
6 559-1076 20 2799-4737
7 645-1205 21 3100-5254
8 775-1335 22 3445-5857
9 861-1464 23 3832-6503
10 990-1636 24 4263-7235
11 1076-1808 25 4737-8053
12 1205-2024 26 5254-8957
13 1335-2239 27 5857-9948
14 1464-2497
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1; :::; 28). Each set of four filter bank outputs was transformed to 4MFCCs and featurewarping
(as described in Section 2.2.5.3) [2] was applied.
Using the output of 4 adjacent filters for experiment on each sub-bandwas initially suggested
by Besacier et al, and we used the same configuration to be able to compare our findings with
theirs.
5.4.2 GMM-UBM system
The SID and AID systems are built on the GMM–UBMmethod [80], please refer to Section
2.3.3 for more details. In what follows, “class” refers to accent or speaker, depending on the
particular experiment.
In the GMM-UBM approach, using utterances from the training sets of all classes, a UBM
is built. Class-dependent models are obtained by MAP adaptation (full description of this
method is accessible from Section 2.3.3.2) [80], adapting the means of the UBM, using the
class-specific enrollment data. The result is one UBM and C class-dependent GMMs, where
in our experiments C is 14 and 93 or 94 (depending on the “jack-knife” set) for AID and SID,
respectively.
Using the technique described in [95] (Please refer to Section 2.4.3 for more details) , for
AID, the inter-session variability within a class, such as inter-channel and inter-speaker vari-
ability, is estimated. On a band specific level with a fixed band-independent rank this tech-
nique is applied. ISVmodelling was used in the final AID sub-band experiments (Fig. 5.5.2 and
Fig. 5.5.3) but not used in the full bandwidth AID experiments (Table 5.5.1) or the initial sub
band experiments (Fig. 5.5.4 and Fig. 5.5.5).
During this research the clean microphone recorded speech files were used. Application of
ISV modelling is investigated on AID as it will remove the unwanted speaker diﬀerences in
each accent class, however for SID, speaker diﬀerences are what system is looking after. ISV
modelling usually applies on SID using the telephony recorded speech, where the recording
environments and transmission channels are diﬀerent for recordings. So as in this research the
clean speech are used ISVmodelling was not used in the SID systems.
5.4.3 i-vector system
Motivated by the success of i-vectors in the field of speaker recognition, this chapter also pro-
poses a approach for AID from telephone speech patterns based on i-vectors. In this method,
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each utterance is modelled by its corresponding i-vector. Then, SVM is applied to identify the
accent of speakers.
The overall block diagram of the i-vector based accent identification system is illustrated in
Figure 5.4.1. In this diagram xN and yN are representing extracted features and their correspond-
ing labels, respectively. Blue and red parts of the diagram are corresponds to train and test phase
of the accent identification system, respectively. The details about the i-vector system and SVM
classifier are available in Section 2.4.2, and 2.4.1, respectively. The i-vector systemwhich is used
X1
Y1
X2
Y1
Xn
Ym
.
.
.
i-vector 
extraction
i-vector 
extraction
i-vector 
extraction
Test 
utterance
i-vector 
extraction
Decision
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Figure 5.4.1: The block diagram of the Accent ID system based on the i-vector approach,
depicting both training and testing phase. Xn and Yn represent samples and class labels,
respectively.
is identical as the one that is used for SR (Section 4.4), except that for AID the SVM is used for
decision making.
This method is trained and tested on clean speech recordings from the same ABI database.
Evaluation results show that theproposedmethodoutperformsdiﬀerent conventionalmethods
[105] for the problem of the automatic identification of speaker’s accent from his/her speech
sample.
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Table 5.5.1: Summary of Results for SID and AID Systems (identiﬁcation rate)
GMM AID (30 sec) SID (30 sec) SID (10 sec) SID (3 sec)
comp. Full Tel Full Tel Full Tel Full Tel
512 38.50 57.50 100 97.54 100 95.09 98.98 88.18
2048 40.64 59.42
4096 42.54 60.34
5.5 Experimental Results andDiscussion
In order to demonstrate the competitiveness of our AID and SID recognition systems, the first
experiments are performedusing the full bandwidth (0–11.025 kHz) and telephonebandwidth
(0.23–3.4 kHz) speech. Table 5.5.1 presents the obtained results. The AID system here uses a
pitch-based SAD. Using the full bandwidth speech, the performance of the AID system using
30 second test segments is 38.50%, 40.64% and 42.54% with 512, 2048 and 4096mixture com-
ponents, respectively. Using a 512 component GMM, the performance of the SID system is
98.98%, 100% and 100% for 3, 10 and 30 second test files, respectively. The AID performance
increased by between 42% and 49% when using the simulated telephone bandwidth speech,
whereas the SID performance dropped by between 3% and 11%. Current advanced GMM-
UBM based AID systems usually use 4096 component GMMs and pitch-based SAD, which
also achieved the best performance (60.34%) in our experiments (the corresponding perfor-
mance for energy-based SAD is 57.37%).
In the following, the performance of the SID and AID systems for each individual sub-band
will be investigated. For the purpose of analysis, dividing the entire frequency range into four
broader regions is also useful: A from 0 to 0.77 kHz, B from 0.34 to 3.44 kHz, C from 2.23 to
5.25 kHz and D from 3.40 to 11.02 kHz. The energy-based SAD is used for both the AID and
SID systems (as the pitch-based detector would eliminatemost of the high-frequency unvoiced
fricative sounds). As the feature dimensionality ismuch lowerwhenusing individual sub-bands
as opposed to the full bandwidth and based on the results in Table 5.5.1, both the SID andAID
systems in the following experiments are based on 512 component GMMs.
Figure 5.5.1 shows the SID performance as a function of frequency sub-bands. We can see
that when using the mid frequency sub-bands (region B), the lowest performance is obtained.
These results are compatible with earlier findings reported in [31], which were obtained for
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Figure 5.5.1: SID performance as a function of frequency sub-band for 3, 10 and 30 sec-
ond test signals when using 512 component GMMs. Obtained performances when using
full bandwidth, 512 mixture components GMM, and 3, 10 and 30 seconds test utterances
are 98%, 100% and 100%, respectively.
clean speech on the TIMIT corpus and using only mono Gaussian modelling. The perfor-
mances for 3, 10 and 30 second test files show similar trends, but accuracy is around 27% and
10% lower on average for the 3 and 10 second test data, respectively, compared to the 30 second
data. Figure 5.5.2 shows the results for AID.Comparedwith the results for SID, regionB seems
to be more useful, while regions C and D are less useful. Dividing frequency regions into four
was based on the results presented in Figure 5.5.3 and Figure 5.5.5.
In order to contrast the SID andAIDperformances, the results presented in Figure 5.5.1 and
Figure 5.5.2 were first normalized to sum to one over all the sub-bands and then subtracted.
Figure 5.5.3 shows the resulting contrastive SID and AID performance, which we refer to as
normalised SID (NSID) and normalised AID (NAID), for 30 second test data. In Figure 5.5.3
Regions with positive values (A, C and D) contain more speaker specific information than ac-
cent information, whereas the region with negative values (B) carries more AID information.
For SID, region A, corresponding to the primary vocal tract resonance information of vowel
and nasal sounds, and regions C and D, corresponding to high frequency sounds such as frica-
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Figure 5.5.2: AID performance as a function of frequency sub-bands using 512 compo-
nent GMMs and 30 second test signals. The obtained performance when using full band-
width and 2048 mixture component is 40%.
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Figure 5.5.3: The diﬀerence between the normalized SID and AID performance for fre-
quency sub-bands using 30 second test signals.
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Figure 5.5.4: AID performance after ISV compensation as a function of frequency sub-
bands using 512 component GMMs and 30 second test signals.
tives, are most useful. Where one would expect to find vocal tract resonance information for
general voiced speech sounds is region B.While this information will be influenced by individ-
ual diﬀerences in vocal tract physiology, linguistic information dominates andmakes the region
most useful for AID. This is compatible with the observations on the importance of vowels in
subjective analyses of accent [162].
Next the results obtained with ISV compensation [95] are presented. In order to inquire
which frequency bands achieve most from ISV compensation in AID, we apply it to each fre-
quency sub-band separately, with ISV compensation subspace dimension of 100. Figure 5.5.4
shows the result. Figure 5.5.5 shows normalized AID (after ISV compensation) subtracted
from normalized SID. Comparing Figure 5.5.3 and Figure 5.5.5 indicates that ISVC gives the
biggest gain in regionC. In fact, comparing Figure 5.5.3 and Figure 5.5.5, the average improve-
ment of AID performance in this region is 24%, compared with average improvements of 6%
and 2% in regions A and B, respectively, and an 12% decrease in region D. This suggests that
ISV compensation is capable of compensating for some of the speaker-dependent information
in region C, which is noise from the perspective of AID, but not in region D.
Last, to use our findings form experiments on isolated sub-bands, and in order to improve
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Figure 5.5.5: The diﬀerence between the normalized SID and AID performance for fre-
quency sub-bands (after application of ISV compensation to AID system).
the performance of the automatic AID systems, the same training and testing material is used
but instead of full-bandwidth, band-limited speech recording to 5:25kHz was used. This selec-
tion is based on the illustrated results in Figure 5.5.5 and 5:25kHz is corresponds to the centre
frequency of the 25th filter, which means regions A, B, and C are used in the new set of exper-
iments. In these set of experiments the i-vector system is used for automatic identification of
speaker’s accent fromhis/her speech sample. Becauseof the similarities between ISVmodelling
and i-vector approach to find these regions Figure 5.5.5 is used instead of the Figure 5.5.3. Table
5.5.2 shows the average results for experiments using three folds of jack knife set and diﬀerent
configurations.
As shown in the Table 5.5.2 the best performance is achieved by using 512 mixture compo-
nents, T-matrix of size 800 and speechwhich contains frequency up to 5.25 kHz, which is 76:76.
To be able to compare the performances of i-vector and GMM-UBM system, the best config-
uration is used, but instead of band-passed filtered speech signals, we used the full bandwidth
speech and the performance was 72:53%, which is still far better than the comparable perfor-
mance achieved by the GMM-UBM system (42.54%).
Table 5.5.3 shows the confusion matrix for the experiment of Table 5.5.2, which is printed
in bold text. From this confusion matrix the lowest automatic identification rate corresponds
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Table 5.5.2: Summary of Results AID task using i-vector System and Band Limited
speech up to 5.25 kHz and the best published results using single system and full-
bandwidth speech
Proposed system i-vector i-vector i-vector
(256) (512) (1024)
Rank of T-matirx ID (%) ID (%) ID (%)
200 - 68.00 70.80
400 - 74.30 74.30
800 - 76.76 75.30
Published result [108]
300 68% - -
Table 5.5.3: Confusion matrix for the best i-vector system
brm crn ean eyk gla ilo lan lvp ncl nwa roi shl sse uls
brm 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
crn 0 11 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
ean 1 0 16 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
eyk 1 0 0 21 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
gla 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
ilo 2 0 2 1 1 12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lan 1 0 1 0 0 1 16 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
lvp 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 17 0 2 0 0 0 0
ncl 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 13 0 0 2 0 0
nwa 1 2 0 4 0 0 1 0 1 11 0 1 0 0
roi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 4
shl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0
sse 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 11 0
uls 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 18
to nwa, which is 71%. The best identification is achieved for both lan and shl by only one miss
identification.
From Table 5.5.3 it is obvious that the two accents which seems to be diﬀerent from others
and relativity similar to each other are roi and uls, with only 4 and 2 misidentified tests from
19 and 20 test utterances, respectively. The reason for this claim is that the miss identified test
utterances from roi and uls accents are identified as having uls and roi accents, and none of them
identified as having the accent from the other available regional accents.
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5.6 Summary
Byusing theAccents of theBritish Isles speech corpus, this chapter investigated the eﬀect of dif-
ferent frequency bands on automatic AID and SID. Both the AID and SID systems were based
on GMM-UBM approach. The competitiveness of our systems was demonstrated by applying
full bandwidth (0–11.025 kHz) and band-pass filtered (0.23–3.4 kHz and 0.23-5.5kHz) speech
experiments.
The beginning of this chapter reports the results of applying GMM-based classifiers to AID
(14 classes) and SID (93 or 94 classes) on the ABI speech corpus [145]. Using full bandwidth
(11.025 kHz) speech and 512 component GMMs, SID accuracy is close to 100%, confirming
that SID is a fairly simple task for this type of data [31].
Thebest AID accuracy, usingGMM-UBMsystem, was 60.34%, whichwas obtained by using
the band-pass filtered data, pitch-based SAD and 4096 component GMMs.
The experimental results contrasting the utility of information in narrow sub-bands for the
AID and SID tasks revealed that dividing the spectrum into four regions is useful: A (0 to 0.77
kHz), B (0.34 to 3.44 kHz), C (2.23 to 5.25 kHz) andD(3.40 to 11.02 kHz). Our investigations
verified that speaker information dominates in regions A, corresponding to primary vocal tract
resonance information, and D, corresponding to high-frequency sounds. In contrast, as the
vocal tract resonance information in region B is biased towards linguistic, rather than speaker
information, region B is most useful for AID. While speaker information appears to dominate,
region C contains both types of information. The biggest gain is observed in region C when
ISV compensation is applied to the AID system, where AID performance is improved by 24%,
indicating that ISV compensation is able to factor out some of the speaker information in this
region.
Finally we used the band limited speech recordings of up to 5.25kHz for AID using an i-
vector approach. The results, 76.76 % accuracy. In order to compare the performances the
i-vector experiment is repeatedwith the same configurations except that in the new experiment
full bandwidth speech is used as an input. The results confirm that that the i-vector systemwith
the ID rate of 72.53 % outperform our GMM-UBM system (with compatible configuration)
with the ID rate of 42.54%.
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”The knowledge of anything, since all things have causes, is
not acquired or complete unless it is known by its causes.”
Avicenna (Ibn Sīnā)
6
Speaker Recognition for Children’s Speech
Although automatic recognition of children’s speech has been the subject of considerable re-
search eﬀort, there is little published work on issues and algorithms related to automatic recog-
nition of a child’s identity from their speech. For example, before this research [37] we did not
know how increases in inter- and intra-speaker variability for children’s speech [163] would
aﬀect SR performance or the significance of diﬀerent frequency bands of SR for children, al-
though the relevant studies for adult SR have been reported [31].
6.1 Introduction
The applications cover almost all the areas in which it is desirable to secure actions, transac-
tions, or any type of interactions by identifying or authenticating the person making the trans-
action: for example, in secure facility access control [164], securing the access to reserved ser-
vices (Telecom network, databases, and websites.), authenticating the user making a particular
transaction (e-trade or banking transaction) and games [165]. Usually, a person claims their
identity using diﬀerent input methods, such as using an ID card or entering an ID code onto a
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key pad, and they will be asked to utter a specific phrase. Then the input speech sample will be
compared to a referencemodel corresponding to the specific claimant, and based on the result,
the decision will be made to either accept or reject the access.
6.1.1 Related works
To the date of this research, the success of the GaussianMixture Model-Universal Background
Model (GMM-UBM) andGMM-Support VectorMachine (GMM-SVM) approaches to adult
SR motivated us to apply these techniques to our child SR task. More recently, as the applica-
tion of factor analysis to adult SR oﬀered a better recognition rate, the application of this new
technique to child and adult SR tasks are also investigated.
The distribution of acoustic feature vectors for a population of speakers is typically captured
using a UBM (a speaker-independent GMM constructed using data from a variety of speak-
ers and background conditions) [80, 152]. Speaker-dependent GMMs are then built by MAP
adaptation of the UBM [153]. At the recognition stage, each test segment is scored against
speaker models, and the description of this system is included in Section 2.3.3.2. However,
discriminative approaches, such as SVMs, can be used, which have been shown to obtain com-
parable, and in some cases better, performance thanGMM-based systems. The combination of
GMMsuper-vectors, comprising the stacked parameters of theGMMcomponents with SVMs
has also been successful (please refer to Section 2.4.1.2 for system description) [83]. Alter-
natively, research by Dehak et.al [87], which is described in Section 2.4.2, proves that the use
of low dimensional identity vectors (i-vectors) as new feature sets, will provide better recog-
nition rates, even using a simple scoring method. Score normalization approaches are usually
applied for speaker verification tasks and they have been proven to be capable of boosting the
verification performance by normalizing score distribution (please refer to Section 2.6 formore
details).
6.1.2 Scope of the chapter
This chapter presents the experiment’s results in SR for both children and adults, and is orga-
nized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the data. Our SR systems are described in section 6.3,
and our experiments and results are presented in section 6.4. In the same section, we also de-
scribe a study of the information utility in diﬀerent frequency bands for both children and adult
SR and the problem of identifying a child in school and classrooms (by classroom we mean
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defining diﬀerent number of classes i.e. speakers in train and test sets).
6.2 DataDescription
Three corpora of British English speech and a corpus of American speech were used in this re-
search: The PF-STAR [4] (British English speech) andOGI [141] (American English speech)
corpora of children’s speech, and the two ABI corpora of regionally-accented adults speech:
ABI-1 [145], ABI-2.
6.2.1 PF-STAR kids’ speech corpus
A full description of the PF-STAR kids’ speech corpus is given in Section 3.2.2. From the entire
corpus, all data from 150 speakers (4-14 years old) were used (for both training and testing);
the remaining 8 speakers were the youngest children and did not record suﬃcient data to be
included in the experiment.
A 10-second speech segment (after removing silence) from an utterance for each speaker is
extracted for testing, and the rest of the utterances from speakers are used for training.
6.2.2 OGI kids’ speech corpus
The OGI kids’ speech corpus is fully described in Section 3.2.1. Four diﬀerent test sets (10
seconds per utterance) from theOGIdata are used in the experiments presented in this chapter.
TS1: To investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency bands on SRperformance for general chil-
dren’s speech, 359 speakers were chosen randomly (from kindergarten to 10th grade).
TS2: To investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency bands on SRperformance for speech from
childrenofdiﬀerent ages, 3diﬀerent agegroupswere selected, eachcontaining288 speak-
ers. These are AG1: kindergarten to 2nd grade (5-8 years old), AG2: 3rd to 6th grade
(8-12 years old), and AG3: 7th to 10th grade (12-16 years old).
TS3: To investigate the problem of identifying a single child in a school, two ‘schools’ of 288
randomly-chosen speakers from kindergarten to 10th grade were chosen.
TS4: To investigate the problem of identifying a single child in a classroom (schoolroom), 12
‘classrooms’ of children from 3 grade groups were chosen, each containing 30 children
(each classroom consisted of children from the same age-group).
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6.2.3 ABI adult speech corpora
Full descriptions of the ABI speech corpora are given in Section 3.3.3. 4 hours of speech data
from ABI-1 corpus is used to train the UBM to investigate the eﬀects of bandwidth on a child’s
performance (fromPF-Star data set) and an adult SR task. In order to provide a baseline against
which the children’s SR performance could be compared, the test speakers were taken from
the ABI-2 corpus for adults and the PF-STAR corpus for children. From the ABI-2 data-set,
10-second segments of the test data were selected from each of 150 randomly-chosen target
speakers.
6.3 Speaker Recognition Systems
6.3.1 Signal Analysis
Feature extractionwas performed as follows: Periods of silencewere discardedusing an energy-
based SAD. Speech was then segmented into 20-ms frames (10-ms overlap), and a Hamming
window was applied. After applying the Hamming window, the short-time magnitude spec-
trum, which is obtained by applying an FFT, is passed to a bank of 24 (for fs=16kHz) and 32
(for fs=22.05kHz) Mel-spaced triangular bandpass filters, spanning the frequency region from
0Hz to fs=2Hz. fs is the sampling frequency, which is 16kHz forOGI kids corpus and 22.05kHz,
for ABI and PF-STAR. Table 6.3.1 and 5.4.1 shows the centre frequency of each filter (the cut-
oﬀ frequencies of a filter are the centre frequencies of the adjacent filters), for both 16kHz and
22.05kHz sampling frequencies, receptively.
To investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency regions on SRperformance, experimentswere
conducted using two methodologies. The first method is used during experiments on the PF-
STAR and ABI corpora, and the second method is applied to the OGI corpus.
The first method is used to study the eﬀect of bandwidth on verification performance for
adults and children. To achieve bandwidth reduction, a 31 band-pass filter-bank analysis was
performed, but the vector passed to the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for calculation of
the cepstral features (consisting of 19 static MFCCs and 19 delta MFCCs) consisting of dif-
ferent numbers of logarithm filter-bank energies, varying from 21, corresponding to the band-
width of 3.6kHz, to 31, corresponding to the maximum bandwidth of 11.025kHz.
For the full bandwidth experiments, each speech frame was then represented as a 38 dimen-
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Table 6.3.1: The Centre Frequencies for 24 Mel-spaced Band-Pass Filters
FILTER CENTER FILTER CENTER
NUMBER FREQ. (Hz) NUMBER FREQ. (Hz)
1 156 13 1843
2 281 14 2062
3 406 15 2343
4 500 16 2656
5 625 17 3000
6 750 18 3375
7 875 19 3812
8 1000 20 4312
9 1125 21 4906
10 1281 22 5531
11 1437 23 6281
12 1625 24 7093
sional feature vector, consisting of 19 static MFCCs and 19 delta MFCCs.
In the second method (which is very similar to the method which is used in Section 5.4.1),
to investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency regions on SR performance, experiments were
conducted using frequency band limited speech data comprising the outputs of groups of only
4 adjacent filters, using the OGI kids speech corpus. We considered 21 overlapping sub-bands,
in which the Nth sub-band comprises the outputs of filters N to N+3 (N=1 - 21). Each set of
4 filter outputs was transformed to 4 Mel Frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCCs) and mean
and variance normalization [2] were applied. For the full bandwidth experiments (using the
OGI corpus), the outputs of all 24 filters were transformed into 19 MFCCs. In order to in-
vestigate the eﬀects from inclusion of delta coeﬃcients, another experiment was designed with
exactly the same configuration, for full band experiment. The only diﬀerence is that the delta
coeﬃcients are also added to the feature vectors. So by including deltas, each speech frame is
represented by 38 dimensional feature vectors, as against with 19, which is used initially.
Feature Warping [2] with a 3-second window is applied to the MFCC feature vectors to re-
duce the eﬀect of channel mismatch and additive noise for the first and second methods.
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6.3.2 Modelling
Our SR systems are based on the GMM-UBM [83, 153], GMM-SVM [83] and factor anal-
ysis methods [87], which are described in Section 2.3.3.2, Section 2.4.1.2, and Section 2.4.2,
respectively.
6.3.2.1 Modelling approaches for experiments using the OGI kids’ corpus
When using theOGI kids corpus in theGMM-UBMapproach, aUBM is built using utterances
from all data in all speakers’ training sets. Speaker-dependent models are obtained by MAP
adaptation (adapting means only) of the UBM, using 48-second segments of speaker-specific
enrolment data. The result is one UBM and 1083 speaker-dependent GMMs (a small number
of speakers for whom there was very little data were not used).
In our GMM-SVM system, the training data from each individual speaker was divided into
three segments (each 16 seconds in length) and each was used to estimate the parameters of
a GMM by MAP adaptation of the UBM (using the relevance factor 10 [100], please refer to
Section 2.3.3.2 for more details). The adapted GMMmean vectors are then concatenated into
a super-vector [83] (full details about this technique is included in Section 2.4.1.2), and the
speaker classes are assumed to be linearly separable in the supervector space. The super-vectors
are used to build one SVM for each speaker by treating that speaker as the ‘target’ class and the
others as the ‘background’ class.
In the i-vector approach, as in theGMM-SVMapproach, three segmentsof speaker-dependent
speech are used toMAPadapt theUBMmeans in order to obtain the speaker-dependent super-
vectors. The same speech utterances which are used to train the UBM are also used to train the
total variability subspace, as described in Section 2.4.2.2. In the factor analysis model, each
of these data points in the super-vector space are imagined to be generated by sampling a k-
dimensional multivariate Gaussian (k < super   vectordimension). So instead of using super-
vectors as features, we used the mean vector (i-vectors) of trained k-dimensional multivariate
Gaussian distribution. These low dimensional mean vectors are believed to control the princi-
pal dimensions of the total variability space.
In our GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM, and i-vector automatic recognition systems, the score for
each speakermodel is normalizedusing thehighest score across all speakers (max-log-likelihood
score normalization), using the Equation 2.48 in Section 2.6.
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6.3.2.2 Modelling approaches during experiments using the ABI and PF-STAR
corpora
TheGMM-UBM andGMM-SVM systems are used for experiments on the PF-STAR and ABI
speech corpora. Descriptions of these systems are included in Section 2.3.3.2, and Section
2.4.1.2, respectively.
Two gender-independent UBMs were trained using approximately 4 hours of speech data
from each of the ABI-1 and the PF-Star corpora with 10 iterations of the EM algorithm for
adult and children, respectively.
In total, 152 adult speaker-dependent GMMs and 150 children speaker-dependent GMMs
were trained. The speaker-dependentGMMs for adults and childrenwere obtained by applying
MAP-adaptation to the means of the GMM-UBM using the relevance factor 10 [100] (please
refer to Section 2.3.3.2 for more details). In all cases, the adaptation was performed using ap-
proximately 48 seconds of speech data from each subject (after silence removal).
In our GMM-UBM and GMM-SVM recognition systems, the score for each speaker model
is normalized using the highest score across all speakers (max-log-likelihood score normaliza-
tion), using the Equation 2.48 in Section 2.6.
6.4 Experimental Results andDiscussion
6.4.1 Verification and identification experiments
Verification experiments were conducted using a version of themethodology developed for the
NIST speaker recognition evaluations. Each test utterance was scored against the ‘true’ (cor-
rect) speaker model and 10 ‘impostor’ models. Results are presented in terms of percentage
EER, calculated using the standard NIST software.
Identification experiments involved scoring each test utterance against a fixed test set (or all
the speaker models) of speaker models and assigning the test utterances to the class with the
highest score.
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6.4.2 Experimental results of PF-Star and ABI corpora
6.4.2.1 Comparison of speaker verification performance for adult and child
speech
In this section, we first analyse speaker verification performance for adults and children for vari-
ous numbers of mixture components, using themaximum 11.025kHz bandwidth. Wewill also
study the eﬀect of bandwidth on verification performance for both adult and children speakers.
6.4.2.2 The effect of the number of mixture components
The results of experiments on the eﬀect of the number of mixture components are presented in
Figure 6.4.1. It can be observed that the best performance for adults is 0.22% EER with 128 or
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Figure 6.4.1: Speaker veriﬁcation performance in terms of equal error rate (EER) for
adult speech (in black) and child speech (in red) when using the full bandwidth and var-
ious numbers of mixture components and using ABI and PF-Star corpora.
256 mixture components. This observation confirms that speaker verification for adults using
clean, wide-band speech is a relatively easy task [166]. For children the best performance is
0.8%EER, also obtainedwith 128 and 256mixture components. This indicates that the speaker
verification EER for children is nearly four times worse than for adults.
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Figure 6.4.2: The speaker veriﬁcation performance in terms of equal error rate (EER) for
adult speech (in black) and child speech (in red) as a function of the bandwidth of speech
signal.
6.4.2.3 Effect of bandwidth (first method)
In this section, we study the eﬀect of bandwidth on verification performance for adults and chil-
dren. From the previous section, it is clear that the EER for the adult data in our study is low
when 128 mixture components are used. Therefore, in order to obtain results that are statisti-
cally more reliable, the experiments in this section are performed for both adult and children,
using GMMswith just 32mixture components. This is consistent with [166, 167], in which 32
component GMMs were also used and performed well on TIMIT.
To achieve bandwidth reduction, the same 32 band-pass filter-bank analysis from the previ-
ous experimentswasperformed, but the vector passed to theDCTfor calculationof the cepstral
features consisted of diﬀerent numbers of logarithm filter-bank energies, varying from 21(cor-
responding to the bandwidth of 3.6kHz) to 32 (corresponding to the maximum bandwidth of
11.025kHz).
Verification results in terms of EER for adults and children as a function of the bandwidth
are shown in Figure 6.4.2. For adults (Figure 6.4.2, red graph), it is evident that it is useful to
partition the spectrum into three regions: (i) up to 3.5-4kHz, (ii) 3.6-4kHz to 5.5kHz, and (iii)
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Figure 6.4.3: Speaker veriﬁcation performance in terms of equal error rate (EER) for
younger children aged from 5 to 9 years (in black) and older children aged from 10 to 14
years (in red) as a function of the bandwidth of speech signal.
above 5.5kHz. Region (i), corresponding to the vocal tract’s primary resonances, clearly con-
tains speaker-specific information. However, in these experiments for adults, there appears to
be no benefit from including frequencies above 3.6kHz in this region. Region (ii) contributes a
58% reduction in EER.The importance of this region for speaker verification has been noted in
[167]. Region (iii) accounts for a further 76% reduction in error rate but over amuch larger fre-
quency range. The importanceof this region for speaker recognitionhasbeennoted in [36]. For
children there are clearly two slopes to the graph above 3.6 kHz, increasing the bandwidth be-
tween 3.6 and 5.5 kHz gives a gain of about 1%EER for each kHz of bandwidth added, whereas
the gain between 5.5 kHz and 11 kHz is lower, about 0.2% for each kHz added.
Figure 6.4.2 (red graph) shows the corresponding results for children’s speech. However, a
clearer picture emerges fromfigures 6.4.3 (black graph) and 6.4.3 (red graph), where the results
for younger children (aged 5 to 9 years) and older children (aged 10 to 14 years) are presented
separately. For younger children, the boundary for region (i) appears to be between 4.5 and
5.5kHz. In contrast with the case for adults, there is useful information in the 3.6 to 4.5kHz
region, presumably because the primary vocal tract resonances occur at higher frequencies for
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children with smaller vocal tracts. Region (ii) lies between 4.5-5.5kHz and 6.5kHz, approxi-
mately 1kHz higher than for adult speech, and contributes a 37% reduction in EER. It would
be interesting to discover if this is consistent – in terms of physiology – with the correspond-
ing result for adult speech. Region (iii), comprising frequencies above 6.5kHz, contributes a
64% reduction in EER over 4.5kHz. The results for older children (figure 6.4.3(red graph)) are
similar to those for adults.
6.4.3 Experimental results onOGI kids speech corpus
6.4.3.1 Full-bandwidth SR for children’s speech
Table 6.4.1 shows the results of SR experiments on full-bandwidth speech for the 3 age groups
of children (AG1 to AG3, 288 children per group), using 1024 component GMM-UBM and
GMM-SVMsystemsanda64-componentGMM-SVMsystem,with andwithoutdelta-features.
These sizes of GMMwere found empirically from the evaluative experiments. The last column
of this table contains the result of McNemar’s test for identification experiments for diﬀerent
age-groups.
Table 6.4.1: SR performance for three diﬀerent grade groups (AG1, AG2 and AG3).
GMM-UBM GMM-SVM GMM-SVM GMM-SVM Statis tests
(1024)(MFCC) (1024)(MFCC) (64)(MFCC) (64)(MFCC + Δ) McNemar’s
Verif. EER (%) EER (%) EER (%) EER (%) p-value
AG1 02.10 06.94 02.00 01.80 -
AG2 01.33 03.48 01.04 00.21 -
AG3 00.67 02.83 00.84 00.64 -
Identif. ID (%) ID (%) ID (%) ID (%) p-value
AG1 62.15 38.54 75.00 75.00 AG1AG2
0.009012
AG2 80.56 79.17 88.19 89.24 AG2AG3
0.1379
AG3 85.71 83.33 93.06 93.26 AG1AG3
0.00118
Both identification rate and EER improve as the children’s ages increase. For example, the
EER falls by 70% from 2.1% for the youngest to 0.64% for the oldest children. The correspond-
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ing increase in identification rate is 38%. Theperformance of the 1024 componentGMM-SVM
systemwas unexpectedly poor. An experiment on a separate evaluation set showed that the best
number of GMM components for this system is 64, due to the short test utterances. The per-
formance of the 64-componentGMM-SVM system is shown in column 4,5 of Table 6.4.1. Ver-
ification performance is similar to that obtained for the 1024 component GMM-UBM system,
but the identification rates are between 9% and 20% better for the 64 component GMM-SVM
system. Based on the results of statistical significance test, presented in the Table 6.4.1, the def-
erences betweenAG1 andAG2, and also betweenAG1 andAG3 are statistically significant, but
diﬀerences betweenAG2 andAG3 seems to be relatively small and the performance diﬀerences
could be due to the chance.
6.4.3.2 Experiments on isolated sub-bands (second method)
In this section, we study the eﬀect of diﬀerent sub-bands on verification and identification per-
formance for children’s speech from the OGI corpus. SR tests are conducted separately on 21
sub-bands, each consisting of four consecutive channels (please refer to Section 6.3.1 for more
details).
Figures 6.4.4(a) and (b) show the verification and identification performances, respectively,
for the 359 speaker test set (TS1) on each of the 21 sub-bands, using 64-component GMM-
UBM and GMM-SVM systems (64-component GMMs were found to be adequate for these 4
dimensional sub-bands). Overall, it is clear that theGMM-SVMapproach outperformsGMM-
UBM. Based on our experiments we have found that by having enough training data and long
enough test utterances GMM-SVM always performs better than GMM-UBM.
In the case of verification, Figure 6.4.4(a) shows sub-band EERs varying between 10% and
37%. For identification (Figure 6.4.4(b)) the sub-band identification rates vary between 5%
and 34%.
Figure 6.4.5 shows the correlation among identification rates achieved using GMM-UBM
andGMM-SVMsystems. Histograms of the variables appear along thematrix diagonal; scatter
plots of variable pairs appear oﬀ diagonal. The slopes of the least-squares reference lines in the
scatter plots are equal to the displayed correlation coeﬃcients. Obtained correlation coeﬃcient
for these two measure is +0.70 and it suggests that two measures tend to vary together.
From Figure 6.4.4, it is evident that, as in the case of adult speech [31], it is convenient to
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Figure 6.4.4: Sub-band speaker veriﬁcation rate (EER) (a), and speaker identiﬁcation
rate (b) for child speech from OGI corpus for diﬀerent frequency bands.
partition the spectrum into 4 frequency regions, B1 to B4, where B1 corresponds to sub-bands
1-5 (0-1.13kHz), B2 to sub-bands 6-14 (0.63kHz to 3.8kHz), B3 to sub-bands 15-18 (2.1kHz
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Figure 6.4.5: Scatter plots, least square reference line in the scatter plots, and histogram
of the variables (identiﬁcation rates from GMM-UBM and GMM-SVM systems).
to 5.53kHz), and B4 to sub-bands 19-21 (3.4kHz to 8kHz). The most useful bands for SR
are B1, which contains individual diﬀerences in the part of the spectrum due to primary vo-
cal tract resonances and nasal speech sounds, and B3, which contains information relating to
high-frequency speech sounds such as fricatives.
Interestingly, the GMM-SVM system is able to extract more speaker-specific information
from B2 than the GMM-UBM system. The importance of fricatives (hence region B3) for SR
has been noted previously in [168]. Frequency regions similar to B1 to B4 were identified in
[31] for adult SR on TIMIT. However, compared to the adult values, the frequency ranges
spanned by these bands for children’s speech are increased by approximately 38% (B1), 21%
(B2) and 11% (B3). Comparison of the obtained results from first and second methods (Fig-
ure 6.4.3 (black) and Figure 6.4.4 (b)) of investigating the eﬀect of frequency regions on the
performance of speaker recognition using child speech, confirms the importance of high fre-
quency regions for speaker recognition tasks using children speech.
Figure 6.4.6 shows sub-band speaker identification rates for 3 diﬀerent age-groups of chil-
dren, namely AG1, AG2, and AG3 (described in section 3.2.1). The figure shows that in al-
most all cases, the best performance is provided by the older children, and identification rate
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Figure 6.4.6: Sub-band speaker identiﬁcation rates for three age groups of children,
namely AG1, AG2 and AG3. The obtained performances using full-bandwidth speech sig-
nal was 75%, 89%, and 93%, for AG1, AG2, and AG3, respectively.
decreases for younger children. The figure shows the same decrease in performance between
B1 and B2, and an increase between B2 and B3, for all 3 age groups. However, one would ex-
pect these changes to take place at higher frequencies for younger children because in general,
younger childrenhave shorter vocal tracts and smaller vocal folds (for young childrenwith short
vocal tracts, formants and other structures will occur at higher frequencies). Close inspection
of figure 6.4.6 indicates that this is the case.
The results regarding the oldest children (7th to 10th grade, AG3) is consistentwith published
results for adult speaker identification on TIMIT [31].
6.4.3.3 Recognizing an individual child in a classroom and school
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate SR performance for children’s speech on tasks
which are representative of potential applications. Table 6.4.2 shows the results of using diﬀer-
ent systems to recognize an individual child in a classroom (30 children from the same grade
group as the target child) or school (288 children uniformly distributed across grades). The
‘classroom’ experiment is conducted for simulated classrooms from age groups AG1, AG2, and
AG3. For each age group, the experiment was repeated for 4 random simulated classrooms, and
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the average result is given in Table 6.4.2.
Table 6.4.2: SR performance for three diﬀerent grade groups (AG1, AG2 and AG3). SV-
D stands for Supervector dimension and T-D is the dimension of the T-matrix.
GMM-SVM(64) I-Vector(256)
SV-D=3648 SV-D=14592,T-D=400
SR Performance EER (%) ID (%) EER (%) ID (%)
Classroom(AG1) 01.92 89.99 - -
Classroom(AG2) 01.04 95.83 - -
Classroom(AG3) 00.83 99.16 - -
School(Kth-10th) 01.74 81.00 01.00 87.15
The results show that a child in a classroom is identified with accuracies of approximately
90%, 96%, and 99% for classes of 30 children in age groups AG1, AG2, and AG3, respectively.
TheMcNemar’s test is performed on the performances of AG1 and AG3, and the result was, p-
value = 0.0492. So as with speech recognition, speaker recognition appears to bemore diﬃcult
for younger children.
The identification rates for an individual child in a school of 288 children, usingGMM-SVM
and factor analysis feature modelling, are 81% and 87.15%, respectively.
6.5 Summary
This chapter presents the results of experiments in SR for both children and adult speech. Be-
cause of relevantly small research on detection technologies for children speech, we could not
find any comparable system. But based on the some of the research on ASR for children, which
recently reviewed in Section 2.1.1 and Section 1.4, it was initially expected to get worse iden-
tification rate when using children speech, and it was also expected to see interesting trend for
the performances obtained using diﬀerent sub-bands.
In the first part of this chapter, we compared speaker verification performance for adults and
children, and in both cases, investigated the eﬀects of bandwidth onEER.There are somediﬀer-
ences between databases which were used for adult and children experiments, which make the
comparisonhard, but the best EERswhichobtained for children and adults are 0.8%and0.22%,
respectively (using two databases). This data could suggests that any advantage stemming from
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increased inter-speaker variability in children is countered by the increase in intra-speaker vari-
ability.
Turning to bandwidth, we found, as reported elsewhere, that in terms of its contribution to
speaker verification performance, the spectrumcanbe usefully partitioned into three frequency
bands. For adult speech these are: (i) up to 3.5-4kHz, (ii) 3.5-4kHz to 5.5kHz, and (iii) above
5.5kHz. Similar bands occur for child speech, butwith boundaries that are approximately 1kHz
greater than for adults. A study of the utility of diﬀerent narrow frequency bands – using the
second method – for child SR has shown that as with adults, the spectrum can be usefully par-
titioned into 4 regions referred to as B1, B2, B3, and B4. Most useful speaker information is
concentrated in B1, which contains the primary vocal tract resonances, and B3, which contains
high-frequency speech sounds such as fricatives. However, the frequencies at which these re-
gions occur are between 11% and 38% higher for young children than for adults. It has also
been shown that sub-band SR identification rates are consistently poorer for younger children
than for older children.
Experiments which simulate recognition of an individual child in a classroom or a school
containing30 (in total 4 simulated classroomfor each age-group) and288children, respectively,
using a 64-component GMM-SVM system, show that identification rates for a child in a class
vary between 90% for the youngest to 99% for the oldest children, and that the identification
rate for a child in a school is 81%. The school performance improved when using the i-vector
system by 6.15% from 81% to 87.15%.
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”Youth has no age.”
Pablo Picasso
7
Identification of Age-group andGender from
Children’s Speech
7.1 Introduction
Research eﬀort into paralinguistic speech processing has been growing considerably over the
last two decades. It has initially focused mainly on speaker recognition from adults’ speech,
e.g., [169], but more recently has also spread to speaker recognition for children’s speech, e.g.,
[37] (please refer to Chapter 6), recognition of accent, e.g. [36, 105, 159], emotions, age, and
gender e.g. [118, 137, 140]. A recent review of paralinguistic speech processing is presented in
[105]. Some earlier research on gender and age recognition using adult speech demonstrated
high performance [170, 171].
Automatic recognition of paralinguistic information for children can be beneficial in many
application areas. Some of these applications are presented in Chapter 6. It could also be em-
ployed to adapt speech models, to guide a child computer interaction system to automatically
adapt content, to enhance child security and protection, or in awide range of educational appli-
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cations. For instance, some social networking sites are designed specifically for children, (for
example, “ClubPenguin” - please visit http://www.clubpenguin.com formore details). As such
systems evolve to include speech, an automatic system that recognizes the age, gender, or iden-
tity of a person from their voice could be a valuable safeguard for a child engaged in social net-
working. For example, this can be eﬀective in providing protection froman adultmasquerading
as a child. In education, an interactive educational tutor could recognise the age and gender of
a child and adapt their content appropriately.
7.1.1 Related works
Many studies focus on exploring the use of features capturing diﬀerent types of information
from the speech signal and the use of diﬀerent classificationmethods, as pointed out in Section
2.2, and most of these employed MFCCs. The use of temporal patterns (TRAPs) features to
capture longer temporal context was explored in [118]. Several studies also considered the use
of glottal and prosodic features. These were typically calculated on the whole utterance and
included features such as the fundamental frequency, articulation rate, and harmonic-to-noise
ratio [118, 137, 172]. The latter could also be provided by estimating the spectral voicing in-
formation using the method presented in [173]. Overall, the use of MFCC features, capturing
vocal-tract information, was shown to provide the best performance, which could be further
improved by incorporating other features or combining multiple classifiers. The use of various
classification approaches for age and gender identification has been explored. Early studies em-
ployed distancemeasures [170] andGMMandHMMbased recognisers [171]. More recently,
the success of GMM-UBM (system description is included in Section 2.3.3) and GMM-SVM
(systemdescription is included in Section 2.4.1.2) approaches to adult speaker recognitionmo-
tivated its application to the age and gender recognition tasks [115]. The GMM-UBM and
GMM-SVMapproaches have also been compared to the use ofGMMandparallel phone recog-
nition systems [115, 137, 174]. Theuse of dynamic Bayesian networks employing prosodic fea-
tures was explored in [137, 174]. Furthermore, techniques such as cepstral mean subtraction
and variance normalization have been applied to speaker gender identification tasks to enhance
theperformanceof acoustic levelmodeling [174] (please refer toSection2.2.5 for a full descrip-
tion of feature normalization techniques). In all these studies, age and gender were recognized
jointly within a broad set of age classes corresponding to children, young adults, adults, and se-
niors. The gender and age-groups were not considered for the children’s class, and we do not
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know the significance of diﬀerent frequency bands for age group or gender identification using
children’s speech.
7.2 ExperimentalObjectives
This chapter presents the results of experiments on gender identification (GI) and Age-group
identification (Age-ID) from children’s speech, and is organized as follows: Section 7.3 de-
scribes the speech data used in all experiments. Our GI and Age-ID systems are described in
Section 7.4, and our experiments and results are presented in Section 7.5. First, we describe a
study of the information’s utility in diﬀerent frequency bands for children’s GI and Age-ID in
Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2, respectively. Next, in Section 7.5.3, we explore the eﬀect of using age-
independent and age-dependent gender modeling and the use of GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM
and i-vector approaches. We also analyse the eﬀect on GI of voice breaking for children in the
oldest group. Further, we present the eﬀect of employing intersession variability modeling in
Section 7.5.3.3. Similar sets of experiments are also conducted using full and restricted band-
width speech for Age-ID task, and the results are presented in Section 7.5.4. Finally, in Section
7.5.5 and Section 7.5.6, the GI and age-ID performances, respectively, by human listeners and
machines are compared.
7.3 DataDescription
7.3.1 Gender identification
TheOGIKids’ Speech corpus [141] is a collection of spontaneous speech and those from read-
ings recorded at theNorthwest Regional School District near Portland, Oregon. A full descrip-
tion of this corpus is available in Section 3.2.1. 3 diﬀerent gender-balanced test sets from the
OGI data are used in the experiments presented in this chapter.
TS1: To investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency bands on GI performance for general
children’s speech, 687 speakers were chosen randomly (from kindergarten to 10th grade).
TS2: To investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency bands and using age dependent mod-
els on GI performance for speech from children of diﬀerent ages, 3 diﬀerent age groups were
selected, each containing 76 speakers. These are as follows:
AG1: Kindergarten to 3rd grade (5-9 years old),
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AG2: 4th to 7th grade (9-13 years old), and
AG3: 8th to 10th grade (13-16 years old).
TS3: To investigate the eﬀect ongender identificationof the voicebreaking formale speakers
going throughpuberty, the data in theAG3groupwas split into three sub-sets, denoted as “boys
broken,” “boys unbroken,” and “girls.” Each sub-set containeddata from18 speakers for training.
For testing, all 191 speakers from AG3 (both male and female) were used.
7.3.2 Age-group identification
The OGI kids corpus is also used for investigation of the age-group identification task. In this
study, 766 speakers were chosen randomly for testing, and the remaining 334 for training. The
age groups are the same as specified for TS2 in the previous Section. The individual age groups,
AG1, AG2, and AG3 contained 290, 285, and 191 test speakers, respectively.
7.4 Age-group andGender Identification Systems
7.4.1 Signal analysis
Feature extractionwas performed as follows: Periods of silencewere discardedusing an energy-
based SAD. The speech was then segmented into 20-ms frames (10-ms overlap), and a Ham-
ming window was applied. The short-timemagnitude spectrum, obtained by applying an FFT,
is passed to a bank of 24Mel-spaced triangular bandpass filters, spanning the frequency region
from 0 Hz to 8000 Hz. Table 6.3.1 shows the center frequency of each filter (the cut-oﬀ fre-
quencies of a filter are the center frequencies of the adjacent filters). To investigate the eﬀect of
diﬀerent frequency regions on GI and Age-ID performance, experiments were conducted us-
ing frequency-band limited speech data comprising the outputs of groups of 4 adjacent filters.
We considered 21 overlapping sub-bands, in which theNth sub-band comprises the outputs of
filtersN toN + 3 (N=1 to 21). Each set of 4 filter outputs was transformed to 4 MFCCs plus
4 delta and 4 delta-delta parameters, and feature warping [2] was applied (a full description of
featurewarpingmethod is included in Section 2.2.5.3). For the full bandwidth experiments the
outputs of all 24 filters were transformed into 19MFCCs plus 19 deltas and 19 delta-deltas.
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7.4.2 Modeling
Our Age-ID and GI systems are based on the GMM-UBM [80, 83, 169], GMM-SVM [83]
and i-vector [87, 92] methods; please refer to Section 2.3.3, Section 2.4.1, and Section 2.4.2.2,
respectively for a full description of these systems.
In theGMM-UBMapproach, aUBM is built using all utterances from418 and 334 speakers,
forGI andAge-ID, respectively. For theGI the age-independent gendermodels are obtained by
MAP adaptation (adaptingmeans only) of theUBM, using the gender-specific enrollment data
(there is no overlap between the training and test sets). The result is one UBM and 2 gender-
dependent GMMs. To investigate the eﬀect of using age-dependent gender models on GI per-
formance, age-dependentmodels are obtained byMAP adaption of theUBMusing the age and
gender-specific enrollment data (there is no overlap between the training and test sets). For
Age-ID, the gender-independent age groupmodels are obtained byMAP adaptation (adapting
the means only) of the UBM, using the age-group-specific training data. The result is 1 UBM
and 3 age-group GMMs. To investigate the eﬀect of using gender-dependent age-group mod-
els on Age-ID performance, gender-dependent models are obtained byMAP adaptation of the
UBM, using the gender and age-group-specific training data.
In our GMM-SVM system, the speech data from each gender and age group category were
used to estimate the parameters of aGMMbyMAPadaptationof theUBM.TheadaptedGMM
mean vectors are then concatenated into a super-vector (as described in Section 2.4.1.2) [83],
and the gender/age classes are assumed to be linearly separable in the super-vector space. The
super-vectors are used to build one SVM for each gender class by treating that gender/age class
as the ‘target’ class and the others as the ‘background’ class.
The same data that was used to train the UBM was used to train the “T-matrix” in the i-
vector systems. In the total variability modeling approach, i-vectors are the low-dimensional
representation of an audio recording that canbe used for classification and estimationpurposes.
A full description of the i-vector frame work is included in Section 2.4.2.
7.5 Experimental Results andDiscussion
7.5.1 Sub-band based gender identification for children’s speech
In this section, we study the eﬀect of diﬀerent sub-bands on GI performance for children’s
speech. Experiments are conducted separately on 21 sub-bands, each consisting of four consec-
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utive channels (see Section 7.4.1 for more details), and using the age-dependent GMM-UBM
system. For each sub-band, three age-dependent models of each gender are trained. Themod-
els have 64 mixture components, which were found to be adequate for these 12 dimensional
sub-band features.
Figure 7.5.1(a) presents the average results across all age groups. Themost useful sub-bands
for GI are from 8 to 12 (frequency range 0.9 kHz–2.6 kHz). This corresponds to the location
of the second formant for vowels, which was also found to provide the best GI performance for
adult speakers in [175].
Figure 7.5.1(b) shows the performance for each age group. For AG3 (i.e., the oldest chil-
dren), the frequency sub-bands up to 9 (frequencies up to 1.8 kHz) and above 19 (frequencies
above 3.8 kHz) provide somewhat similar performances of around 75%, while the middle fre-
quency sub-bands give lower performance. For AG2, the performance does not vary largely
across the frequency bands. The peak performance is achieved at sub-bands 9 and 10 (fre-
quency range 1.0 kHz–2.1 kHz). For AG1, the performance is close to chance for sub-bands
up to 7 (frequencies up to 1.4 kHz) and then increases to around 65% for sub-band 11 and 12
and stays fluctuating around 60% for the remaining higher sub-bands.
It may be that the insignificance of sub-bands up to 11 for young children, and their increas-
ing utility as the age of the child increases is due to greater and more consistent vocal eﬀort in
older children. Our hypothesis is that for the low frequency bands (up to sub-band 11) the
poor performance of the young children (speakers in AG1) is due to the wide spacing of their
pitch harmonics, and that as the children become older and their pitch lowers, the harmonics
come closer together, and the problem diminishes. The problem with the widely-spaced pitch
harmonic is that they may not captured by the initial triangle filters, as these are narrow filters.
TheMel scale is approximately linear up to 1000Hz; a critical band is about 100Hz, so the first
10 triangular filters are approximately of the same bandwidth (with an Equivalent Rectangular
Bandwidth (ERB) of about 100Hz). Thus, if the eﬀect is due to pitch harmonics, one would
expect it to start diminishing when the bands are no longer influenced by these narrow filters.
The first band that is not influenced by the narrow triangular filters is band 11. This is the band
in which the performances of the diﬀerent ages start coming together. Therefore, this finding
supports the hypothesis that the eﬀect is due to the narrow bands and the high fundamental
frequency of the youngest children. Based on this assumption, wewould expect the problem to
cease as the triangular filters become broader. The solution, according to Shweta Ghai’s work
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Figure 7.5.1: The eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency sub-bands on gender identiﬁcation: aver-
age over all age groups (a) and for each of the three children age groups (b).
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on ASR [7], is to broaden the width of the low frequency filters so that the ERB or the width
of the triangles’ base is 300Hz. Figure 7.5.2 shows the original and modified filter bank used in
Shweta’s work.
Figure 7.5.2: Structures of the Mel ﬁlterbank (a) Default (b) Modiﬁed. In the modiﬁed
ﬁlterbank the bandwidth of all ﬁlters having center frequency below some particular fre-
quency value (say 1 kHz) are modiﬁed to have a constant value whereas those of the other
ﬁlters remain unchanged (taken from [7]).
This solution is proposed but due to lack of time it is not applied for gender identification
task.
7.5.2 Sub-band based Age-ID for children’s speech
In this section, we study the eﬀect of diﬀerent sub-bands on Age-ID performance for children’s
speech. Experiments are conducted separately on 21 sub-bands, each consisting of four consec-
utive channels (see Section 7.4.1 for more details), and using the gender independent GMM-
UBM system. For each sub-band, 3 gender-independent (based on the results of full-band ex-
periments) age-groupmodels are trained, corresponding to AG1, AG2 and AG3. Correspond-
ing to AG1, AG2, and AG3, the models have 64 mixture components, which were found to be
adequate for these 12 dimensional sub-band features.
Figure 7.5.3 presents the average Age-ID results as a function of frequency sub-band. It is
evident that the performance, even when using a narrow frequency region, is inmost cases well
above chance. The best performance achieved by using sub-bands 13 to 16 and sub-bands 18
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to 21 represents the least useful bands for age identification. Figure 7.5.4 contrasts the useful-
ness of sub-bands for Age-ID and Gender-ID.The figure was obtained by normalising the data
in Figure 7.5.3 so that the sum of the values over all of the sub-bands is 1. The same proce-
dure was then applied to the corresponding sub-band results on Gender-ID presented in [39]
and Section 7.5.1 (please refer to Figure 7.5.3 (a)). The normalised Age-ID results were then
subtracted from the normalised Gender-ID results to obtain Figure 7.5.4 (similar procedure is
described in [36]). Thus, negative regions in Figure 7.5.4 indicate sub-bands which are more
useful for Age-ID while positive values indicate sub-bands that are useful for Gender-ID. The
results indicate that themost useful sub-bands for Age-ID, in comparison toGender-ID, are the
sub-bands 3 and 4 (281 Hz to 625 Hz), and from 13 to 16 (1.62 kHz to 3 kHz). Thus, while
Gender-ID appears to make use of similar information to speaker recognition, Age-ID is more
similar in these respects to speech recognition or accent ID [36] (please refer to Section 5.5).
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Figure 7.5.3: The eﬀect of diﬀerent frequency sub-bands on Age-ID, average identiﬁca-
tion rate over all age groups. Using full-bandwidth speech signals the performance was
82%.
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Figure 7.5.4: The diﬀerence between the normalized Gender-ID and Age-ID performance
for frequency sub-bands.
7.5.3 Full-bandwidth gender identification for children’s speech
This sectiondemonstrates the eﬀect of usingdiﬀerentmodelling approaches. Experimentswere
performed using full-bandwidth speech.
7.5.3.1 Age-independent modelling
First, wedemonstrate the eﬀectsof employing thegenerativeGMM-UBM,discriminativeGMM-
SVM, and i-vector systemswhen using age-independentmodelling. For each of the systems, we
performed experiments using diﬀerent numbers of mixture components. The best results were
obtained when using 1024, 512, and 256 mixture components for the GMM-UBM, GMM-
SVM, and i-vector systems, respectively, and these are presented in Table 7.5.1. It can be seen
that the GMM-SVM system considerably outperforms the GMM-UBM and the i-vector sys-
tems.
7.5.3.2 Age-dependent modelling
This section demonstrates the eﬀect of using age-dependent modelling, in which all training
data is split into three age groups (as described in Section 7.3), and a model is created for each
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Table 7.5.1: Gender identiﬁcation performance obtained by the age-independent GMM-
UBM, GMM-SVM, and i-vector systems.
System GI rate (%)
GMM-UBM (age independent) 67.39
GMM-SVM (age independent) 77.44
i-vector (age independent) 74.26
age group. During recognition, models corresponding to the age of the speaker of the testing
utterance were used. The experiments’ results are presented in Table 7.5.2. It is evident that the
performance of theGMM-UBM,GMM-SVMand i-vector systems improved by 4.23%, 1.74%,
and 0.28%, respectively, compared to corresponding age-independent systems. The small im-
provement in the i-vector systemcould be due to the importance of training data amount on the
performance of factor-analysis-based recognition systems. It is true that by separating the data
with respect to the age of the speaker, the amount of complexity is reduced; however, simulta-
neously, the training data amount for each particular class is reduced dramatically by training
the age-dependent gender models, compared to the age-independent models.
Table 7.5.2: Gender identiﬁcation performance obtained by the age-dependent GMM-
UBM, GMM-SVM, and i-vector systems.
System GI rate (%)
GMM-UBM (age dependent) 71.76
GMM-SVM (age dependent) 79.18
i-vector (age dependent) 72.54
We then analysed the results obtained by the age-dependent GMM-UBM and GMM-SVM
systems for each age group. These are presented in Table 7.5.3, in which “B,” “G,” and “Av”
denotes boys, girls, and average. This Table shows that the boys’ performance is consistently
poorer (except for AG3 using GMM-SVM system) than girls’. One would expect the GI per-
formance to be lowest for youngest children, i.e. AG1, and to improve as the age increases. In-
deed, one can see that the identification rate achieved by each system for AG2 is considerably
higher than for AG1 – the performance increase is 12.81% for the GMM-UBM and 7.34% for
the GMM-SVM system. However, the performance is unexpectedly low for AG3 (i.e., the old-
est children); compared to AG2, the performance improves only by 2.52% for theGMM-UBM
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anddecreases by 8.23% for theGMM-SVMsystem. Thismay be related to the fact that the boys
in AG3 fall into two subsets, according to whether or not their voices have broken as a conse-
quence of puberty. Results suggest that the GMM-UBM system is better able to accommodate
this issue than the GMM-SVM system.
As mentioned earlier in Section 2.7.4, the timing and tempo of puberty vary widely, even
among healthy children, but there are several studies which tried to estimate the distribution
for age of pubertal growth for girls and boys, separately [139] (for more details please refer to
Section 2.7.4).
Table 7.5.3: Gender identiﬁcation performance (in %) obtained by the age-dependent
GMM-UBM and GMM-SVM systems for each age group.
Age GMM-UBM GMM-SVM
group B G Av B G Av
AG1 40.00 90.09 63.20 73.33 80.86 76.80
AG2 69.67 82.25 76.01 79.50 88.70 84.14
AG3 70.00 88.52 78.53 77.69 72.13 75.91
We further analysed the eﬀectof voicebreaking inAG3. Thiswasperformedusing theGMM-
UBMsystem. Table 7.5.4 (a) shows theGI confusionmatrix forAG3whenusing a singlemodel
for boys and a single model for girls. One can observe that there is a high confusion regarding
the gender of boys being recognised as girls. We speculate that this is because the model for
“boys” covers broken and unbroken voices, and consequently, some boys whose voices have
not broken may achieve a better match with the “girls” speech model. These results, and the
fact that changes in the voice coinciding with puberty is prominent mainly in boys rather than
in girls, motivated us to split the data of boys in AG3 into two separate classes: boys whose
voice had broken, denoted as BB, and whose voice remained unbroken, denoted as BU. Cate-
gorizing the boys’ data into these two classes was performed by a human listener. Some further
details regarding the resulting training and testing data are described in Section 7.3.1, where it
is denoted as TS3. Because this resulted in reduced amounts of training data for each class, the
GMM-UBM system for each of the AG3 gender sub-groups consisted of 128 mixture compo-
nents. When using the 3 gender sub-group models, the average GI rate for AG3 was 87.43%.
This is an improvement of 8.9% from 78.53%, achieved by the system using two gender mod-
els (and each consisting of 256 mixture components) as presented in Table 7.5.3. Table 7.5.4
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(b) presents the confusion matrix corresponding to this experiment. The amount of gender
confusion from boys to girls is reduced to zero. The amount of confusion from girls to boys
with unbroken voices is much larger than to boys with broken voices, which is expected. The
performance for girls decreased when boys were divided into two categories, and this could be
due to the fact that some girls’ voices in AG3 are broken, as a matter of puberty, and they are
confused with boys’ with unbroken voices. These results suggest that by dividing girls into girls
with broken and girls with unbroken voices we may gain performance improvement.
Table 7.5.4: Confusion matrix for gender identiﬁcation (in %) for age group AG3 when
using for boys a single model (a) and two separate, broken BB and unbroken BU, models
(b).
(a) (b)
B G
B 71.5 28.5
G 11.5 88.5
BB BU G
BB 96.2 3.8 0
BU 5.8 94.2 0
G 6.5 23.0 70.5
7.5.3.3 Effect of intersession variability modelling
We also investigated the eﬀect of intersession variability (ISV) compensation on model do-
main (readers are referred to Section 2.4.3 for a full description). These experiments were
performed using theGMM-UBM system, and both age-independent and age-dependentmod-
elling. Both systems achieved only small performance improvements when ISVmodelling was
applied, specifically, the age-independent system improved from 67.39% to 69.29%, and the
age-dependent system improved from 71.76% to 72.81%.
7.5.4 Age-ID using full/restricted bandwidth speech
This section presents the Age-ID results that are obtained using theGMM-UBM,GMM-SVM,
and i-vector based systems described in section 7.4.2. Experiments were performed using full-
bandwidth (FB) and band-limited speech (BL).The band-limited case includes frequencies up
to 5.5 kHz, which corresponds to the frequency region covered by all sub-bands except sub-
bands 18 to 21 (Figure 7.5.3 suggests this exclusion of sub-bands).
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We first study the eﬀect of using gender-dependent and independent age-group modeling,
using the GMM-UBM system. The results of this study are shown in the first two rows of Table
7.5.5. For Age-ID, gender-independent modelling gives better results than gender-dependent
modeling. This could be due to two phenomena; the first is the smaller amount of training
data (half) available for gender-dependent agemodelling compared to gender-independent age
modelling, and the second is that dividing AG1 speakers with respect to their gender does not
provide any benefit because for AG1 there are limited acoustic cues for GID (Table 7.5.3). It is
probably a trade-oﬀ in that any benefit from gender-dependent modelling in AG1 is oﬀ-set by
the eﬀect of the small training sets. Based on these results, subsequent experiments use gender-
independent modelling.
Then, we demonstrate the eﬀects of employing the discriminative GMM-SVM and i-vector
systems when using gender-independent modelling. For each of the systems, we performed
Table 7.5.5: Age-ID recognition rate (in %) obtained by the gender-independent GMM-
UBM, GMM-SVM and i-vector systems and gender-dependent GMM-UBM system.
System Age-ID rate (%)
Full-bandwidth Band-limited
GMM-UBM (gender dep.) 71.76 -
GMM-UBM (gender indep.) 82.01 84.07
GMM-SVM (gender indep.) 79.77 -
i-vector (gender indep.) 82.62 85.77
experiments using diﬀerent numbers of mixture components. The best results were obtained
when using 1024, 512 and 256 mixture components for the GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM, and i-
vector system, respectively, and these are presented in Table 7.5.5. For the i-vector system, we
performed experiments using diﬀerent numbers of dimensions for training the total variability
matrix. The best results were obtained using 400 dimensions for theTmatrix. The i-vector sys-
tem evidently outperforms the GMM-UBM and GMM-SVM systems, especially when band-
limited speech is used.
Table 7.5.6 depicts a confusion matrix obtained by the i-vector system using band-limited
speech. Each row corresponds to a grade and shows the percentages of children in that grade
who were classified as being in AG1, AG2, and AG3. The dotted lines indicate the boundaries
of AG1, AG2, and AG3. The top and bottom halves of the table correspond tomale and female
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Table 7.5.6: Confusion matrix for age identiﬁcation (in %) for three age groups, ob-
tained by the i-vector system using band-limited speech.
Model-index
Grade-index AG1 (%) AG2 (%) AG3 (%)
Male
k 100 0 0
1st 100 0 0
2nd 97.43 2.56 0
3rd 85.71 10.20 4.08
4th 33.33 60.60 6.06
5th 8.57 82.85 8.57
6th 6.97 81.39 11.62
7th 0 54.83 45.16
8th 0 0 100
9th 2.17 6.52 91.30
10th 0 0 100
Female
k 100 0 0
1st 100 0 0
2nd 97.87 2.12 0
3rd 92.10 7.89 0
4th 38.70 61.29 0
5th 11.42 82.85 5.71
6th 10.00 80.00 10.00
7th 2.70 72.97 24.32
8th 0 29.03 70.96
9th 5.00 20.00 75.00
10th 0 30.00 70.00
speakers, respectively. The table shows similar characteristics for boys and girls up to the 7th
grade, with the majority of errors near age-group boundaries. At the boundary between AG1
and AG2, 10% of 3rd grade boys (AG1) are incorrectly classified as AG2, and 33% of 4th grade
boys (AG2) are incorrectly classified as AG1. For girls, the corresponding figures are 8% and
39%. For 7th grade, (AG2) 45% of boys and 24% of girls are classified as being in AG3, while for
8th grade, (AG3) 29% of female speakers are classified as AG2, but none of the boys aremisclas-
sified. The inconsistency between the results for boys and girls at the AG2-AG3 boundary may
be because AG3 contains speech from a number of boys whose voices have broken. It may be
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that gender-dependent modelling is needed for AG3, even though it is not advantageous over-
all, or that, as in the case of gender identification [39], it is necessary to build separate models
for AG3 boys whose voices have or have not broken.
7.5.5 HumanGI for children’s speech
In addition to the computer GI experiments presented in the previous sections, we also per-
formed experiments onGI by human listeners. The test set consisted of the same 687 test utter-
ances used in the computer GI experiments. Twenty listeners participated in the experimental
evaluations. Each participant listened to 34 utterances on average and there is no overlap be-
tween utterances listened to. The length of each utterance was 10 seconds. All human listening
tests were performed in a quiet room using the same PC and headphones.
TheGI rates for each age group achieved by human listeners are presented inTable 7.5.7. The
average performance of all age groups was 66.96%.
Table 7.5.7: Gender identiﬁcation performance for each age group obtained by human
listeners.
Age group Human GI rate (%)
AG1 60.48
AG2 70.49
AG3 70.90
As is depicted in Table 7.5.7, as with computers, humans are not as good as was initially ex-
pected for theGIDtask, particularlywhenusing children fromAG3. Tofindouthowmuchvari-
ation in performance is there between the listeners the ANOVA test was applied. Wewanted to
investigate whether the diﬀerences in performance between the AG2 and AG3 are statistically
significance in the view of the diﬀerences between subjects. For performing ANOVA test the
built in Matlab function (anova1) was used. This function compares the means of two obser-
vations, observations from performances obtained by listeners for test utterances of AG2 and
AG3. The function returns the p-value under the null hypothesis that all samples are drown
from populations with the same mean [176]. The obtained p-value for this test was 0.1974,
which is relatively large and shows that the there is no reason to conclude that means diﬀer. So
we can say that the accuracy improvement for AG3, compared to AG2, is relatively small - only
0.41% and negligible.
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7.5.6 Human Age-ID for children’s speech
In addition to the computer Age-ID experiments presented in the previous sections, we also
performed experiments on Age-ID by human listeners. The test set consisted of the same 766
test utterances used in the computer Age-ID experiments. Twenty listeners participated in the
experimental evaluations. Each participant listened to 38 utterances on average and there is no
overlap between utterances listened to. The length of each utterancewas 10 seconds. All human
listening tests were performed in a quiet roomusing the samePCandhigh-quality headphones.
TheAge-ID rates for each age group achievedbyhuman listeners are presented inTable 7.5.8.
This table suggest that the main confusion is came from the test utterances of AG2. Only 50.8
% of tests from AG2 are correctly identified and the rest are confused with AG1 and AG2. The
confusion between AG1 and AG3 is small and only 1.8 % and 3.8 % of the test utterances form
AG1 and AG3 are miss identified as AG3 and AG1, respectively. The average performance of
all age groups was 67.54%.
Table 7.5.8: Confusion matrix for age identiﬁcation (in %) for three age groups, ob-
tained by human listeners.
Model-index
Test-index AG1 AG2 AG3
AG1 81.2 16.9 1.8
AG2 25.5 50.8 23.6
AG3 3.8 24.4 71.7
As depicted in Table 7.5.8 the worst performance for human listeners obtained for children
in AG2. It was expected as this age-group has a border with both AG1 and AG2, which will
results in poor performance for this age-group.
7.6 Summary
This chapter presents the results of experiments in Age-ID and GI for children’s speech using
the OGI kids’ speech corpus.
A study of the diﬀerent narrow frequency bands’ utility has shown that the frequency region
0.9–2.6 kHz is the most useful by average of all age groups for GI. The separate analysis of the
results for each of the three age groups show that the performance trend is diﬀerent for each age
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group. For the AG3 children (13-16 years), the frequencies up to 1.8 kHz and above 3.8 kHz
provide the best performance, which is around 75%. For AG2 children (9-13 years) perfor-
mance does not vary largely across the frequency bands. For AG1 children (5-9 years), the
performance is close to chance, up to 1.4 kHz, and then increases to 65% for sub-bands around
1.8 kHz, fluctuating around 60% for frequencies above 2.3 kHz. Figure 7.5.1 (b) shows that the
main diﬀerences between younger and older children are for bands up to sub-band 11. Below
sub-band 11, the performance decreases with age, and this may be due to the gap between har-
monics increasing as age decreases, and because the triangle filters are narrow at low frequency.
Above sub-band 11, the diﬀerence is less clear across diﬀerent ages. For the two highest bands,
performance ismuch better for the older children. Above sub-band 11, and below sub-band 20,
the sub-bands produce similar performance across all ages.
The eﬀect of using age-dependent gender modelling and the GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM and
i-vector techniques was examined using the full-bandwidth experiments. The age-independent
GMM-SVM system outperformed the GMM-UBM and i-vector systems by nearly 10% and
3%, respectively. The age-dependent gendermodels gave 4.23%, 1.74%, and 0.28%GI improve-
ment in the case of the GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM and i-vector systems, respectively. The full-
bandwidth results for each age group were analysed, which showed unexpectedly low perfor-
mance for the AG3 children. An investigation confirmed that this was due to the fact that the
“boys” category in AG3 includes both boys with broken and unbroken voices, depending on
whether or not the child had entered puberty. Consequently, speech from boys whose voices
have not broken may achieve a better match with the “girls” acoustic model. The data of boys
in AG3 was divided into 2 separate groups: Boys with broken and unbroken voices. The use of
the 3 gender classes provided a GI rate of 87.34% for the AG3 children, which was an improve-
ment of 8.81% from using only two gender classes. The application of intersession variability
compensation was explored, but experiments showed only little improvement. Human GI ex-
periments were also conducted, and the average performance for all age groups was 66.96%,
which is lower than the performance achieved by machine.
Our results for Age-ID based on narrow frequency sub-bands indicate that the performance,
even for narrow frequency regions, is in most cases well above chance. The best performance
seems to be obtained when using sub-bands 13 to 15. Moreover, a comparison of useful bands
for Age-ID and Gender-ID shows that most of the useful information for Age-ID is in similar
regions of the spectrum to those that are useful for accent ID.This result suggests that removing
higher parts of the spectrum will improve Age-ID performance. Hence, we compared Age-ID
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performance for full bandwidth (up to 8 kHz) and restricted bandwidth (up to 5530 Hz). As
expected, performance is improved for both the GMM-UBM and i-vector systems when band-
limited speech is used. The best Age-ID performance is 87.55%, obtained from the i-vector
system applied to band-limited speech. Further analysis of the results from the best system
shows that Age-ID for young children, both male and female speakers, is a relatively easy task.
Themain confusion arises with male and female speakers who belong to the 4th and 7th grades.
These grades are at the boundaries of AG2. For example, 33.33% and 38.70% of 4th grade boys
and girls are misidentified as belonging to AG1, respectively. It is also evident that for AG3,
Age-ID for girls is more challenging than for boys from same age group.
Human experiments for bothGI andAge-ID show that computers outperform humans (un-
trained listeners) considerably. ForGI, when using children fromAG3, the accuracy of humans
is unexpectedly low, as with computers, which is due to the inclusion of boys and girls with bro-
ken voices in this particular age group.
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8
Conclusion
The major contributions of this thesis could be summarized as follows: First it proposes a
new analysis for investigation of the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent parts of the speech spectrum for
speaker and accent identification, using adult speech. The next important contribution is the
study of the utility of state of the art speaker recognition techniques for children’s speech, and
comparison of the regions of the spectrum that are most important for speaker recognition for
children and adults. The thirdmajor contribution is a investigation of the application of speaker
identification to theproblemof identifying child in a simulated class and school of children. The
forth major contribution is a study of gender identification systems for children’s speech, by
humans and machines, and study the utilities of diﬀerent parts of the speech spectrum. Lastly,
age-group identification, using children’s speech, is investigated by humans and computers, and
useful bands for this task are identified.
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8.1 Summary of Results
In this research we first focused on the speaker recognition task, using adult’s speech andNIST
SRE plan, to obtain a baseline system which has a similar performance compare to the state of
the art speaker recognition systems. Then, the results of an experimental study investigating the
eﬀect of frequency sub-bands on regional AID and SID performance on the ABI-1 corpus are
presented. TheAIDandSID systems are basedonGaussianmixturemodelling. TheSIDexper-
iments show up to 100% accuracy when using the full 11.025 kHz bandwidth. The experiments
using isolated narrow sub-bands show that the regions (0–0.77 kHz) and (3.40–11.02 kHz) are
the most useful for SID, while those in the region (0.34–3.44 kHz) are best for AID. AID ex-
periments are also performed with intersession variability compensation, which provides the
biggest performance gain in the (2.23–5.25 kHz) region. The best AID performance of 76.76%
is obtained when using an i-vector system and band-pass filtered (0.23–5.5 kHz) speech.
Although speaker verification is an established area of speech technology, previous studies
have been restricted to adult speech. By having an appropriate level of understanding from
adult speech and its relevant applications, we start assessing various classification tasks using
information in children’s speech. In a very first set of experiments we presents results on SR for
children’s speech, using the OGI Kids corpus and GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM and i-vector SR
systems. Regions of the spectrum containing important speaker information for children are
identified by conducting SR experiments over 21 frequency bands. As for adults, the spectrum
can be split into four regions, with the first (containing primary vocal tract resonance infor-
mation) and third (corresponding to high frequency speech sounds) being most useful for SR.
However, the frequencies at which these regions occur are from11% to 38%higher for children.
It is also noted that sub-bandSR rates are lower for younger children. In addition results are pre-
sented of SR experiments to identify a child in a class (30 children, similar age) and school (288
children, varying ages). Class performance depends on age, with accuracy varying from90% for
young children to 99% for older children. The identification rate achieved for a child in a school
is 81% and 87.15%, when using GMM-UBM and i-vector systems, respectively. In addition a
contemporary GMM-based speaker verification system, using MFCC features and maximum
score normalization, is applied to adult and child (for experiments using child speech PF-STAR
corpus is used) speech at various bandwidths using comparable test and trainingmaterial, to en-
able us have a comparison between SR from adult and child speech. The results show that the
EER for child speech is almost four times greater than that for adults. A study of the eﬀect of
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bandwidth on EER shows that for adult speaker verification, the spectrum can be conveniently
partitioned into three frequency bands: up to 3.5-4kHz, which contains individual diﬀerences
in the part of the spectrumdue to primary vocal tract resonances, the region between 4kHz and
6kHz, which contains further speaker-specific information and gives a significant reduction in
EER, and the region above 6kHz. These finding are consistent with previous research [31].
For young children’s speech a similar pattern emerges, but with each region shifted to higher
frequency values.
Similar experiments are also conducted for GI using children’s speech. The results are ob-
tained by using the OGI Kids corpus and GMM-UBM, GMM-SVM and i-vectors systems. As
for SR, regions of the spectrum containing important gender information for children are iden-
tified by conducting GI experiments over 21 frequency sub-bands. Results show that the fre-
quencies below 1.8 kHz and above 3.8 kHz are most useful for GI for older children, while the
frequencies above 1.4 kHz are most useful for the youngest children. The eﬀect of using age-
independent and age-dependent gender modelling (including the eﬀects of puberty on boys
voices) is explored. The application of intersession variability compensation is explored but
experiments showed only little improvement. Experiments on human GI were also conducted
and the results show that the humans do not achieve the performance of the machine.
Lastly, the results on Age-ID for children’s speech, using the OGI Kids corpus and GMM-
UBM, GMM-SVM and i-vector systems, are presented. Regions of the spectrum containing
important age information for children are identified by conducting Age-ID experiments over
21 frequency sub-bands. Results show that the frequencies above 5.5 kHz are least useful for
Age-ID. The eﬀect of using gender-independent and gender-dependent age-group modelling
is explored. The GMM-UBM and i-vector systems considerably outperform the GMM-SVM
system. The best Age-ID performance of 85.77% is obtained by the i-vector system applied to
band-limited speech to 5.5 kHz. Experiments on human Age-ID were also conducted and the
results show that the machine outperforms the humans, by 18.23%.
8.2 Future ResearchDirections
The majority of this work focused on a study of state of the art detection technologies to rec-
ognize children’s identity, gender and age-group, using short speech samples. State-of-the-art
detection techniques are changing all the time, and new approaches are constantly emerging
from language and speaker recognition fields. The application of the most recent techniques to
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the problem of speaker characterization, using children’s speech, is an interesting ongoing area
of research.
Because of extensive research eﬀort on automatic speech recognition, a variety of normaliza-
tion techniques are proposed by researchers. One interesting research question could be: are
the normalization techniques from speech recognition useful or not for detection tasks? The
answer to this question strongly depends on the application, for example pitch normalization
could be useful for gender identification but it may not be good for age identification, as pitch
information is likely to be useful for age identification and therefore normalizing pitch is a bad
idea in case of age identification. This hypothesis is based on our findings from Figure 7.5.1 (b)
(where the low frequencies seems to be of little use for younger children, when using the typical
design of filter bank filters) and Figure 7.5.3.
Our current findings on gender identification from children’s speech showed unexpectedly
low performance for the AG3 children. An investigation confirmed that this was due to the fact
that the ‘boys’ category in AG3 includes both boys with broken and unbroken voices, depend-
ing on whether or not the child has entered puberty. Consequently, speech from boys whose
voices have not broken may achieve a better match with the ‘girls’ acoustic model. The data of
boys in AG3 were divided into two separate groups, boys with broken and unbroken voices.
Table 7.5.4 shows the gender confusion from boys to girls is reduced to zero, but confusion
from girls to boys with unbroken voices is much larger than to boys with broken voices. The
performance for the girls has gone down when the boys are divided into two categories. This
could be due to the fact that voices of some of the girls in AG3 are aﬀected by puberty, and they
are confused with boys with unbroken voices. These results suggest that by dividing girls into
diﬀerent categories according to eﬀects of puberty may result in performance improvements.
In addition to the computer age and gender identification techniques presented in the the-
sis, we also performed experiments on age and gender identification by human listeners. For
human experiments, the human listeners are chosen from research students, mainly single and
only fewparticipantwhohave children(andwhocould thereforebe consideredas expert/trained
listeners). Familiarity with children could aﬀect the human listener’s performance. Rerunning
thehumanexperimentswith the trained listeners seems tobe an interesting experiment. School
teachers, nurses, and even mothers could be considered as trained listeners.
For age-group identification from children speech, the performance could potentially be im-
proved by employment of phonotactic approaches, which are based on the occurrence of dif-
ferent phone sequences. This type of approach seems practically useful for age-group identifi-
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cation using children’s speech, as it is intended to capture diﬀerences which are caused by rapid
language development of children. Finding a relationship between age and language skill is also
an interesting area of research, as they clearly are correlated. For example 36months child have
access only to approximately 900-1000 words, but as they grow up this number increases dra-
matically. In addition young children often repeat words, phrases, and syllables. By obtaining
scores using phonotactic system, next step is the fusion of these scores with the scores obtained
from from acoustic systems.
All these detection technologies then could be combined to form a automated tutor system
for schools and classrooms, so children could login in to the system using her/his speech sam-
ples and based on a user’s gender and age-group, relevant teachingmaterials will be provided to
them. To make an automatic tutor systemmore powerful and interactive, having an automatic
speech recognition system, based on children speech, is essential. Hence studying the utility of
state of the art speech recognition techniques (currently deepneural networks take the lead) for
children’s speech is an important area of research for the future. The findings of the thesis could
be eﬀectively used during the design of automatic speech recognition system for children, for
example speaker, gender, and age-group identifications from children’s could be used formodel
selection in speech recognition.
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Appendix
B.1 DistanceMeasure
Suppose there are two utterances, utt and utt0. GMMs,Gutt andGutt0 , are adapted from a UBM
using map adaptation (means only). The distance between these two utterances could be cal-
culated using Euclidean distance between the scaled GMM super-vectors s and s0,
d(s; s0) = 1
2
CX
i=1
wi(si   s0i)Σ 1i (si   s0i) (B.1)
where s and s0 are the super-vectors obtained from the adapted means of utterance utt and utt0,
respectively. wi and Σi are the ithUBMmixtureweights and diagonal covariancematrix, respec-
tively, and si corresponds to the mean of Gaussian i of the speaker GMM. The derived linear
kernel is defined as [83],
Klinear(s; s0) =
CX
i=1
wisiΣ 1s0i =
CX
i=1
(
p
wiΣ 
1
2 si)(
p
wiΣ 
1
2 s0i)t = b(x)tb(y) (B.2)
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Appendix
C.1 Joint Factor Analysis
In 2005, Kenny [84] gave a report on the theory and algorithm needed to carry out a Joint Fac-
torAnalysis ( JFA)model of speaker and sessionvariability in a training set ofmultiple recording
sessions per speaker. Most of the variance in the super-vector population is assumed to be ac-
counted for by a small number of hidden variables, which they referred to as speaker (or any
other type of speaker’s characteristics) and channel factors. In this approach, for each speaker,
the speaker factor is assumed to be the same for all recordings of that particular class, while the
channel factors are diﬀerent for each recording.
In JFA [88], a given speaker GMM supervector M is assumed to be decomposable in this
form:
M = μ + Vy+ Ux+ Dz (C.1)
where μ is a speaker- and session-independent super-vector (fromUBM),V andD are the eigen-
voice matrix and diagonal residual, respectively, and they define a speaker subspace. U defines
a session subspace, the eigenchannel matrix. The vectors y and z are speaker-dependent fac-
tors, and vector x is a channel-dependent factor. All three vectors are assumed to be random
variables with a normal distribution N(0; I). The step-by-step procedure for applying JFA to
speaker-recognition is as follows:
First train the eigenvoice matrix V, assuming thatU andD are zero.
Second train the eigenchannel matrixU, given estimates of V, assuming thatD is zero.
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Third train residual matrixD, given estimates of V andU.
Forth using the computed matrices from previous steps, compute the speaker-dependent (y
and z) and channel-dependent (x) factors.
Fifth calculate the score for test conversation side and target speaker conversation side, using
the matrices and controlling factors [177].
This method of modelling, which separates subspaces for capturing speaker, channel, and
session variabilities, proved [130] to suﬀer from miss-modelling of some speaker-specific in-
formation during training of the channel subspace.
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D
Appendix
D.1 Marginals andConditionals of Gaussians
Prior to addressing factor analysis, it is necessary to explain the determination of conditional
andmarginal distributionsof randomvariables ofGaussians. Assuming a vector-valued random
variable is used,
x =

x1
x2

(D.1)
where x1 2 Rr, x2 2 Rs, and x 2 Rr+s. Suppose x  N (μ; Σ), where
μ =

μ1
μ2

; (D.2)
Σ =

Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22

: (D.3)
Here, μ1 2 Rr, μ2 2 Rs, Σ11 2 Rrr, and Σ12 2 Rrs. Furthermore Σ12 = ΣT21, as covariance
matrices are symmetric.
Based on the working assumptions [178], it can be inferred that x1 and x2 are jointly multi-
variate Gaussian. To determine the marginal distribution of x1, one must note that E[x1] = μ1
and Cov(x1) = E[(x1   μ1)(x1   μ1)T] = Σ11. In order to certify the validity of the latter
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relationship and according to the joint covariance of x1 and x2, the following is obtained [178]
Cov(x) = Σ
=

Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22

= E[(x  μ)(x  μ)T]
= E

(x1   μ1)(x1   μ1)T (x1   μ1)(x2   μ2)T
(x2   μ2)(x1   μ1)T (x2   μ2)(x2   μ2)T
 (D.4)
The result is attained from the association of the upper-left sub-blocks in the matrices in the
second and final lines.
On the basis of the fact that themarginal distributions of Gaussians are Gaussian as well, the
marginal distribution of x1 is established to be denoted by x1  N (μ1; Σ11) [178].
Additionally, in accordance with the description of the multivariate Gaussian distribution
[178], the conditional distributionofx1 givenx2 canbedetermined tobex1jx2  N (μ1j2; Σ1j2),
where
μ1j2 = μ1 + Σ12Σ
 1
22 (x2   μ2); (D.5)
Σ1j2 = Σ11   Σ12Σ 122 Σ21: (D.6)
The above equations for the determination of the conditional and marginal distributions of
Gaussians are of great use in the factor analysis model.
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measured against reality, is primitive and childlike - and yet
it is the most precious thing we have.”
Albert Einstein
E
Appendix
E.1 ImplementationStepsforCalculatingi-vectorsfromSpeechSig-
nal
Suppose we have a sequence of L frames fy1; y2; :::; yLg and an UBM composed of Cmixture
components defined in the feature space of dimension F. Initially, 0th; 1stand2nd order suﬃcient
statistics need to be calculated for each of the training utterances (u), as follows,
Nc(u) =
LX
t=1
γt(c) (E.1)
Fc(u) =
LX
t=1
γt(c)yt (E.2)
Sc(u) = diagf
LX
t=1
γt(c)yty

t g (E.3)
which γt(c) is the posterior of gaussian component c for observation t of utterance u.
The second step is to compute the centralized 1stand2nd order statistics,
~Fc(u) = Fc(u)  Nc(u)mc (E.4)
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~Sc(u) = Sc(u)  diagfFc(u)mc + mcFc(u)   Nc(u)mcmcg (E.5)
wheremc is the UBMmean for mixture component c. By expanding the statistics into matrices
we get,
NN(u) =
0B@N1(u)  I . . .
Nc(u)  I
1CA (E.6)
FF(u) =
0B@~F1(u)...
~Fc(u)
1CA (E.7)
SS(u) =
0B@~S1(u) . . .
~Sc(u)
1CA (E.8)
Where I is the F  F identity matrix and NN(u) and SS(u) are the CF  CF block diagonal
matrix and FF(u) is the CF 1 vector obtained by concatenating ~F1(u); :::; ~Fc(u).
Third step is the initial estimation of the total factorsw. Assume that l(s) is the R Rmatrix
defined by:
lT(u) = I+ TΣ 1NN(u)T (E.9)
WhereΣ 1 is the inverseofUBMcovariancematrix. AndR is the rankof total variabilitymatrix,
which needs to be less than C  F. Proposition 1 in [89] (which was proposed for training
of eigenvoice matrix), could be applied for T-matrix training as follows: for each utterance u,
the posterior distribution of w(u) given x(u) and parameter set (random initialization of T, Σ
from UBM) is Gaussian with w(u)  Normal(l 1T (u)TΣ 1FF(u); l 1T (u)). The E[w(u)]
denotes the posterior expectation of w(u), which is
E[w(u)] = l 1T (u)TΣ 1FF(u) (E.10)
To give a intuitive view on equation E.10, it could be proved that E[w(u)] is a solution to the
least-square’s quadratic minimization problem of : min
w(u)
jjFF(u)  Tw(u)jj2
Forth step is to use current estimate of posterior distribution parameters of w(u), for com-
puting some additional statistics across utterances, these statistics are,
Nc =
X
u
Nc(u) (E.11)
Ac =
X
u
Nc(u)l 1T (u) (E.12)
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C =
X
u
FF(u)  (l 1T (u)  T  Σ 1  FF(u)) (E.13)
NN =
X
u
NN(u) (E.14)
In which (l 1T (u)  T  Σ 1  FF(u)) and l 1T (u) are mean and covariance of posterior dis-
tribution of w(u), respectively.
In the fifth step the T matrix estimated using accumulated statistics from previous step, as
follows: 264 T1...
Tc
375 =
264 A
 1
1  C1
...
A 1c  Cc
375 (E.15)
where C =
264 C1...
Cc
375 is the block matrix components of c corresponding to each Gaussian
mixture.
Finally, the last step is to run N (practically, N is between 10 and 20) iterations of 3rd to 5th
steps, and substitute estimates of the T-matrix into equations in step 3.
Extracting the i-vector from training and testing utterances is the next step of front-end factor
analysis. Themethod for extracting subspace factors has already been explained during the de-
scription of the steps of T-matrix training. To be specific, i-vectors are the posterior expectation
of the distribution of subspace factors, which are assumed to be Gaussian. Given the T-matrix
and suﬃcient statistics of utterance, u i-vectors are obtained by,
w(u) = (I+ TΣ 1NN(u)T) 1:TΣ 1FF(u) (E.16)
Which is achieved by substitution of the equation E.9 into the equation E.10.
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F
Appendix
F.1 Factor Analysis Vs. Principal Component Analysis
In Section 2.4.2 the factor analysis approach is discussed, and it gives a way to model data (x 2
Rn) as approximately lying in some y-dimension subspace (Y-space), where y << n (n is the
dimension of original space, super-vector space). In this method it is imagined that each point
x(i) was created by generating some w(i) in y-dimension aﬃne space fM = μ + Tw;w 2 Ryg,
and then adding Ψ-covariance noise. However, PCAwill tackle the problemmore directly, and
will require only an eigenvector calculation, and the classical PCA does not need to resort to
EM.
Assumewe have the following dataset (crosses on the Figure F.1.1). Now, suppose we pick u
to correspond the the direction shown in the Figure F.1.1. The circles denote the projections of
the original data onto this line. We see that the projected data still has a fairly large variance, and
the points tend to be far from zero. In contrast, suppose had instead picked another direction,
r, Here, the projections have a significantly smaller variance, and are much closer to the origin.
PCA automatically select the direction u corresponding to the u shown above.
Figure F.1.2 shows the typical samples of w(i) in a one-dimensional sub-space. Then these
data-points aremapped to the two dimensional s space, by μ+Tw. Thismodel envisioning that
X’s inside each mono Gaussian circles are considered as original data points x(i). The working
assumption is that the sampling of a y dimensionmonoGaussianw(i) produces every data point
x(i). The subsequent calculation μ+Tw(i) enables themapping of x(i) to a y-dimensional aﬃne
subspace of Rs. Afterwards, the addition of covariance Ψ noise to μ + Tw(i) generates x(i).
Consider the factor analysismodelwherewe constrainΨ = σ2I, andT to be orthonormal. It
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Figure F.1.1: Graphical example of classical PCA approach.
is shown that [179], as σw  > 0 this model reduces to classical PCA, also known as Karhunen
Loeve transform.
Figure F.1.2: Graphical example of factor analysis based approach.
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